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Introduction 
BETHSANDORE 
THEDEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIVE RETRIEVAL APPROACHES for access to vi-
sual information is among the most significant of technological, concep- 
tual, and institutional challenges for the library and information science 
community. On a technological level, Gupta and Jain (1997) suggest that 
visual information retrieval involves a hybrid of older computer science dis- 
ciplines, including the analytical component of computer vision and the 
query component of database systems. On a conceptual level, it is clear that 
humans employ a variety of socio-cognitive processes, as well as sensory skills, 
in the retrieval and evaluation of visual information. From an institutional 
standpoint, libraries, archives, and museums have entered into digitization 
projects, varying in scope and scale, the results of which are beginning to 
challenge the manner in which information is described, stored, and deliv- 
ered. While visual resources have long been part of the slide library that 
supports use in the arts and humanities communities, Charles Rhyne (1996) 
indicates that technology has enabled a rapid increase in the use of pictures 
in other disciplines as well as by the general public (p. 4). 
The primary goal of this issue of Library Trends is to present practitio- 
ners, researchers, and educators in the areas of library and information 
science, archives, and museums, as well as “imagists” working with visual 
resources in any setting, with a current perspective on the development 
of visual information retrieval and access tools. The issue’s scope is lim- 
ited to the analysis and retrieval of bit-mapped or raster images and video 
(images that are comprised of pixels of varying color information values) 
and does not include work with vector graphics (images encoded as nu- 
meric formulas that represent lines and curves-e.g., Geographic 
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Information Systems [GIS] ) . The contributions provide perspectives from 
researchers and practitioners-specialists in the areas of library and infor- 
mation science and computer science. In planning this issue, a conscious 
effort was made to include a perspective on the developing foundation of 
visual information retrieval, as well as work representing current and ex- 
perimental systems. The issue is divided into three sections-I. Founda-
tions of Intellectual Access to Visual Information, 11. Implementation and 
Evaluation, and 111. Experimentation. 
Since 1988, two issues of Library Trends have been devoted to various 
aspects of image and multimedia information retrieval. In each issue, the 
editors call for a synerg across the disciplines that develop image retrieval 
systems and those that utilize these terns. Stam and Giral (1988),in the 
issue of Library Trends titled “Linking Art Objects and Art Information,” 
emphasize the need for a thorough understanding of the visual informa- 
tion-seeking behaviors of image database users. M’riting in a 1990 issue of 
Library Trends devoted to graphical information retrieval, Mark Rorvig 
(1990) takes up the fundamental issue that “what can be listed cannot 
always be found” and uses that statement as a framework for examining 
progress in intellectual access to visual information. In the ensuing de- 
cade, several critical events have unfolded that have brought about some 
of the needed collaborarion across disciplines and have enhanced the 
potential for advancements in the area of visual information retrieval. 
First, the field of computer vision has grown exponentially within the 
past decade, producing tools that enable the retrieval of visual informa- 
tion, especially for objects with no accompanying structural, administra- 
tive, or descriptive text information. Second, the Internet, more specifi- 
cally the Web, has become a common channel for the transmission of 
graphical information, thus moving visual information retrieval rapidly 
from stand-alone workstations and databases into a networked environ- 
ment. Third, the use of the Web to provide access t,o the search and 
retrieval mechanisms for visual and other forms of information has spawned 
the development of emerging standards for metadata about these objects 
as well as the creation of commonly employed methods to achieve 
interoperability across the searching of visual, textual, and other multi- 
media repositories. Practicality has begun to dictate that the indexing of 
huge collections of images by hand is a task that is both labor intensive 
and expensive-in many cases more than can be afforded to provide some 
method of intellectual access to digital image collections. In the world of 
text retrieval, text “speaks for itself‘ whereas image analysis requires a 
combination of high-level concept creation as well as the processing and 
interpretation of inherent visual features. In the area of intellectual ac- 
cess to visual information, the interplay between human and machine 
image indexing methods has begun to influence the development of vi-
sual information retrieval systems. Research and application by the visual 
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information retrieval (VIR) community suggests that the most fruitful 
approaches to VIR involve analysis of the type of information being sought, 
the domain in which it will be used, and systematic testing to identify 
optimal retrieval methods. 
Section I-“Foundations of Access to Visual Information”-is intended 
to provide a background in the familiar concept-based approach to de- 
scribing and retrieving images, as well as the more recently developed 
content-based approach to visual information retrieval using inherent fea- 
tures such as color, shape, and texture. The importance of the articles in 
this section cannot be over-emphasized. In their own way, each clarifies 
the inevitable need to consider the interaction between high-level seman- 
tic concepts and inherent content in VIR. Content retrieval, the area 
which is newest to the library and information science community, will 
demand increased understanding and analysis in order to determine its 
value to users as we build more robust and lasting visual information re- 
trieval systems. The authors in section I emphasize the need for a greater 
understanding of the interplay between concept-based indexing (per- 
formed by humans) and the automatic or semi-automatic process of in- 
dexing an image or a video sequence (using software) based on inherent 
image attributes. In “Intellectual Access to Images,” Hsin-liang Chen and 
Edie M. Rasmussen explore current image retrieval systems and analyze 
the methods that have been employed to provide intellectual access to 
the various image collections. Throughout the article, the authors focus 
on the problems that are inherent in image description and access with 
the objective of identifjmg traditional and new solutions to these chal- 
lenges. The second contribution, by P. Bryan Heidorn, presents a frame-
work for understanding image retrieval from the standpoint of the user’s 
cognitive models for seeking visual information. Heidorn examines the 
process by which models, based on linguistic and inherent visual attributes, 
are constructed and employed by users in seeking visual information that 
answers particular queries. He also discusses the types of information 
that can be found to have common values in the socio-cognitive sense. In 
“Computer Vision Toolsfor Finding Images,” David Forsyth describes and 
discusses the use of two types of methods that have been developed in the 
computer vision field to facilitate the searching of images by inherent 
content. Forsyth groups these methods into two categories-“appearance 
methods” that compare images based on their overall content (e.g., color 
histograms, texture histograms, spatial layout), and “finding methods” that 
focus on matching subparts of images with the goal of identifylng and 
finding specific objects. Forsyth explains, in terms understandable to a 
broad range of readers, the complexities involved in identifylng and match- 
ing inherent features within whole images and corresponding objects 
within segments of images. He is careful to explain that computer vision 
tools cannot be used in monolithic ways to resolve user queries of large 
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image collections but rather describes areas in which they have been found 
to be most useful arid promising for future development. 
Section 11-“Implementation and Evaluation”-focuses more specifi- 
cally on the implementation and evaluation of visual information retrieval 
systems with cultural heritage information since this is a primary interest 
of libraries, museums, and archives. In the first article in the section, 
Teresa Grose Beamsley addresses the challenge of securing and ensuring 
image integrity-an issue that is integral to the quality of VIR system search 
results yet often goes unremarked in discussions beyond the initial point 
of digital capture. Beamsley’s article, “Securing Digital Image Assets,” 
examines the issues involved in the process of securing the image content 
in a VIR system. Beamsley indicates that images delivered across the Web 
are usually lowquality compressed derivatives of higher quality archival 
digital images. Often, the only tenuous link between the low-quality de- 
rivative image and its original digital image is contained in the textual 
metadata that accompanies the image. Beamsley examines various ap- 
proaches that institutions can use to secure the integrity of this represen- 
tative information while pointing out the concomitant challenges in do- 
ing so. Throughout her article, Beamsley focuses on the need to achieve 
a balance between the desire for ownership and authenticity of images 
and the provision of open access to cultural heritage materials, particu- 
larly in public institutions. 
In the second article in this section, “Getting the Picture,” Caroline 
Arms provides a thorough description and analysis of Library of Congress 
efforts to provide access to visual information from their Prints and Pho- 
tographs Division collections. The Library of Congress’ work in this area 
is of international significance because they are one of the few institu- 
tions that makes images in their collections and experimental projects 
publicly accessible through the Web (except in cases of copyright and 
ownership restrictions), as well as information regarding the technical 
underpinnings of their efforts. Arms’s account gives important insights 
into the institutional challenges of providing unified public access to dis- 
parate digital collections while addressing the special issues associated with 
VIR and other programmatic concerns. The article will be useful for any 
institution considering the development of a digital library or facing the 
organizational challenges of identifying unified aspects of collections that 
are otherwise disparate in physical location and diverse in content. 
Christie Stephenson, in “Recent Developments in Cultural Heritage 
Image Databases,” uses the Museum Educational Site Licensing (MESL) 
Project as a point of departure in her exploration of developments in the 
broad area of cultural heritage image databases. Stephenson draws on 
her own experience in the management of the MESL project as well as on 
the work of others to identify the various factors that are known to affect 
VIR including metadata quality, image quality, display and manipulation 
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features, and the diverse retrieval results due to a variety of methods em- 
ployed in search engine indexing and retrieval. She also reviews examples 
of recent work in the development of federated image repositories at vari- 
ous institutions, as well as advances in user interface design for VIR. 
Stephenson’s writing reiterates the point made by Forsyth, albeit from a 
different perspective, that it is critical to identify the information-seeking 
needs of specific user groups in order to tailor the most effective retrieval 
methods and interfaces to specific domains of use. 
In her article “Evaluation of Image Retrieval Systems: The Role of 
User Feedback,” Samantha Hastings reviews problems in current VIR evalu- 
ation research, presents the preliminary results of a Web-based study of 
user searching of an art image database, and proposes a framework for 
user-centered evaluation studies of VIR systems. In particular, Hastings’s 
findings note that over half the user queries submitted in the study were 
satisfied by the review of thumbnail images. Further, Hastings empha- 
sizes the importance for users to have the capability to construct custom- 
ized browsing approaches to retrieved image sets and to manipulate im- 
ages to view more visual detail and to compare more than one image. 
Section 111-“Experimental Approaches”-presents articles describ- 
ing three research projects that examine various aspects of image or 
combined image and text retrieval methods. The articles by Rohini K. 
Srihari and Zhongfei Zhang and by Neil C. Rowe focus on experimental 
systems that employ both text and image analysis in the development of 
effective methods for retrieving highly relevant image sets. Srihari and 
Zhang define their subject domain specifically. They focus on analyzing 
faces in pictures and their related captions taken from Web-based 
newsfeeds such as MSNBC and CNN. From this standpoint, these au- 
thors are able to tailor their retrieval algorithms to achieve a fairly high 
level of precision for this domain of multimedia information. Rowe uses 
similar methods to analyze databases of images that feature a range of 
activities at a naval aircraft test facility, Rowe’s approach differs from 
that of Srihari and Zhang in its objective, which he states is to broaden 
the applicability of linguistic and text processing routines in an attempt 
to create a more general retrieval process targeted toward increasing 
precision in the searching of Web-based information in general. The 
final article in this issue, by Yong Rui et al., focuses entirely on experi- 
mental methods using computer vision tools, testing various methods of 
image analysis (vector analysis, Boolean, fuzzy match) that are commonly 
used in text processing, and using relevance feedback to “train” the search 
engine and improve the relevance of the retrieved image result set. Rui 
et al. use an experimental multimedia system, MARS (Multimedia Analysis 
and Retrieval System), which they have developed over a period of sev- 
eral years, to test various approaches to the analysis and retrieval of in- 
herent image features. They have tested their methods with various 
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image sets, including a set of cultural heritage images of artifacts from 
the UCLA Fowler Mnseum of Cultural History. 
The work represented in this issue suggests that a number of profes-
sional communities are contributing different but essential components 
to the development of useful and innovative image retrieval systems. In 
spite of the great technology strides in multimedia, image database devel- 
opers and image content holders continue to grapple with the fluid issues 
of organization, access, retrieval, delivery, and representation. The words 
of art historian Barbara Stafford (1996) describe the differential treat- 
ment accorded visual imagery over the centuries in Western culture, and 
they express the hope that computers will be the tool that enables imag- 
ery to become a trusted, valued, and rich vehicle (similar to text) for in- 
formation delivery: 
Yet in spite of the arrival of what I have termed the “age of 
computer  i sm ”-rapid 1y r ep1acing m ode  r n isIn and  even 
postniodernisrn-a distorted hierarchy ranking the importance of 
reading above that of seeing remains anachronistically in place. All 
the while, computers are forcing thc recognition that texts are not 
“higher” durable monuments to civilization compared to “lower” fleet- 
ing images. These marvelous machines may eventually rid us of the 
uninformed assumption that sensory messages are incompatible with 
reflection. (p. 4) 
Despite Stafford’s apparent ambivalence, the significant levels of traf- 
fic on the U’eb support the perspective that technology has begun to fuel 
an important shift in the value that society has previously placed on the 
written word over things visual. Computers now enable users to incorpo- 
rate images of art and other works into their own personal information 
contexts-images which have for centuries been a powerful and efficient 
medium for conveying landmark concepts, emotions, and events. The 
concomitant challenge for libraries, museums, and archives also involves 
a shift-not only in technology and practice but. also in focus-i.e., to 
equip ourselves with an effective understanding of the similarities and 
differences between text and multimedia information retrieval, and to 
use this knowledge as a foundation for developing effective access and 
archiving methods. 
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to Visual Information 
“Intellectual Access to Images,” Hsin-Ziang Chen and 
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“Computer Vision Tools for Finding Images and Video 
Sequences,”D.A. Forsyth 

Intellectual Access to Images 
HSIN-LIANGCHENAND EDIEM. RASMUSSEN 
ABSTRACT 
CONVENIENTIMAGE CAPTURE TECHNIQUES, inexpensive storage, and widely 
available dissemination methods have made digital images a convenient 
and easily available information format. This increased availability of im- 
ages is accompanied by a need for solutions to the problems inherent in 
indexing them for retrieval. Unfortunately, to date, very little informa- 
tion has been available on why users search for images, how they intend to 
use them, as well as how they pose their queries, though this situation is 
being remedied as a body of research begins to accumulate. New image 
indexing methods are also being explored. Traditional concept-based 
indexing uses controlled vocabulary or natural language to express what 
an image is or what it is about. Newly developed content-based techniques 
rely on a pixel-level interpretation of the data content of the image. Con- 
cept-based indexing has the advantage of providing a higher-level analysis 
of the image content but is expensive to implement and suffers from a 
lack of interindexer consistency due to the subjective nature of image 
interpretation. Content-based indexing is relatively inexpensive to imple- 
ment but provides a relatively low level of interpretation of the image 
except in fairly narrow and applied domains. To date, very little is known 
about the usefulness of the access provided by content-based systems, and 
more work needs to be done on user needs and satisfaction with these 
systems. An examination of a number of image database systems shows 
Hsin-lidng Chen, School of Information Sciences, University of Pittsburgh, 646 IS Build- 
ing, 135 North Bellefield Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15260 
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the range of techniques that have been used to provide intellectual access 
to image collections. 
INTRODUCTION 
With the rapid development of computing technologies, particularly 
in storage, display, and telecommunications, access to digital images has 
become widespread. At the same time, the ease with which images can be 
incorporated into software packages for display, publication, and dissemi- 
nation has increased the perceived information need of users for images. 
This greatly increased need for, and access to, images has focused atten- 
tion on the problems inherent in image description, particularly from the 
perspective of image indexing and retrieval. Researchers in the fields of 
library and information science, computer science, medical informatics, 
cognitive science, and so on, have brought their different points of view 
to address the problems inherent in image indexing. The development 
and use of controlled vocabularies for image indexing has always been an 
area of interest, and the exploration of natural language for image de- 
scription is an area of ongoing research. A relatively new research area, 
drawing on the pixel-level data that comprise digital images, is content- 
based retrieval, which automatically extracts index features such as color, 
texture, and shape from the image file. Other researchers are examining 
the potential of combined sources of evidence using natural language 
text, such as captions, to assist in the automatic interpretation of digital 
images. A welcome development in the study of image access is the focus 
of a number of researchers on questions underlying users’ access to im- 
ages-i.e., how images are perceived and described, what information 
needs exist, and how users of pictorial information determine what is use- 
ful to them. The answers to these questions will inform t.he design of a 
new generation of image retrieval systems that will better meet the needs 
of users by employing technologies in useful and creative ways. 
The discussion will focus on the problems inherent in image descrip- 
tion and access, with a perspective on traditional and new solutions. Re- 
cent developments in intellectual access to images will be surveyed and 
contrasted with software-based analysis of image content. A more detailed 
survey of this research is given by Rasmussen (1997). Lancaster (1998) 
extends the discussion of indexing to multimedia sources. 
CHALLENGES INDEXINGIN IMAGE 
Images bring with them problems of description and access more 
complex than those of text. While text can be indexed manually, it can 
also be retrieved directly using, as access points, the natural language that 
it contains. While this retrieval is imperfect, it does provide a means of 
access independent of human indexing. Digital images are composed of 
pixels arranged in an infinite variety of patterns and, in general, it is im- 
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possible to predict the particular pattern that would match an informa- 
tion need. At present, only relatively low-level attributes of images can be 
queried directly (for instance, color and texture), and these attributes do 
not carry the meaning of the image with them. 
Even where human indexing of the image is undertaken, it is difficult 
to reach agreement on the content and meaning of the image, or on what 
aspects are appropriate for indexing. The same image may mean differ- 
ent things to different people and may be used to project a different mean- 
ing at different times depending on the way it is used or the aspect that is 
the focus of attention or the context it is chosen to illustrate. 
In general, it is easier to determine a picture’s content than to inter-
pret what it is about, and this distinction has engaged many scholars. Krause 
(1998) distinguishes between “hard” indexing (the description of what an 
indexer can see in the frame), and “soft” indexing (“aboutness,” the im- 
age as stimulus). He says: 
We know that pictures provoke reaction, stimulate ideas, rekindle 
memories. They are powerful instruments in story telling, teaching, 
propaganda, and numerous other fields. Therefore, it is important 
that libraries provide access to images which illustrate ideas, even 
abstract ones like hunger, or the experience of hunger . . . . If we can 
index this aspect of the picture, we make it easily available to users 
requiring such an image; we make our collection more accessible. 
(pp. 73-74) 
A number of authors (such as Shatford, 1986) have based their analy- 
sis of image indexing on the theories of the art historian Panofsky (1939), 
who identified three levels of meaning in works of art. At the first, or pre- 
iconographic, level, subject matter was designated as factual (“ofness”) or 
expressional (“aboutness”), and based on the objects and events in an 
image as it could be interpreted through everyday experience. At the 
second, or iconographic, level, interpretation requires some cultural knowl- 
edge of themes and concepts (not “a sailor” but “Ulysses”). The third or 
iconological level requires interpretation at a sophisticated level using world 
and cultural knowledge plus a deeper understanding of the history and 
background of the work. Shatford (7986) suggests that this third level 
cannot be indexedwith any degree of consistency. Svenonius (1994) points 
out that “indexing aboutness at the iconographic level is equally problem- 
atic” (p. 603), since what is symbolized is not always evident, nor is there 
always a simple referent to it. 
Shatford (1986) uses Panofsky’s levels of meaning to explore the kinds 
of subjects an image might have, proposing “Generic Of,” “Specific Of,” 
and “About” with facets answering the questions Who? What? When? and 
Where? Interestingly, a preliminary attempt in the Hulton study (described 
later in this article) to categorize queries posed to an image database ac- 
cording to Panofsky’s levels of meaning was not successful, suggesting that 
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they did not translate well from the area of Renaissance art to a more 
general domain (Enser & McGregor, 1993). 
Markey (1984) studied interindexer consistency by nonspecialists us- 
ing a free vocabulary to index pictorial works of art, finding terminology 
consistency scores of ’7 percent and concept consistency scores of 13 per- 
cent. While interindexer consistency has always been problematic, even 
in text, these figures do serve to illustrate the imperfect level of agree-
ment in subject analysis of images. Clearly, image analysis can be carried 
out at many levels, from the primitive (What colors are present? What 
shapes?) to more analytical but general (What objects appear in the im- 
age? What is this a pictnre of?) to a more culturally dependent interpreta- 
tion (What specific individual or thing is portrayed? What is the mood? 
What metaphor or lesson is presented?). Choosing an approach to image 
indexing may require a compromise based on what the system is capable 
of delivering and what the users of the system would like in an optimal 
retrieval environment. The question of user need for images is at present 
relatively little studied. 
STUDIESOF USERS’IMAGEQUERIES 
Before considering how image access has been provided, i t  is worth 
considering what we know about users’ information needs and how users 
present queries to image databases. Probably the most extensive study to 
address this question is the “Hulton Study,” Enser and McGregor’s (1993) 
examination of‘the queries addressed to the Hulton Deutsch picture col- 
lection. The Hulton Deutsch Collection is a major picture archive of news 
and current affairs, historical landscapes and portraits, and other collec- 
tions used primarily by the press. Enser and McGregor examined 2,722 
requests and found that they could be mapped into four categories along 
twodimensions: unique (“Kenilworth Castle”) or non-unique (“dinosaurs”) 
and refined (e.g., specified by activity, time period, and so on) or 
nonrefined. An example of a query in the unique refined category is 
“Edward VIII looking stupid” and in the nonunique refined category is 
“couples dancing the Charleston.” Interestingly, only requests for unique 
unrefined subjects were easily satisfied by the Gibbs-Smith classification 
scheme being used by the picture archive (Enser, 1995). The Hulton 
Study was subsequently extended to seven additional picture libraries/ 
archives in the United Kingdom, five of which were concerned with still 
images (Armitage & Enser, 1997). They arrived at a mode and facet analy- 
sis adopted from Panofsky (1939) and refined by Shatford ( 1986). 
In a smaller-scale study, Hastings (199.5) examined the queries of a 
specific user group-i.e., art historians-to a collection of Caribbean art 
images. She identified queries at four levels of complexity, ranging from 
simple level one queries for who, what, where to level four queries for 
meaning, subject, and why? Some of the simpler queries could be an- 
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swered without images while, at the most complex level, text and image 
alone was sometimes not sufficient to answer the queries. 
Another interesting study reviewed queries presented to NLM’s Prints 
and Photographs Collection. Keister ( 1994) found that descriptions of 
concrete image elements made up a significant proportion of picture re- 
quests, and these elements were worth cataloging in some detail. How-
ever, she cites examples in which images are described in terms of the 
visual message of the picture-e.g., a “warm picture of a nurse, mother, 
and baby” (p. 10). Word-images based on a particular communication 
need arose frequently, and users often described and used images in ways 
different from their original intent. 
While there begins to be a body of research addressing the question 
of image information needs, the studies are fragmented. The Hulton 
Study remains the only study of its scale to examine information needs in 
a nondomain-specific environment. 
IMAGEATTRIBUTES 
There is as yet no general agreement on what attributes of an image 
should be indexed. Shatford (1986) indicates that it is much easier to 
index an image for a collection with some specific use than one for use by 
a heterogeneous group. In the latter case, the subject orientation of users 
and the information need that will lead them to pose queries to the col- 
lection cannot be anticipated, and hence the dimensions along which the 
collection should be indexed cannot be predicted. 
Research by Jorgensen (1998), in which participants were asked to 
write descriptions of color images, suggested four perceptual classes as a 
minimal framework for image indexing: objects (the largest set in her 
study), people, color, and location. Content/story attributes were also 
identified as significant for image description. Jorgensen (1998) points out 
the need to include interpretive as well as perceptual attributes, a conclu- 
sion supported by her previous research (1995). She indicates that “the 
disjunction between these results and those attributes typically addressed 
in traditional image indexing systems suggest revisiting assumptions upon 
which image indexing and retrieval systems are being created” (p. 172). 
In order to determine what image attributes should be used to pro-
vide access, Layne (1994) proposes four categories: (1)“biographical” at- 
tributes that deal with the images’ origin and provenance; (2) subject 
attributes (the “most problematic and least objective” [p. 5841); ( 3 ) ex-
emplified attributes that seem to be physical characteristics such as me-
dium, and (4) relationship attributes (relationship to other images or 
texts). It is the subject attributes which are addressed here; the two main 
approaches to image indexing, concept-based and content-based, differ 
in the level of interpretation that they bring to the indexing process and 
will be discussed separately. 
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CONCEPT-BASEDIMAGEINDEXINGAND RETRIEVAL 
Concrpt-based retrieval refers to retrieval from text-based indexing of 
images, which may use a controlled vocabulary or natural language text 
or captions, and range from the purely descriptive (“Winston Churchill,” 
“a duck on a pond”) to the abstract or subjective (“poverty,” “despair”). 
Controlled vocabularies have been developed for use in specific col- 
lections such as Western art or images of historical costume. A particu-
larly ambitious undertaking is ICONCLASS, an early classification system 
for Western art developcd in the 1940s by van de Waal at the University of 
Leiden. Nine areas are covered: (1) Religion, Magic and the Supernatu- 
ral; (2) Nature; (3) Man (as a biological entity); (4) Society, Civilization, 
and Culture; ( 5 )Abstract Concepts; (6) History; (7) The Bible; (8) Non-
Classical Myths, Tales and Legends; and (9) Classical Mytholocgy and His- 
tory (Sherman, 1987). These subjects are subdivided using an alphanu- 
meric notation covered in seven volumes ofsubject headings. ICONCLASS 
has been used for DIAL (Decimal Index to the Art of the Lowlands), the 
Marburger Index to works of‘art in Germany, van Straten’s index of Ital- 
ian Prints, and American paintings in the Courtauld Institute (Roberts, 
1988). 
Two controlled vocabularies that were developed relatively recently 
are the Art &Architecture ?’hesnurus (AAT) (Oxford University Press, 1990) 
and the Library of Congress The.murusfor Graphic Materials (Library of 
Congress, 1995). The Art  &Architecture Thesaurus (AAlI)covers the history 
and making of the visual arts and is geographically and historically com- 
prehensive but lacks coverage of iconographical themes (Petersen, 1990). 
The vocabulary of nearly 120,000 terms is structured under seven facets 
(e.g., physical attributes, styles and periods, activities) which are subdi- 
vided into thirty-three sub-facets or hierarchies. It is currently supported 
by the Getty Information Institute (see their Web page at http:// 
www.gii.getty.edu/vocabulary/aat.html) . 
The Thesaurusfor GraphicMalerials is in two parts: TGML Subject Terms 
and TGMII: Genre and Physical Characteristic Terms. TGMI is less structured 
than AAT, lacking its faceted and highly hierarchical arrangement, though 
it does follow standard thesaural guidelines. 7‘GMI provides a broader, 
though smaller, vocabulary than AAT, suitable for a general subject de- 
scription of images. A detailed comparison of these two vocabularies is 
provided by Greenberg (1993). 
Other controlled vocabularies have been developed for specific col- 
lections but, for many collections of images, particularly those on the Web, 
natural language indexing is preferred. Natural language may be in the 
form of text in which the image is embedded (newsphotos in newspapers, 
for instance), descriptions or captions accompanying it, or hypermedia 
links. For instance, Guglielmo and Rowe (1996) used natural language 
requests to query a database of historical images of aircraft and weapon 
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projects captioned with natural language text. By parsing and matching 
queries and captions, they were able to use natural language processing 
and inferencing techniques to answer queries such as “training missiles 
on a skyhawk.” 
In some contexts it seems logical to use images as surrogates for text 
in retrieval. A project at NASA’sJohnson Space Center used a visual the- 
saurus to provide access to images from the Manned Space Flight Pro- 
gram, using images corresponding to those in a subject-oriented linguis- 
tic thesaurus (Seloff, 1990). This and other examples of visual thesauri 
are discussed by Hogan et al. (1991), who extend the concept of the visual 
thesaurus to the hypermedia environment, supporting browsing and 
searching through direct image links. This type of access corresponds to 
what Enser (1995) refers to as image retrieval in the W mode-visual 
query, visual search. 
CONTENT-BASED OF IMAGESINDEXING
Content-based information retrieval (CBIR) refers to retrieval based 
on computer analysis of image content at the pixel level, automatically 
extracting such features as color, texture, and shape, locally or globally, 
from digital images. The CBIR systems currently available provide power- 
ful retrieval engines for certain classes of query, although the developers 
have sometimes oversold their abilities, arguing that, since human index- 
ing of image subject is prohibitively expensive, they propose to replace it 
by automatic indexing by color and texture. These systems are useful in 
some situations and no doubt will become more useful as their powers of 
interpretation become more sophisticated. The query categories proposed 
for them by Gudivada and Raghavan (1995) are color, texture, sketch, 
shape, volume, spatial constraints, browsing, objective attributes, subjec- 
tive attributes, motion, text, and domain categories. Perhaps the capabili- 
ties that are currently best developed are retrieval by color, texture, and 
overall image similarity. Shape retrieval is most effective where solid im- 
ages (clip art, trademarks) are queried. Domains where automatic index- 
ing and retrieval have proven effective include face retrieval and finger- 
prints. 
A realistic assessment of the state of the art of what they name visual 
information retrieval (VIR) is given by Gupta and Jain (1997). They indi- 
cate that systems providing information extraction from images still re- 
quire some human image interpretation. The relative merits of concept- 
and content-based indexing are weighed by Flickner et al. (1995): 
Perceptual organization-the process of grouping image features into 
meaningful objects and attaching semantic descriptions to scenes 
through model matching-is an unsolved problem in image under- 
standing. Humans are much better than computers at extracting 
semantic descriptions from pictures. Computers, however, are better 
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than humans at measuring properties and retaining these in long- 
term memory. (p. 23)  
Probably the best known such system, the Query by Image Content 
(QBIC) system developed by IBM, is commercially available and widely 
used (Flickner et al., 1995) (http://www.qbic.almaden.ibm.com).Image 
features are automatically extracted and stored in a database. Because of 
the problems in automatically outlining objects, manual and user-assisted 
techniques are used to identify shapes, though automated methods are 
available in some domains. Queries, which may be color and texture, 
user-drawn outlines, or sample images, are posed by sketching, selecting 
from a color palette, or selecting an image from a retrieved set as a fur-
ther query. The QBIC system is currently being tested by the Department 
of Art and Art History at the University of California at Davis (Holt & 
Hartwick, 1994; Holt et al., 1997). They report better success with color 
and texture searches than with shape for content-based retrieval, with text 
searches preferred when artist or image is already known. Other similar 
systems include Virage (http://www.virage.com) and VisualSEEK 
(http://www.ctr.columbia.edu/-jrsmith/VisualSEEK/). 

One of the more interesting developments in image indexing is the 
integration of concept- and content-based approaches using the informa- 
tion in descriptive text or captions to assist in the interpretation of the 
image. For instance, work by Srihari (1995) examines retrieval from a 
database of captioned newspaper photographs. Captions place constraints 
on the photographs, which help in identifying their content and the loca- 
tion in the image of the objects or individuals; however this information 
can often be interpreted only in the context of world knowledge, since 
human viewers are expected to recognize, for instance, President Clinton, 
or differentiate between Mr. and Mrs. Smith without spatial information. 
For example, it is hard to imagine the need for a caption as specific as 
“President Clinton (left) dancing with Hillary Clinton (right) at the Inau- 
gural Ball.” Research on the combination of textual and image sources of 
evidence for retrieval holds some promise in overcoming some of the dis- 
advantages of text or image-based retrieval alone. 
IMAGEINDEXING -CASESTUDIESENVIRONMENTS 
An examination of image collections on the WWW shows that it is not 
uncommon for access to be limited to a simple browsing approach. How- 
ever, there are many collections in which indexing was used to improve 
access, either through a concept- or content-based technique. A few case 
studies will serve to illustrate the range of solutions that have been ap- 
plied. 
The Promenade system (McLean et al., 1994) was designed to pro- 
vide access to a series of botanical images published in Curtis Botanical 
Mugazine, an eighteenth-century compilation of images and text describ- 
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ing botanical samples collected by captains on voyages of exploration. The 
original intent was to use the natural language text of the descriptions as 
the index information, but the early printing, irregular typefaces, and 
nonstandard abbreviations made the text error-prone for OCR or human 
transcription, and a vocabulary and procedures for human indexing were 
selected. Since no existing vocabulary seemed well-suited to the historical 
and botanical nature of the image and textual materials, one was tailored 
to the image collection. This was an expensive solution, and the project 
could have benefited from content-based indexing techniques, then in 
their infancy, since retrieval by color was significant, and the clearly delin- 
eated botanical images would have allowed some degree of shape match- 
ing. 
Two image database projects using controlled vocabulary are ELISE 
and Dkj5 Vu. The ELISE Project, funded by the European Commission, 
provides retrieval offull color images over a network (Black & Eyre, 1995). 
Initially two image collections, one from the Victoria and Albert Museum 
and one from Tilburg University Library in the Netherlands, were made 
available using both full-text descriptions and controlled vocabulary with 
the AATas the source. Dkj5 Vu is an interface created for information 
retrieval systems in which users can browse through subject terms to find 
items that meet their information needs. The browsing process is facili-
tated by a knowledge structure in which subject terms are grouped based 
on the commonsense knowledge of library users in order to provide an 
interconnected browsing space. For example, when a user enters a search 
statement, the Broader Terms (BT), Narrower Terms (NT) ,Related Terms 
(RT), Notes, some relevant knowledge, and retrieved items will be dis- 
played. The authors used the Library of Congress Thesaurus,for Graphic 
Materials in this project (Gordon & Domeshek, 1998). 
One of the more interesting applications of content-based retrieval 
systems is to databases of trademarks. While shape-based retrieval can be 
problematic in fine arts images with complex patterns of light and dark 
which make it difficult to extract individual shapes, trademarks are gener- 
ally high-contrast shapes with good definition. The STAR system for trade- 
mark archiving and registration (Wu et al., 1995) is intended to allow 
searches for conflicting trademarks when a request is made for registra- 
tion of a new image. The system ranks retrieved trademarks in order of 
similarity to the query trademark. 
There are a number of instances on the W7eb of databases that are 
searchable using the QBIC software. For example, the Fine Arts Museum 
of San Francisco offers a QBIC search of a portion of its database compris- 
ing 3,000Japanese prints. The similarity measure may be based on color 
percentages, color layout, texture, or a search may be customized using a 
color palette indicating the percentages desired of up to five colors (see 
their Web site at http://www.thinker.org/imagebase/index-2.html).IBM 
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offers demonstration searches of stamps, trademarks, and stock photos at 
their site at http://ww.qbic.almaden.ibm.com/. The University of Cali- 
fornia at Davis study discussed above (Holt & Hartwick, 1994; Holt et al., 
1997) can also be explored on their Web site at http://libra.ucdavis.edu/ 
qbic.htm1. 
Reports of the evaluation of image access systems are relatively rare 
in the literature. An exception is an evaluation of the Micro Gallery, a 
visitor information system at the National Gallery in London by Beaulieu 
and Mellor (1995). The system allows museum visitors to search the gal- 
lery collection by artist, historical atlas, picture type, and general refer- 
ence. A combination of data collection methods was used to examine the 
impact of the interface features on search behavior, including question- 
naires before and after the use of the system and direct observation with a 
talk aloud protocol. 
CONCLUSION 
With the increased availability of images comes the problems inher- 
ent in indexing them for retrieval. In order to develop solutions to these 
problems, more information is needed on why users search for images 
and how they intend to use them as well as how they pose their queries. 
Two approaches to image indexing have been developed and studied- 
concept-based and content-based. Concept-based indexing has the ad- 
vantage of providing a higher-level analysis of the image content but is 
expensive to implement and suffers from a lack of interindexer consis- 
tency due to the subjective nature of image interpretation. Content-based 
indexing is relatively inexpensive to implement but provides a relatively 
low level of interpretation of the image except in fairly narrow and ap- 
plied domains. To date, very little is known about the usefulness of the 
access provided by content-based systems, and more work needs to be 
done on user needs and satisfaction with these systems. An examination 
of a number of image database systems shows the range of techniques 
that have been used to provide intellectual access to image collections. 
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Image Retrieval as Linguistic and Nonlinguistic 
Visual Model Matching 
P. BRYANHEIDORN 
ABSTRACT 
THISARTICLE REVIEWS RESEARCH ON HOW people use mental models of 
images in an information retrieval environment. An understanding of 
these cognitive processes can aid a researcher in designing new systems 
and help librarians select systems that best serve their patrons. There are 
traditionally two main approaches to image indexing: concept-based and 
content-based (Rasmussen, 1997). The concept-based approach is used 
in many production library systems, while the content-based approach is 
dominant in research and in some newer systems. In the past, content- 
based indexing supported the identification of “low-level” features in an 
image. These features frequently do not require verbal labels. In many 
cases, current computer technology can create these indexes. Concept- 
based indexing, on the other hand, is a primarily verbal and abstract iden- 
tification of “high-level” concepts in an image. This type of indexing re- 
quires the recognition of meaning and is primarily performed by humans. 
Most production-level library systems rely on concept-based indexing us- 
ing keywords. Manual keyword indexing is, however, expensive and intro- 
duces problems with consistency. Recent advances have made some con- 
tent-based indexing practical. In addition, some researchers are working 
on machine vision and pattern recognition techniques that blur the line 
between concept-based and content-based indexing. It is now possible to 
produce computer systems that allow users to search simultaneously on 
aspects of both concept-based and content-based indexes. The intelli- 
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gent application of this technology requires an understanding of the user’s 
visual mental models of images and cognitive behavior. 
INTRODUCTION 
To better understand the relationship between concept-based and 
content-based indexing in a volume such as this, it is useful to refocus and 
re-evaluate image indexing. An understanding of these techniques may 
be unified by examining how each relates to “visual mental models.” From 
this perspective, image retrieval system work is an endeavor to create a 
concordance between an abstract indexing model of visual information 
and a person’s mental model of the same information. All visual informa- 
tion retrieval research, from the computational complexity of edge detec- 
tors to national standards for museum indexing of graphical material, is 
an attempt to bring the indexing model and the user’s mental model into 
line. All index abstraction, nonlinguistic or linguistic, may be classified by 
their success in matching the user’s abilities. Borgman (1986) empha-
sizes that retrieval systems should be designed around “nafural” human 
thinking processes. Index facet effectiveness is more dependent on the 
facets’ harmonization of the facets with human cognition than on whether 
it is linguistic (concept-based) or nonlinguistic (content-based) . 
In describing the content of images in the realm of art, Panofsky (1955) 
distinguishes between pre-iconography, iconography, and iconology. Pre- 
iconographic content refers to the nonsymbolic or factual subject matter 
of an image. It includes the generic actions, entities, and entity attributes 
in an image. As an example, a pre-iconographic index may indicate that 
an image contains a stone (attribute), bridge (entity), and a river (en- 
tity). Iconographic content identifies individual or specific entities or 
actions. In the example, the bridge might be identified as the “Palmer 
Bridge” and the “Hudson River.” The iconologic index would include the 
symbolic meaning of an image. The image might be indexed as “peace- 
ful” or symbolizing “simpler times.” The indexing that is appropriate de- 
pends on the type of subject matter that the searchers will eventually have 
in mind when they are doing a search. 
This type of subject classification can be used to explain the strengths 
and weaknesses of content-based and concept-based indexing. Comput- 
ers frequently perform content-based indexing. Computers can cost-ef- 
fectively identify image attributes such as color, texture, and layout. His- 
torically, limitations in computer algorithms have limited computer in- 
dexing to just a fraction of the pre-iconographics content. This, however, 
is changing, and the challenge for researchers and developers is to ex- 
pand the functionality of the systems. Within limited contexts, computer 
indexing has been able to move into iconographic subject matter. For 
example, by exploiting information in picture captions in newspapers, a 
system may identify individuals in an image (Srihari, 1995). Other sys-
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tems can identify and index objects such as trees or horses using low-level 
features such as texture and symmetry (Forsyth et al., 1996). Linguistic 
content-based indexing has traditionally been performed by humans. 
While it is expensive and time consuming, it is possible to create indexes 
for all three types of content matter described by Panofsky. Hastings (1995) 
demonstrated that, in some retrieval situations, searchers use a combina- 
tion of both visual and verbal features. With current technology, this means 
the use of both content-based and concept-based techniques. 
This article will focus on pre-iconographic indexing since this is the 
main area where content-based and concept-based techniques overlap. 
Content-based techniques may be used effectively where the computer 
can extract and synthesize features, attributes, and entities in images that 
are consistent with human understanding of the images. The computer 
must model the image in a way that is isomorphic (but not identical) to 
the human model of the image. Human indexers and searchers must also 
shape representations or mental models of the images if the indexer is to 
produce a functional index. In order to demonstrate the importance and 
pervasiveness of this process, this article will explore two aspects of index- 
ing: color and object naming (shape). The first section will discuss the 
cognitive and social processes that give rise to the visual mental models 
that are shared by indexers and searchers. The next section explains 
what is meant by mental models in this context. Following this is a discus-
sion of the representation of objects and shapes in visual mental models 
and then how both content-based and concept-based indexes capture (or 
neglect) aspects of these models. This is followed by a discussion of color 
in mental models and then discussion of the approaches to concept-based 
and content-based indexing by color. 
IMAGEACCESS PROCESSAS A SOCIOCOGNITIVE 
Imagine an image of a bridge at sunset on a winter day. What color is 
the sky? Is there a name for the color? What objects are in the image? Are 
they important? Is the sun visible or has it already descended below the 
horizon? If you wanted to store this image with 100,000 others, how would 
you find it again? How would you describe it so that someone else could 
find it? Would words be enough? The answer to all of these questions 
depends on personal history and cultural expectations. 
The act of indexing and accessing images from a database is a 
sociocognitive process grounded in both biology and experience. The 
term “sociocognitive” here means a combination of the social aspects of 
cognition as well as the individual aspects of mental life. Cognition refers 
to all processes involved in the perception, transformation, storage, re- 
trieval, manipulation, and use of information by people. Of particular 
interest here will be those aspects of cognition that are called mental mod- 
els. In a social context, we often wish to communicate our thoughts to 
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others. We frequently do this with language but also through our pos- 
tures, gestures, or hand drawn illustrations or, for the gifted, through works 
of art. Communication between people is an act of one person referenc- 
ing and changing the representations used in the cognition of another 
person, what they are thinking about, and even how they are thinking. In 
this context, indexing is a form of communication between the indexer 
and the people who will search for images in a collection. The indexer 
must rely on both shared cognitive heritage and social conventions to 
represent salient aspects of an image in the indexing scheme. The search- 
ers, in using the index, must express their interests in the same language 
that was used by the indexers. 
In the first paragraph of this section of the article, you were asked, 
through natural language, to create a “visual mental model” or “image” 
in your mind. Each reader’s image is different, but certainly there are 
aspects of the image that are shared among readers. Some of these 
aspects may be based on the shared biolo<g of our vision systenis (most 
of us can imagine color), and some shared aspects may be attributable 
to our shared experience. M’e all know what bridges are without having 
been born with that knowledge. Some aspects of the visual mental model 
are easily described with natural language or verbal tags. Other aspects 
seem to defy simple linguistic description. “Although grammars pro- 
vide devices for conveying rough topological information such as con- 
nectivity, contact, and containment, and coarse metric contrasts such as 
near/far or flat/globular, they are of very little help in conveying pre- 
cise Euclidean relations: a picture is worth a thousand words” (Pinker & 
Bloom, 1995, p. 715). 
This linguistic versus nonlinguistic contrast parallels concept-based 
and content-based indexing techniques. Understanding these mental mod- 
els of images and how we can communicate information about them can 
enlighten us regarding content-based and concept-based indexing. Shera 
(1965) identified prerequisites for constructing a framework for indexing 
(an indexing vocabulary). These include an understanding of language 
and the communication process as well as an understanding of the rela- 
tionship between human thought and mechanisms for recording thoughts 
such as language (p. 56). Indexers and system designers need to under- 
stand human cognition and communication in order to produce good 
indexes. The shared cognitive abilities and shared experience serve as 
the basis for this communication. These shared attributes may also arise 
from general world experience as in the earlier sunset example. Other 
attributes may arise from specialized training such as when an architect 
uses the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (Barnett & Petersen, 1989) to access 
a cultural heritage image collection or when a botanist uses the language 
in an identification key to label a specimen. In both cases, these cognitive 
attributes are learned in a social context. 
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In this discussion, the term “sociocognitive” is intended in its broad- 
est sense. The social context here includes the conventions that allow 
indexers and searchers to learn common terminology, the natural and 
synthetic ontologies for image description. It is these aspects of the social 
environment that exist in a deep interplay with the shared cognitive abili- 
ties, biases, and frailties of the image access community. Cognitive abili- 
ties include not only a “higher” cognitive process but also the perceptual 
experience that is often the object of the “higher” cognitive processes. In 
this article, we do not focus on the social processes that indexers partici- 
pate in to create indexing standards, although this is certainly important. 
The focus here is on the social environment that gives rise to the indexer’s 
thoughts about images. 
Jacob and Shaw (1999) introduce a sociocognitive perspective on rep- 
resentation. From their perspective and the perspective of this article, 
language and communication influence the organiration of knowledge at 
both the individual and social level. Social processes lead to the creation 
of a shared vocabulary to describe a field. However, the Jacob and Shaw 
treatment is primarily limited to linguistic constructs: “[R]epresentation 
is primarily linguistic, the development of truly effective systems of re- 
trieval must include a thorough appreciation of how language is used in 
the social processes of communicating knowledge” (p. 131). 
When describing images, however, content-based indexing techniques 
introduce nonlinguistic forms of indexing (and communication), so this 
sociocognitive perspective must be extended to include nonlinguistic pro- 
cesses (such as color and texture maps). For images, it is clear that de- 
scriptions are grounded first in the perceptual abilities of indexers and 
searchers. 
This does not diminish the critical role of natural language in image 
description. The creation of a vocabulary to describe images is a Darwin- 
ian adaptation and is universal to the species. This language learning is a 
sociocognitive process. For example, the perception of color is physical, 
but the color names are arrived at through a social process. There are 
millions of colors that people can distinguish (Bruner, Goodnow, & Aus-
tin, 1956, p. 1)but only some are named. An information retrieval system 
designer must decide if a collection should be indexed using the unla- 
beled colors (i.e., color histograms) or using labeled category names such 
as “red,” “green,” or “blue.” The designer may choose to use both 
nonlinguistic and linguistic approaches. The decision must be made on 
both sociocognitive and technical grounds. In the mental image of a bridge 
at sunset, it might be reasonable to apply the label “red” for the sky. How- 
ever, the colors in an actual sunset, or in our mental images, may defy our 
language skills. Figure 1, “Sunset, Palmer Bridge, New York’ is a digital 
image from the American Memory Collection at the Library of Congress 
(Detroit Photographic Co., ~ 1 9 0 0 ) . ~  In this image, the sky’s color does 
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not have a name with which many people would agree. The designer 
must decide if the users have a word to describe the particular shade of a 
sunset that is needed to complement the color of a car in an automobile 
advertisement. Nonlinguistic, content-based color retrieval is provided in 
current commercial and research image database systems such as Virage 
(Gupta et al., 1997), VisualSEEK (Smith & Chang, 1996a), QBIC (Niblack 
et al., 1992;Flickner et al., 1995), and Photobook (Pentland, 1993). These 
include, among others, color swaths, color mixing interfaces, perceptu- 
ally significant coefficients, and color similarity matching as discussed in 
the section on models of color. 
Ficure 1. “Sunset, Palmer Bridge. New York.” 
MENTAL MODELS OF IMAGES 
When a person is searching for an image in a collection, they may be 
thought of as searching for images that match a mental model of the im- 
age being sought. The mental model of the target may change during the 
course of the retrieval session, but this does not influence the fact that 
there is a dynamic mental model or how the model is constructed. If the 
collection is small enough, the searcher may browse the images looking 
for one that matches the mental model. When the collection becomes 
too large for efficient browsing, other search strategies must be employed. 
In the realm of image databases, the searcher may use an index. The 
appropriate nature of the index is governed by the nature of the mental 
representation. All current indexing techniques, both manual and auto- 
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matic, linguistic and nonlinguistic, are attempts to make aspects of the 
mental representation explicit and match these aspects to the images in 
the collection. As depicted in Figure 2, aspects of the visual world are 
abstracts by the searcher and the indexer. The indexer must select as-
pects of the abstraction that are shared by the indexer and searcher and 
code them into the index so that the index itself is an abstraction of the 
visual world. Because of the nature of this matching process and the com- 
plexity of the visual mental models, neither concept-based nor content- 
based indexing alone is sufficient to support an effective retrieval system. 






Figure 2. Index as Communication. 
There are two types of correspondence that must exist between people 
and an image retrieval system-mental-model-to-index correspondence and 
cognitive-model-to-interface correspondence. The mental model-to-index 
correspondence is the degree to which a particular indexing facet is in 
harmony with the cognitive/perceptual models and predispositions of the 
searcher. The cognitive-model-to-interface correspondence is the degree 
of agreement between the searcher’s cognitive/perceptual models and 
the ability to express these in the interface. This applies not only to the 
representation of the index in the interface but also to the user’s expecta- 
tions and mental models about how interfaces work (Borgman, 1986). 
It is important, then, to consider the nature of the visual mental rep- 
resentations and their relationship to the physical world. Mental models 
of images represent, at least, perceptible aspects of the world that they 
represent (Tohnson-Laird, 1983, p. 157). For the purposes of this analysis, 
it does not matter whether the representation is like an image in one’s 
mind (Kosslyn, 1980; Paivio, 1971), is propositional (Pylyshyn, 1973; Palmer, 
1975), or both. In either case, these models are abstractions of the visual 
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world and are not actual images since this would require the existence of 
a homunculus to observe these models. 
These mental models possess some isomorphic relationship to the 
visual world. When people imagine a bridge at sunset, they are construct- 
ing an active mental model in working memory out of long-term memory 
traces. The processes involved in perception determine the contents of a 
long-term model. That is, the model of an image begins with its percep- 
tion. The stages of processing from the outside world to long-term memory 
include sensory detection, pattern recognition, short-term memory, and 
long-term memory. In the visual system, sensory detection is the conver- 
sion of light into nerve impulses. Only light of very particular wavelengths 
can be detected but, as discussed later in this section, these impulses can 
serve as the basis for distinguishing millions of colors. Long-term mental 
models may contain representations of these colors, and people may wish 
to search image collections based on them. Content-based indexing meth- 
ods for color representation support this spectrum-like aspect of the men- 
tal model. 
The next stage of perception is pattern recognition. Our visual sys-
tems are trained from birth to recognize patterns in our environment. 
We have physical apparatus and training which allows us to detect edges, 
surfaces, depth, motion, and other aspects of the environment. This rec- 
ognition is sometimes associated with the linguistic label for the pattern, 
but linguistic labels are not necessary. So we may recognize a particular 
pattern as being a cat and apply that label (bringing with it an association 
to a “cat” category in memory). We can also recognize objects for which 
we have no name. For example, in a zoo or in a forest, we may see an 
animal that we have never seen before. The fact that we have no name for 
it does not mean that we do not recognize it and remember it. In fact, 
this type of pattern recognition is the basis for a significant application of 
image databases. It is possible to identify animals, plants, or archeological 
objects by finding like objects in an image collection. Concept-based in- 
dexing techniques may be used where an object or pattern is named. Con- 
tent-based techniques may be used where no name is available for at least 
some of the database searchers. Most thesauri for graphical materials, 
such as the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)(1994) and the Library of 
Congress’ Zhesaurus for  Graphic Materials (1995),are examples of the con- 
cept-based approach. In these resources, all objects and patterns have 
labels. 
The next stage in visual processing is short-term memory or work- 
ing memory. The human memory system is frequently conceptualized 
as having two components: short-term memory and long-term memory. 
Two main properties differentiate the storage mechanisms. Short-term 
memory is limited in both size and duration. It is the mechanism used 
to remember information that may be forgotten immediately after use. 
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This might include a phone number or a UFU. In some situations, short- 
term memory is better named “working memory.” It includes the mecha- 
nisms that allow us to manipulate mental representations including 
mental images (as discussed in the next paragraph). Short-term memory 
is the procedure used to combine information from a visual scene with 
long-term memories. Long-term memory does not have either the dura- 
tion or size limits of the short-term memory. Long-term memory is, how- 
ever, very susceptible to distortion. One particular memory of an event 
can easily “mix” with prior memories and expectations. From the infor- 
mation processing perspective, memories in long-term memory must be 
moved to working memory before one is able to act on the memory. 
During an image retrieval task, the searcher will form a mental model of 
the target image in working memory. This model will be dynamic. In- 
formation from sensory input and from long-term memory can move 
into working memory. The sensory input might alter details of the model 
as near misses are encountered or as the user interface suggests options. 
Likewise, details of a scene may be filled in from long-term memory as 
the need arises. 
People activate visual mental models or construct them from memory 
and then use them as a basis for comparison of images in a database. In 
some situations, these models behave as if they were three-dimensional 
representations very close to those used in perception. There are retrieval 
mechanisms that exploit the image-like qualities of images. These mecha- 
nisms allow the use of image qualities directly without the intervention of 
linguistic labels. These include color-wheels, color spaces, texture menus, 
sketching shapes by hand, by example-based searching, and other tech- 
niques. Indexing techniques sometimes treat images as if they were lists 
of attributes, but the mental models of the users are more like pictures in 
the mind. Sometimes the searcher can “read-off‘ individual attributes 
from those mental images, but the mental image itself is a more inte- 
grated whole. 
There is psychological evidence for this integrated view of visual mental 
models. Like physical objects, these models take time to rotate mentally 
(Cooper & Shepard, 1973; Shepard, 1978). When subjects are asked to 
compare rotated versions of the same object to verify that they are the 
same, the time required to do the comparison is proportional to the angu- 
lar difference between the images. The larger the angular difference, the 
more time that is required to make the judgment. People also seem to 
scan these mental images as if they were images that their eyes are scan- 
ning. Kosslyn, Ball, and Reiser (1978) asked people to memorize highly 
schematic maps and then asked them to answer questions about the loca- 
tion of objects on the map. When the question arose about the location 
of an object, the time to reply varied with the distance that the object was 
from the prior location that they had been asked about. If the prior object 
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had been further away on the map, it took longer to answer than when 
the prior object had been nearby. 
These mental models in the mind of an indexer or searcher can be 
descriptively sparse or rich depending on the situation. Some compo- 
nents of the model may be easily described linguistically, but other aspects 
might best be described or communicated by example or by images. The 
next four sections of this article will take a closer look at the attributes of 
shape and color in both mental models and in image indexes. Content- 
based and concept-based indexing will be related to each of these mental 
model attributes. 
SHAPEIN VISUALMENTAL MODEI,~  
Psychologists have attempted to understand how perception gives rise 
to cognition and understanding. Many of these theories propose the ex- 
istence of perceptual primitives. These are sometimes used in content- 
based approaches. In object recognition, these primitives may be 
generalized cones (Marr, 1982), simple geometric solids called “geons” 
(Biederman, 198’i’),or primitive features (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). 
When people are asked to describe objects, they often do so in terms of 
their parts (Tversky, 1989;Tversky & Hemenway, 1984). These primitive 
elements are combined in particular configurations to represent complex 
objects. In order to recognize and remember a bridge, the visual system 
breaks the scene into simple (more easily distinguished) parts. In early 
visual processing, a bridge may be broken into wedge-like supports and a 
rectangular prism for the deck. Once the shape has been recognized as a 
bridge, this fact may be added to long-term memory in abstracted form. 
The level of abstraction depends on the requirements of the task the per- 
son is working on. Information about the form of the bridge, including 
the shape of the arches, may be stored, or these details may be lost and 
only a strong trace of the general concept for “bridge” will be stored in 
long-term memory. For an image retrieval system, this means the indexer 
should index on just those properties that people have access to. These 
properties are dependent on both the shared memories of the users and 
the task parameters that accentuate particular aspects of these memories. 
In the fields of computer vision and image retrieval, systems are often 
devised in layers. Primitive features are extracted from a scene and then 
combined into more complex features. David Marr (1982) articulated a 
model of visual primitives and generalized cones that served as a basis for 
much current research. Marr attempted to model human vision from the 
retinal image to object recognition. The lower level features are used for 
the construction of the 2.5-dimensional sketch. This sketch contains at-
tributes that allow for later processing without the necessity to deal with 
lower level features such as light variations and discontinuities attribut- 
able to occlusion. 
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SHAPEIN INDEXES 
When people view shapes, the shapes are recognized independent of 
their location (translation), their orientation (rotation), and their scale. 
Recognition is relatively resistant to noise. Variations in lighting and small 
occlusion do not interfere significantly. If a bug is missing a leg, it is 
nonetheless a bug. Some features selected by the visual apparatus are 
considered more important than others in defining similarity. Ideally, 
content-based algorithms that define shape similarity should behave in a 
manner consistent with human expectations and with the techniques that 
people use to define shape. The problem for content-based indexing is 
that current computational techniques do not have all of these proper- 
ties. They tend to be effective at finding individual visual features, but the 
features frequently are not the same ones that people would recognize. 
They also tend to be poor at integrating the features to classify or recog- 
nize more complex objects. They are effective in recognizing straight 
lines and arches but not at recognizing that a particular combination of 
lines, edges, and colors is a bridge. 
Still, this type of processing is the goal of many research systems. 
Consistent with the machine-vision tradition, content-based image retrieval 
systems model low-level feature-based information such as color, texture, 
and rough shape. These are used as evidence for the existence of higher 
level features or objects. Mehrotra (1997) provides a framework for un- 
derstanding the levels of abstraction that may exist between an image and 
the viewer. The graphic of this model is reproduced in Figure 3. At the 
lowest level, there are imagefeatures. In that model, these features include 
color histograms, boundary segments, texture, and other “simple” features. 
man, dog, car, crowd, sunset, scenic, 
eneric World Objects shaking hands, smiling, . . . 
Figure 3. Levels of Abstraction in Museums (from Mehrotra, 1997). 
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Image objects, the next level of abstraction, are derived from collections of 
image features. Image objects include image regions, rectangles, and basic 
forms. The next level of abstraction is the generic world object such as man, 
dog, cat, or a smile. These include objects or categories to which many 
objects may belong. World object instances represent the next level of ab- 
straction. These include objects for which there is one instance in the 
world that relates to the representation. 
The concept-based approach to shape indexing focuses almost solely 
on generic world objects and world object instances. The indexer manu- 
ally selects the relevant objects in an image and assigns keywords to the 
image. This linguistic tag approach is the primary means of image index- 
ing in use today. The problems with this approach include expense, syn- 
onymy, and coverage. The manual operation requires a great deal of hu- 
man effort to assign consistent tags and is therefore expensive. Another 
problem is that it is possible to describe an image many different ways. 
Even for textual material, it is difficult to select index terms that will be 
obvious to later searchers. This aspect of the problem is somewhat allevi- 
ated by the use of controlled vocabularies and thesauri, but then users are 
required to know that vocabulary. The problem is compounded in im- 
ages. Sometimes users may wish to search for objects for which they have 
no name at all. This situation is not uncommon in that the image data- 
base is being used to facilitate object identification, as is the case with 
electronic field guides for the identification of plants and animals. Fi-
nally, the issue of coverage overlaps with that of expense. Indexers can- 
not normally create an entry for every object in an image. It is also very 
rare that an indexer has the time to index lower-level features such as the 
color or texture of an object or region. Consequently, when using the 
manual method of indexing, many objects and regions go unindexed. 
These problems with content-based indexing can be demonstrated 
with the AAT by examining potential indexing options for the bridge in 
Figure 1 (“Sunset, Palmer Bridge, New York”) . Part of the “IDNO 7836; 
TERM bridge” entry from the AAT is included in Figure 4. The index 
might be deepened by including the types of bridge that may apply but 
following the LINK entry “Bridge, stone” or adding entries for “IDNO 
7838; TERM arch bridges” or “IDNO 7898; TERM single span bridges,” if 
this is indeed a single span bridge. The parts of the object might be speci- 
fied by following the related term of “RT <bridge elements>” from the 
“bridge” entry. Depending on the intended use of the index, the term 
“IDNO 994; TERM arch” could be included. The indexer would also need 
to decide which other objects in the image need to be indexed such as 
“IDNO 132410; TERM trees,” “IDNO 8707; TERM river” (or perhaps 
“IDNO 8699; TERM stream” or “IDNO 11772; TERM water”), and “IDNO 
133101; TERM winter.” The correct index terms are not determined by 
the AAT but by the indexer’s sociocognitive perspective on the intended 
I 
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IDNO 7836 
TERM bridges (built works) 
ALT ALTERNATE bridge (built work) 
BT <transportation structures by form> 
RT <bridge elements> 
SN SCOPE NOTE: Structures spanning and providing passage over water- 
ways, topographic depressions, transportation routes, or similar circula- 
tion barriers 
LINK bridges 
LINK Bridges, aluminum 
LINK Bridges, brick 
LINK Bridges, concrete 
LINK Bridges, iron and steel 
LINK Bridges, masonry 
LINK Bridges, plate-girder 
LINK Bridges, prefabricated 
LINK Bridges, stone 
LINK Bridges, tubular 
LINK Bridges, wooden 
Figure 4. “Bridge” Entry in the Art €9Architecture Thesaurus. 
use. Even with this effort, these linguistic markers alone may be inad- 
equate. Content-based techniques might facilitate some of the indexing 
and access. 
Forsyth (1999) describes a system that represents a midpoint between 
content-based and concept-based approaches. This system uses a set of 
low-level image properties to infer the existence of objects. For example, 
an area of an image with a skin-like color, extended bilateral image sym- 
metry, and nearly parallel sides might be a human limb. In a similar man- 
ner, it might be possible to build a bridge detector based on low level 
features. For example, the arched bridge in the image “Sunset, Palmer 
Bridge, New York could be detected as a large dark area (stone) with a 
prominent arch (es) bounding the bottom and a near horizontal vertical 
line bounding the top. Based on the results of the bridge detector, “bridge” 
can be entered into the database along with a value representing the cer- 
tainty of the classification. This technique borrows heavily from vision 
research and has the goal of being able to perform concept-based index- 
ing at least within limited domains. The weakness of the technique is that 
detectors must be built for all objects of interest. The detector for arched 
bridges might not generalize to other bridge types, such as suspension 
bridges, requiring the construction of another detector. Detectors for riv- 
ers, trees, and sunsets would need to be constructed.3 
In some situations, it may be possible to introduce a visual thesaurus. 
This type of thesaurus represents the choices visually rather than in natural 
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language as is the case with typical thesauri (Hogan et al., 1991). This 
allows people to “see” the visual indexing structure of a collection. 
The techniques used in most content-based systems are aimed at a 
lower level in Mehrotra’s hierarchy and stop with image features. The 
main techniques include template matching and edge abstraction match- 
ing. Most techniques of this type are two-dimensional projections of three-
dimensional objects and suffer from perspective dependence. A query is 
constructed by using an example image from which the system may ex- 
tract a shape outline or by hand sketching the desired shape. Rotation 
and scaling can also cause a mismatch. For example, the profile of a 
bridge looking from the road crossing is very different from the profile 
from the river the bridge crosses. Likewise, the same bridge from two 
different distances may produce different results. Current research is 
aimed at eliminating these types of limitations. 
A general discussion of template matching can be found in Forsyth 
(in this issue of Library Trends). The System Query by Image Content 
(QBIC) (Barber et al., 1992; Niblack et al., 1992;Flicker et al., 1995) is a 
typical example of this approach. In template matching, a shape is nor- 
malized through translation, rotation, and scaling to produce an easily 
comparable standard form or template. These templates may be auto- 
matically extracted, but it is easier to have a user provide a sketch or 
outline of the desired object. The indexer, with the assistance of the 
computer, sketches the outline of objects of interest in an image. The 
system converts these outlines into templates by applying a standard ro- 
tation, scale, and translation. The system then stores the template as an 
index. In the sample image, the indexer would sketch the outline of the 
bridge. When users search the system, they may sketch the desired ob- 
ject. The system converts this sketch to a template and then compares 
this template to those in the index by counting the number of overlap- 
ping pixels. The greater the count, the higher the similarity. Allowing 
the indexer to add a name to the sketches could augment this tech- 
nique. Unfortunately, the technique is sensitive to small variations in 
the images. In our sample image, the edges of the bridge are partly 
obstructed by trees. The indexer and searcher may choose different 
edge boundaries leading to a template mismatch. The same bridge from 
a different perspective would not be recognized or retrieved although 
scaling can be compensated for by QBIC. The advantage of the tech- 
nique is that one algorithm applies to all objects. There is no need to 
create new detectors for each object of interest. 
There are a number of edge abstraction techniques for classifying 
shape. These include, for example, turning angle descriptors, segmenta- 
tion, and Fourier descriptors. Mehrotra and Gray (1995)describe a shape 
representation based on segmenting the edge of objects into straight-line 
segments. These segments are normalized for scale, rotation, and transla- 
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tion. Similarity is defined as the Euclidean distance between normalized 
points. The normalization helps to make the algorithm match human 
expectations, but the establishment of a start location and break points 
for the segmentation is problematic. 
Another example of a boundary-based shape similarity approach is 
the Modified Fourier Descriptor (MFD) (Huang et al., 1997). This ap- 
proach corrects faults in the Fourier Descriptor approach to produce a 
representation that is consistent in the face of transformations and noise. 
All three of these approaches are weak in that they are not well- 
matched to human performance or expectations. They do not break 
objects into parts or other psychologically relevant features. Among these 
is the critical issue of dimensionality. Humans perceive two-dimensional 
images as three-dimensional. People combine the evidence in the im- 
age with long-term models in memory to produce three-dimension-like 
visual mental models (Hayward &Tarr, 1997). The QBIC template match- 
ing technique, the line-segment technique, and Fourier descriptors all 
act on two-dimensional projections of three-dimensional objects. Model- 
based computer vision research is focused on solving this projection prob- 
lem. 
A key issue is how any of these methods relate to users’ mental mod- 
els and how they operate at the interface level. If a user has a mental 
model and retrieval goal of a particular type of bridge at a particular ori- 
entation low-level feature, content-based techniques may be appropriate. 
If, however, these details are not relevant in the mental model or unspeci- 
fied in the model then the concept-based approach is more appropriate. 
If the domain is narrow enough, this content indexing might be provided 
by automatic techniques such as those developed by Forsyth. 
COLORIN MENTALMODELS 
Color is not light of a particular wavelength but rather it is combina-
tions of light of different wavelengths. It is possible to produce the same 
perceived color through many combinations of wavelengths and intensity 
of light. The perception of color derives from the relative activation of 
three types of color receptors in the human retina. These receptors have 
highest sensitivity to wavelengths corresponding approximately to red, 
green, and blue. Red and green act as opponent colors, as do combina- 
tions of red and green receptors (yellow) and blue. The activation of one 
opponent color leads to the inhibition of the other opponent color-e.g., 
the perception of yellow stems from simultaneous moderate activation of 
both the red and green receptors. Brightness or intensity is encoded sepa- 
rately as a combination output of red and green receptors. Sharp and 
Philips (1997) provide a brief discussion of the neural aspects of vision. 
Hendee (1997) provides a discussion of the cognitive interpretation of 
color. 
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In a retrieval environment, multiple levels of abstraction may exist in 
both the index and in the minds of the searchers. Objects at all levels of 
abstraction sometimes have linguistic labels that are available to the 
searcher or indexer. For example, at the image feature level, a particular 
color may or may not have a color name associated with it. In a content-
based index, a region’s color might be stored as a color histogram with no  
linguistic label. The viewers may possess no words in their mental model 
to describe the color. There are 7 million discernible colors. Categoriza- 
tion and naming allows us to reduce this complexity. Mie cannot name 
them all (Bruner et al., 1956). The number of named primary colors may 
vary (in very systematic ways) from culture to culture as discussed below. 
Indeed, the meaning of the label may vary with the object to which it is 
applied. For example, the location on a color map of a red apple is differ- 
ent from the label for red in red skin (Clark, 1992, p. 370). Conceptual 
indexing would work best for the first and content-based techniques for 
the latter. 
Some aspects of a model may be easily nameable and others may be 
difficult to assign labels to. The indexer must select the technique that is 
appropriate for each type of image element. Color names follow cross- 
cultural patterns. The indexing must follow these patterns or run the risk 
of producing confusing results to a user’s queries. Lakoff (1987, pp. 2 4  
40) discusses research into the relationship between color categories and 
color names. It is possible to assume that the assignment of color names 
to the spectrum is arbitrary. Different cultures might focus on different 
colors that are relevant in their environment and assign them names. 
Contrary to the arbitrary color hypothesis, Berlin and Kay (1969) demon- 
strated that there is a set of basic colors shared across cultures. These 
colors tend to have shorter names, are used more frequently, and there 
are about eleven of them. These are black, white, red, yellow, blue, green, 
brown, purple, pink, orange and grq,in that order. Of course the actual 
word used to represent the color differs but the colors are the same. When 
a language has only two basic color names, they are black and white. The 
other basic colors are grouped under these terms as dark or bright colors. 
When a language has a third basic color named it is red. When there is a 
fourth basic color term in a language it is usually yullow, blue, or green. Any 
one of these may be added first. Languages with six color terms will have 
the equivalents of blark, white, red, yellow, blue, and green. The seventh color 
is brown. Purple, pink,  orange, and gray are added next in no particular 
order. The obvious question is “Why” and is beyond the scope of this 
article. Interested readers, however, might start with Kay and McDaniel 
(1978) or Lakoff (1987). 
The significance of this research for indexing is that if one is going to 
use linguistic labels for color names, these are the ones to use first. As is 
discussed in the next section, these labels are indeed included in the AAT. 
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There is additional structure to the human perception of color. Rosch 
(1973) studied focal and nonfocal color patterns. The first observation is 
that there are best examples of colors that cross cultures. So the red in 
one culture is the same redin other cultures. This is even true in cultures 
that have no basic color name for red. These colors are easier to learn. 
The focal colors act as cognitive reference points (Rosch, 1975). While 
these colors may have a privileged status in mental models, experience 
can play an important role in identifying the meaning of a term like “red.” 
The meaning of red varies with context, so the meaning of red is different 
for a red apple, red skin of a sunburn, or a red sunset. Focal red is located 
at the center of a neighborhood of meaning for the color red (Clark, 
1992,p. 371). 
COLORIN INDEXES 
Using the concept-based approach, it is natural to map color names 
to particular objects within an image. There are a number of available 
controlled vocabularies available for this purpose. The ATT has a hierar- 
chical color naming system. “IDNO: 131648 TERM: chromatic colors” 
acts as a base term, these being pink,  red, orange, brown, yellow, olive, yellow 
green, peen ,  blue, and purple. This does not quite match the basic color 
names described earlier but it is close. These AAT color terms serve as 
base terms for less prototypical colors. For example, blue is the base term 
for “IDNO: 129787 TERM: <intermediate blues>” and in turn “<interme- 
diate blues>” is the base term for “IDNO: 130602 TERM: violet” as well as 
other related colors. 
Colors are further categorized using the “use for” (UF) fields. The 
chromatic color thesaurus entries (pink,  red, orange, and so on) do not 
contain UF fields except yellow, green that has a UF of green, and yellow. 
“IDNO: 129645 TERM: pale blue” is a type of blue and the terms such as 
dull greenish blue are mapped to pale blue through the UF field. So the sky 
in the bridge at sunset picture might be coded as 129645. Individuals will 
vary on their definition of these more obscure color names (but not the 
focal colors). 
There are also achromatic colors defined in AAT. These are colors 
without hue and include black, white, and grays. This is consistent with 
the color space discussion of content-based indexing later in this section. 
There are thousands of color names defined in the AAT. It takes a 
good deal of effort on the part of both indexers and searchers to arrive at 
the same term for the color of a particular sky. There is some support for 
color similarity through the thesaurus. If a user enters a particular color 
term, the system should be able to search for images or objects in images 
with this label. Should the search fail, the system should be able to 
automatically relax the matching constraints by moving up to the base 
term (e.g., pale blue to blue) and perform a search with that high level 
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term. If that fails, the system might use OR to group all terms having the 
base term of blue. This is much to ask of a system, but similar systems have 
been built. There exist other color name standards, such as the National 
Bureau of Standards Dictionary of Color Namps, which provides thousands of 
color names and the National Bureau of Stundards/NBIC Color System, that 
maps all colors into a small set of over 200 names. 
If a retrieval environment were to require the use of more than the 
primary colors, it would be unreasonable to expect either indexers or 
searchers to have names for them. It is even more unlikely that they would 
agree on the names. In these situations, it might be more reasonable to 
allow users to directly specify color. An analytic approach might allow 
users to select different levels of red, green, and blue from window slider 
bars for example. The combination of the colors would reproduce all 
other colors. There are multiple problems associated with deciding on a 
color indexing system-e.g., no one solution can fit all needs. Frequently, 
a combination of approaches is needed, drawing from both what has been 
defined as content-based and concept-based techniques. A few of the 
central issues include the decision of what to index, the determination of 
color averages and color naming (both qualitative and quantitative). For 
the content-based approach, the color histogram is the favored method 
for representing average color. Color histograms are discussed elsewhere 
by Forsyth in this issue of Libmrj Trends. These may be used to represent 
the overall image color, the color of regions, or the color of objects in 
increasing level of difficulty. 
Digital images are composed of a series of points. The color of a 
particular point may be represented in either qualitative or quantitative 
terms. Indexing on a pixel level is not very useful in most cases. As indi-
cated in the Mehrotra model in Figure 3 above, these individual elements 
may be collected together into homogeneous regions as image features. 
Unlike concept-based indexing, these regions need not correspond to 
individual objects or even object parts. These regions or “blobs” may be 
indexed independently. Smith and Chang (1996a, 1996b) discuss one 
approach to this problem. Regions of similar color are labeled with their 
location and color. 
There are many approaches to color, but the Smith and Chang ap- 
proach is useful for the purposes of explanation since it demonstrates 
some basic ideas and is computationally tractable. In this approach, color 
is represented in the W S  color space: hue, value, and saturation. There 
are many other color spaces, and these will be discussed later. Hue is the 
tint of what is typically pure color. Saturation is the amount of color mix- 
ing where fully mixed red, green, and blue appears as white. Value is the 
lightness or intensity. Colors are quantized into a small number (166) of‘ 
color regions: eighteen hues, three saturations, three values, plus four 
grays. Colors that fall anywhere in a region are considered the same for 
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indexing purposes and for identifying regions. This quantization of color 
is reminiscent of the categorization of color performed by humans. The 
choice of eighteen hues is interesting in that it does not correspond to 
the eleven basic colors identified by Berlin and Kay (1969) and Rosch 
(19’74). Eleven hues might match human expectations better without 
adding computational complexity to the approach. 
So, in the content-based approach, regions of like color or “blobs” 
are indexed. At first glance, such a nonobject-oriented approach would 
not seem to correspond to the human experience of the same image. 
Humans, after all, recognize physical objects in images as in Mehrotra’s 
“generic world objects” (man, dog, car, and so on). In practice, however, 
the technique is sometimes useful because, happily, the “blobs” do corre- 
spond to objects. In an image database of nature photography, yellow 
blobs in the middle of the frame frequently correspond to yellow flowers 
and yellow blobs in a collection of bird photos often correspond to yellow 
birds. There is, of course, a high error rate that increases with the hetero- 
geneity of the image collection. The color quantization approach is use-
ful for finding color regions, but an additional mechanism is needed to 
handle color similarity. In the concept-based or keyword approach to 
color matching, either the color of an image matches the color of the 
query or it does not. That is, if a sky is indexed with the keyword “blue,” 
only the word “blue” in a query will match it. This does not match with 
human modeling of color. We know from Rosch’s work on color proto- 
types that colors are not created equal, and that some colors may be bet- 
ter or worse members of the “blues” than others. “Blue” is closer to “light 
blue” and “bluish-green” than it is to “red.” Content-based color similar- 
ity methods can be built which much more closely match these intuitions. 
Again using Smith and Chang’s quantized color region approach as an 
example, the distance between two colors, or their similarity, can be de- 
fined as the number of steps that need to be taken in the quantized space 
to move from one color region to another. Hue is broken into eighteen 
regions. The first region might correspond to something like reds, the 
second region to oranges, and so on up to the last visible violet. Regions 
that are close to one another are close in color. The “orange” bin is dis- 
tance one from “red,” and the “violet” region is distance seventeen from 
“red.” The same applies along the ( 3 )saturation and (3)value axes. Color 
distance is the sum of the hue, saturation, and value distances. A user 
may search for a blue sky and have a relatively strong color match for the 
sky in the “Sunset, Palmer Bridge, New York” image. 
There are other color spaces and similarity measures that more closely 
match human perception. Human color perception, however, has cer- 
tain limits. Some wavelengths are simply not visible. This may be because 
the wavelength of light is beyond the range of our color receptors (retinal 
cones). Likewise, the intensity may be too low or too high. The designer 
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might choose to use a model that may represent all visible colors. The 
Commission Internationale de L'EcIairage Color Space (CIE) is such a 
representation. This is a three-dimensional color model that represents 
saturated colors (red, green, and blue) on outside edges of a bounded 
plane. Unsaturated colors are in the central area with white in the middle. 
Intensity is expressed on an axis orthogonal to the color plane. One bound- 
arv is black and the other full intensity. While this model represents all 
visible colors, it does not compensate for human processing of the RGB 
channels. The CIE-LAB model does bit mapping of the color space into 
complementary colors. There is a red-green axis, a yellowblue axis, and a 
black-white axis as there is in the central processing of color in humans. 
Munsell, a U.S. standard, is another popular standard. The problem with 
these spaces is that i t  is sometimes difficult to map the standard RGB en- 
coding used in monitors and scanners. 
These color spaces have been constructed to capture important as- 
pects of the human perception of color. Human and computer indexers 
]nay use them as a tool to describe aspects of an image. This use of the 
color spaces will be successful inasmuch as they are consistent with expec- 
tations and mental models of the users of the index. 
CONCI.USION 
Humans have evolved mechanisms that allow them to represent irn-
portant aspects of the visual world. These visual mental representations 
are used on a daily basis to recognize objects and navigate through the 
world. Many aspects of these visual models predate the evolution of lan- 
guage. Language evolved to Facilitate our ability to communicate with 
one another-i.e., facts about the world and our understanding of the 
world. Language has access to particular aspects of our visual mental 
models, allowing people to describe their interpretation of the world. In 
order for others to understand these descriptions, there must be a shared 
experience of the world and a shared vocabulary. The nature of both the 
visual mental models and the linguistic mechanism have a profound ef- 
fect on how image retrieval systems should be built. Indexers may use 
language and this shared knowledge to create language-based descrip- 
tions of images in a collection. Computer algorithms are being developed 
that allow some parts of this linguistic indexing to be performed cost ef- 
fectively by computers at least in narrow subject domains (Forsyth et al., 
1996; Forsyth, 1999; Srihari, 1995, 1997). These computer systems are 
breaking down some of the distinctions that have existed between con- 
tent-based and concept-based indexing. 
Some aspects of the visual mental models are not easily described 
with natural language. As discussed in the section on color indexing, 
there are millions of human-discernible colors but relatively few color 
names. In some cases, content-based computational techniques can be 
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used to communicate information about these nonlinguistic aspects of 
the visual models. These techniques are used in systems such as Virage 
(Gupta et al., 1997), QBIC (Niblack et al., 1992; Flickner et al., 1995), 
VisualSEEK (Smith & Chang, 1996a), and Photobook (Pentland, 1993). 
Some systems, such as Photobook, attempt to select image properties that 
are particularly perceptually salient. Some of the mechanisms involved in 
the representation of shape and color are discussed in this article. No 
one content-based representational technique is likely to capture all of 
the important aspects of an image. The mental model of images has mul- 
tiple aspects. The image features of different types are reflected in the 
different aspects of the mental models. Content-based and concept-based 
approaches to indexing are each better suited to different aspects of the 
models. Indexers may choose to use content-based or concept-based lin- 
guistic or nonlinguistic indexing depending on the demands of the tasks 
that will be performed by the users and what aspects of the visual mental 
models will be available to them. 
NOTES’ Reproduced with permission from the Library of Congress, Prints and Photographs 
Division, Detroit Publishing Company Collection. 
It is useful to he able to refer to the color version of this image in the American Memory 
Collection. The image may he accessed through the Web by searching for the title at  
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/detroit/dethome.htnil. 
Interestingly, detectors for trees and sunsets have been constructed (see Forsyth in this 
issue of Library Trends). 
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Computer Vision Tools for Finding 
Images and Video Sequences 
D. A. FORSYTH 
ABSTRACT 
VERYLARGE COLLECTIONS OF IMAGES are now common. Indexing and 
searching such collections using indexing languages is difficult. Com-
puter vision offers a variety of techniques for searching for pictures i n  
large collections. Appearance methods compare images based on the 
overall content of the image using such criteria as yimilarity of color histo- 
grams, texture histograms, spatial layout, and filtered representations. 
Finding methods concentrate on matching subparts of images, defined in 
a variety of ways, in the hope of finding particular objects. These ideas 
are illustrated with a variety of examples from the current literature. 
INTRODUCTION 
Some of the image collections described in Enser (1995)contain tens 
of millions of items. Accessing a collection of pictures is difficult because 
it is hard to describe a picture accurately. Indexing a large collection by 
hand involves a substantial volume of work. Furthermore, there is the 
prospect of having to re-index sections of the collection-e.g., if a news 
event makes a previously unknown person famous, it would be beneficial 
to know if the collection contained pictures of that person. Finally, it is 
very difficult to know what a picture is about-e.g., “the engineer requests 
an image of a misaligned mounting bracket . . which only exists as an 
image described by a cataloguer as astronaut training . . . ” (Seloff, 1990, 
p. 686). These observations indicate that it would be ideal to have auto- 
mated tools that can describe pictures and find them based on a descrip- 
tion. IBM’s seminal QBIC (Qiiery by Image Content) system demonstrated 
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that such tools could be built (a comprehensive description of QBIC ap-
pears in the system). This review will indicate the different approaches 
that computer vision scientists have taken in building tools-rather than 
listing available tools-and indicate the kind of tasks these tools will facili-
tate. Some ideas from computer vision will be introduced, but readers 
who would like a deeper discussion of the topic should consult texts by 
Forsyth and Ponce (in press) and Trucco and Verri (1998). 
WHATDo USERSWANT? 
The most comprehensive study of the behavior of users of image col- 
lections is Enser’s work on the Hulton-Deutsch collection (Armitage & 
Enser, 1997; Enser, 1993, 1995). This is a collection of prints, negatives, 
slides, and the like used mainly by media professionals. Enser (1993) 
studied the request forms on which client requests are logged; he classi- 
fied requests into four semantic categories, depending on whether a unique 
instance of an object class is required or not and whether that instance is 
refined. Significant points are that the specialized indexing language used 
gives only a “blunt pointer to regions of the Hulton collections” (p. 35) 
and the broad and abstract semantics used to describe images. For ex- 
ample, users requested images of hangovers, physicists, and the smoking 
of kippers. All these concepts are well beyond the reach of current image 
analysis techniques. As a result, there are few cases where one can obtain 
a tool that directly addresses a need. For the foreseeable future, the main 
constraint on the design of tools for finding images will be our limited 
understanding of vision. 
The Hulton-Deutsch collection is used largely by book, magazine, and 
newspaper publishers; Enser suggests that the most reliable measure of the 
success of their indexing system is that the organization is profitable. This 
author is unaware of any specific areas of computer vision technology that 
are profitable, though Virage appears to be thriving (the company is de- 
scribed at: http://www.virage.com. A description of their technology ap- 
pears in Hampapur et al., 1997). The main source of value in any large 
collection is being able to find items. Potential application areas include: 
military intelligence: vast quantities of satellite imagery of the globe 
exist, and typical queries involve finding militarily interesting changes- 
e.g., concentrations of force occurring at particular places (e.g., Mundy, 
1995,1997; Mundy & Vrobel, 1994). 
planning and government: satellite imagery can be used to measure de- 
velopment, changes in vegetation, regrowth after fires, and so on (see, 
for example, Smith, 1996). 
stock photo and stock footage: commercial libraries-which often have 
extremely large and very diverse collections-sell the right to use par- 
ticular images (e.g., Armitage & Enser, 1997; Enser, 1993, 1995). 
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a c c m  to museums: museums are increasingly releasing collections, typi- 
cally at restricted resolutions, to entice viewers into visiting the mu- 
seum (e.g., Holt & Hartwick, 1994a, 1994b; Psarrou et al., 1997). 
trademark enforcement: as electronic commerce goes, so does the oppor- 
tunity for automatic searches to find violations of trademark (e.g., 
Eakins et al., 1998;Jain & Vailaya, 1998). 
indexing the Web: indexing Web pages appears to be a profitable activ- 
ity. Users may also wish to have tools that allow them to avoid offen- 
sive images or advertising. A number of tools have been bnilt to sup- 
port searches for images on the Web using techniques described later 
in this article (e.g., Cascia et al., 1998; Chang et al., 1997b; Smith & 
Chang, 1997). 
medical information .system.s: recovering medical images “similar” to a given 
query example might give more information on which to base a diag- 
nosis or to conduct epidemiological studies (e.g., Congiu et al., 1995; 
N’ong, 1998). 
WHATCANTOOLSDO? 
There are two threads discernible in current work on finding images: 
one can search for images based either on the appearance of the whole 
image or on object-level semantics. 
The central technical problem in building appearance tools is defin- 
ing a useful notion of image similarity; the section of this article entitled 
“Appearance” illustrates a variety of different strategies. Image collec- 
tions are often highly correlated so that it is useful to combine appear- 
ance tools with browsing tools to help a user browse a collection in a pro-
ductive way-i.e., by trying to place images that are “similar” near to one 
another and offering the user some form of dialogue that makes it pos-
sible to move through the collection in different “directions.” Building 
useful browsing tools also requires an effective notion of image similarity. 
Constructing a good user interface for such systems is difficult. Desirable 
features include a clear and simple query specification process, and a clear 
presentation of the internal workings of the program so that failures can 
be resolved easily. Typically, users are expected to offer an example image 
or to fill in a form-based interface. 
It is very difficult to cope with high-level semantic queries (“a picture 
of the Pope kissing a baby”) using appearance or browsing tools. Finding 
tools use elements of the currently limited understanding of object recog- 
nition to help a user query for images based on this kind of semantics at a 
variety of levels. It is not known how to build finding tools that can handle 
high-level semantic queries, nor how to build a user interface for a geri-
era1 finding tool; nonetheless, current technology can produce quite use- 
ful tools (see the later section entitled Finding). 
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APPEARANCE 
Images are often highly stylized, particularly when the intent of the 
artist is to emphasize a particular object or a mood. This means that the 
overall layout of an image can be a guide to what it depicts so that useful 
query mechanisms can be built by searching for images that “look similar” 
to a sample image, a sketched sample, or textual specification of appear- 
ance. The success of such methods rests on the sense in which images 
look similar. A good notion of similarity is also important for efficient 
browsing, because a user interface that can tell how different images are, 
can lay out a display of images to suggest the overall structure of the sec- 
tion of the collection being displayed. I will concentrate on discussing 
appearance matching rather than browsing because of the similarity of 
the technical issues. 
The simplest form of similarity-two pictures are similar if all their 
pixels have similar values-is extremely difficult to use because it requires 
users to know exactly how a picture is laid out. For example, if one were 
trying, with a sketch, to recover the Van Gogh painting of sunflowers on a 
table, it would be necessary to remember on which side of the table the 
vase of flowers lay. It is possible to build efficient systems that use this 
iconic matching (e.g., Jacobs et al., 1995), but the approach does not seem 
to have been adopted, probably because users generally are unable to 
remember enough about the picture they want to find. It is important to 
convey to the user the sense in which images look similar, because other- 
wise mildly annoying errors can become extremely puzzling. 
Histqgrams and Correlograms 
A popular measurement of similarity compares counts of the number 
of pixels in particular color categories. For example, a sunset scene and a 
pastoral scene would be very different by this measure because the sunset 
scene contains many red, orange, and yellow pixels and the pastoral scene 
will have a preponderance of green (grass), blue (sky), and perhaps white 
(cloud) pixels (see Figure 1). Furthermore, sunset scenes will tend to be 
similar; all will have many red, orange, and yellow pixels and few others. 
This color histogram matching has been extremely popular; it dates back 
at least to Swain and Ballard (1991) and has been used in a number of 
systems (Flickner et al., 1996; Holt & Hartwick, 199413; Ogle & Stonebraker, 
1995). The usefulness of color histograms is slightly surprising, given how 
much image information the representation discards; Chapelle, Haffner, 
and Vapnik (1999) show that images from the Core1 collection’ can be 
classified by their category in the collection using color histogram infor- 
mation alone. 
There is no record in a color histogram of where colored pixels are 
with respect to one another. Thus, for example, pictures of the French 
and British flags are extremely similar according to a color histogram 
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measure-each has red, blue, and white pixels in about the same num- 
ber; it is the spatial layout of the pixels that differs. One problem that can 
result is that pictures taken from slightly different viewing positions look 
substantially different by a color histogram measure (see Figure 2).  This 
effect car, ?xzHeviatcd-byconsidering-theprobability -ehat-a.pixel .ofsome 
color lies within a particular pixel of another color (which can be mea- 
sured by counting the number of pixels at various distances). Requiring 
this measure to be similar provides another measure of image similarity. 
Computational details are important because the representation is large 
(Huang et al., 1997; Huang 8c Zabih, 1998). For small movements of the 
camera, these probabilities will be largely unchanged so that similarity 
between these color correlograms yields a measure of similarity between 
images. 
Figure 1. Results from a query to the Calphotos collection that sought pastoral 
scenes, composed by searching for images that contain many green and light 
blue pixels. As the results suggest, such color histogram queries can be quite 
effective. 
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Figure 2.  The top two figures have the same color histogram; the red patch on 
the golfer’s shirt in the original print appears in the other image as brown looking 
flowers. These flowers were darker in color than they appear( their hue is changed 
somewhat by the fact that they are small and don’t contrast strongly with their 
background), although not quite as dark in color as the shirt. However, in the 
scheme of color categories used, the colors are regarded as equivalent. The 
bottom two figures have similar content, but quite different color histograms; 
one person has a peach shirt and appears in only one figure and the one person 
wearing blue occupies more space in one than in the other. However, if one 
looks at a representation of the extent to which pixels of a given color lie near 
pixels of some other color, the pictures are quite similar-many blue pixels lie 
near either blue pixels, green ones, or white ones. This information is captured 
by the color correlogram. More information on color correlograms can be found 
in Huang and Zabih (1998). (Picture reproduced by kind permission of R. Zabih.) 
TEXTURES 
Color histograms contain no information about the layout of color 
pixels. An explicit record of layout is the next step. For example, a snowy 
mountain image will have bluer regions on top, whiter regions in the 
middle, then a bluer region at the bottom (the lake at the foot of the 
mountain), whereas a waterfall image will have a darker region on the left 
and right and a lighter vertical stripe in the center. These layout tem- 
plates car, be learned for 2 rawge of images and appear to provide a sig-
nificant improvement over a color histogram (Lipson et al., 1997). 
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Looking at image texture is a natural next step, because texture is the 
difference between, for example, a field of flowers (many small orange 
blobs), a single flower (one big orange blob), or a dalmatian and a zebra. 
Most people know texture when they see it, though the concept is either 
difficult or impossible to define. Typically, textures are thought of as spa-
tial arrangements of small patterns-e.g., a tartan is an arrangement of’ 
small squares and lines, and the texture of a grassy field is an arrange- 
ment of thin bars. 
The usual strategy for finding these subpatterns is to apply a linear 
filter to the image where the kernel of the filter looks similar to the pat- 
tern element. From filter theory, we have that strong responses from these 
filters suggest the presence of the particular pattern; several different fil- 
ters can be applied, and the statistics of the responses in different places 
then yield a decomposition of the picture into spotty regions, barred re- 
gions, and the like (Ma & Manjunath, 1997a; Malik & Perona, 1989,1990). 
A histogram of filter responses is a first possible description of tex- 
ture. For example, one might query for images with few small yellow blobs. 
This mechanism is used quite successfully in the Calphotos collection at 
Berkeley.‘ As Figures 3, 4, and 5 illustrate, a combination of color and 
blob queries can be used to find quite complex images. The system is 
described in greater detail in Carson and Ogle (1996). 
Texture histograms have some problems with camera motion; as the 
person in Figure 2 approaches the camera, the checks on his shirt get 
bigger in the image. The pattern of texture responses could change quite 
substantially as a result. This is another manifestation of a problem we 
saw earlier with color histograms-i.e., the size of a region spanned by an 
object changes as the camera moves closer to, or further from, the object. 
A strategy for minimizing the impact of this effect is to define a family 
of allowable transformations on the image-e.g., scaling the image by a 
factor in some range. We now apply each of these transformations and 
measure the similarity between two images as the smallest difference that 
can be obtained using a transformation, For example, we could scale one 
image by each legal factor and look for the smallest difference between 
color and texture histograms. In Figure 7, the earth-mover’s distance al-
lows a wide variety of transformations. Furthermore, in Rubner, Tomasi, 
and Guibas (1998), it has been coupled with a process for laying out im- 
ages that makes the distance between images in the display reflect the 
dissimilarity between images in the collection. This approach allows for 
rapid and intuitive browsing. 
The spatial layout of textures is a powerful cue. For example, in aerial 
images, housing developments have a fairly characteristic texture, and 
the layout of this texture gives cues to the region sought. In the Netra 
system, textures are classified into stylized families (yielding a “texture 
thesaurus”) which are used to segment very large aerial images; this 
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Figure 5. Response images obtained by querying the Calphotos collection for 
images with at least one large brown blob, one or more small black blobs, and 
some green; this query is intended to find animals or birds. 
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Figure 6. Spatial layout of colored regions is a natural guide to the content of 
many types of image. The figure on the top shows a layout of colored regions 
that suggests a scene showing snowy mountains; bottom center, views of mountains 
that were in the collection but not recovered, and bottom, images that meet the 
criterion but do not actually show a view of a snowy mountain. More detail appears 
in Lipson et al., 1997. (Figure reproduced by kind permission of W. E. L. Grimson 
and P. Lipson.) 
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Figure 7. Images laid out according to their similarity using the earth mover’s 
distance (EMD). The EMD can be computed quickly so that displays like this- 
where distances between images on the display reflect the EMDs between them 
as faithfully as possible-can be created online. Large numbers of pictures 
returned from a query into an image database can thus be viewed at a glance, 
and a nioiise click in the neighborhood of pictures that look similar to what the 
user is looking for tells the retrieval system where to search next. With this 
technology, users browse and navigate in an image database just as they would 
browse through a department store. Because of the large number of images 
displayed, and their spatially intuitive layout, users quickly form a mental model 
of what is in the database, and rapidly learn where to find the pictures they need. 
More information on the EMD can be found in Rubner et al., 1998. (Figure 
reproduced by kind permission of C.  Tomasi.) 
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approach exploits the fact that, while there is a very large family of pos- 
sible textures, only some texture distinctions are significant. Users can 
utilize example regions to query a collection for similar views-e.g., ob-
taining aerial pictures of a particular region at a different time or date to 
keep track of such matters as the progress of development, traffic pat- 
terns, or vegetation growth (see Figure 8) (Ma & Manjunath, 1997a, 1998; 
Manjunath, 1997a; Manjunath & Ma, 1996a, 199613). 
Regions of texture responses form patterns, too. For example, if an 
image shows a pedestrian in a spotted shirt, then there will be many strong 
responses from spot detecting filters; the region of strong responses will 
look roughly like a large bar. A group of pedestrians in spotted shirts will 
look like a family of bars, which is itself a texture. These observations 
suggest applying texture-finding filters to the outputs of texture-finding 
filters-perhaps recurring several times-and using these responses as a 
measure of image similarity. This strategy involves a large number of fea- 
tures, making it impractical to ask users to fill in a form as in Figure 9. 
Instead, DeBonet and Viola (1998) use an approach in which users select 
positive and negative example images, and the system searches for images 
that are similar to the positive examples and dissimilar to the negative 
ones. 
FINDING 
The distinction between appearance tools and finding tools is some-
what artificial. Based on their differences in appearance, we can tell what 
objects are. The tools described in this section try to estimate object-level 
semantics more or less directly. Such systems must first segment the im- 
age-i.e., decide which pixels lie on the object of interest. Template match- 
ing systems then look for characteristic patterns associated with particular 
objects. Finally, correspondence reasoning can be used to identify objects 
using spatial relationships between parts. 
Structure in a collection is helpful in finding semantics because it can 
be used to guide the choice of particular search mechanisms. Photobook 
is a system that provides three main search categories: by shape (searches 
for isolated objects-e.g., tools or fishes) using contour shape measured 
as elastic deformations of a contour; by appearance (the program can 
find faces using a small number of principal components); and texture 
(the program uses a texture representation to find textured swatches of 
material) (Pentland et al., 1996). 
Annotation and Segmentation 
A natural step in determining image semantics is to classify the type 
of material that image patches represent-e.g., “sky,” “buildings,” and so 
on, as opposed to “blue” or “grey.” Generally, this kind of classification 
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Figure 8. A texture-based search in an aerial image: (a) shows the down-sampled 
version of the aerial photograph from which the query is derived; (b) shows full- 
resolution detail of the region used for the query. The region contains aircraft, 
cars, and buildings. (c)-(e) show the ordered three best results of the query. 
Once again, the results come from three different aerial photographs. This time, 
the second and third results are from the same year (1972) as the query 
photograph but the first match is from a different year (1966). More details 
appear in Ma and Manjunath, 199%. (Figure reproduced by kind permission of 
B. S .  Manjunath.) 
I 
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Figure 9. Querying using the “texture of textures” approach. The user has 
identified two pictures of cars as positive examples; these would respond strongly 
to large horizontal bar filters, among others. This query results in a number of 
returned images containing several images of cars. Figure 10 shows the effect of 
refining this query by exhibiting negative examples. (Figure reproduced by kind 
permission of P. Viola.) 
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Figure 10. Querying using the “texture of textures” approach. The q u e q  has 
been refined by providing some negative examples, yielding a response set that 
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Viola, 1998. (Figure reproduced by kind permission of P. Viola.) 
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would need to be done with a mixture of user input (to establish appro- 
priate categories and provide examples from those categories) and auto- 
matic annotation (for speed and efficiency). A combination of color and 
texture features is often, but not always, distinctive of a region; a particu- 
lar difficulty is knowing which features to use and which to ignore in clas- 
sifying an image patch. For example, telling sky from grass involves look- 
ing at color; telling concrete from sky may require ignoring color and 
emphasizing texture. Foureyes (see Figure 12) uses techniques from ma- 
chine learning to infer appropriate features from user annotation prac- 
tices using across-image groupings (which image patches tend to be 
grouped together and which apart) and in-image groupings (which patches 
are classified as “sky” in this image) (Minka & Picard, 1997; Picard &Minka, 
1995; Minka, 1996). As a result, a user annotating an image can benefit 
from past experience, as illustrated in Figure 12. 
Humans decompose images into parts corresponding to the objects 
we are interested in, and classification is one way to achieve this segmen- 
tation. Segmentation is crucial because it means that irrelevant informa- 
tion can be discarded in comparing images. For example, ifwe are search- 
ing for an image of a tiger, it should not matter whether the background 
is snow or grass; the tiger is the issue. However, if the whole image is used 
to generate measures of similarity, a tiger on grass will look very different 
from a tiger on snow. These observations suggest segmenting an image 
into regions of pixels that belong together in an appropriate sense, and 
then allowing the user to search on the properties of particular regions. 
The most natural sense in which pixels belong together is that they origi- 
nate from a single object; currently, it is almost never possible to use this 
criterion because of an inability to know when this is the case. However, 
objects usually result in image regions of coherent color and texture so 
that pixels that belong to the same region have a good prospect of belong- 
ing to the same object. 
VisualSEEK automatically breaks images into regions of coherent color 
and allows users to query on the spatial layout and extent of colored re- 
gions. Thus, a query for a sunset image might specify an orange back- 
ground with a yellow “blob”lying on that background (Smith & Chang, 
1996). 
Blobworld is a system that represents images by a collection of re- 
gions of coherent color and texture (Belongie et al., 1998; Carson, Tho- 
mas, Belongie, Hellerstein, & Malik, 1999; Carson et al., 1997). The rep- 
resentation is displayed to the user with region color and texture displayed 
inside elliptical blobs that represent the shape of the image regions. The 
shape of these regions is represented crudely since details of the region 
boundaries are not cogent. A user can query the system by specifymg 
which blobs in an example image are important and what spatial relations 
should hold (see Figure 11). 
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blob and feature importance: 
(weral,) color texture locationshapeblob 
b\ob very very somewhat not not 
Querylng from loo00 images (full search). 
b\ob somewhat very somewhat not not 
7 lo8002 (score - 0.98) 8: 258042 (score = 0.98) 
Figure 11. Blobworld query for tiger images. Users of image databases generally 
want to find images containing particular objects, not images with particular globdl 
statistics. The Blobworld representation facilitates such queries by representing 
each image as a collection of regions (or “blobs”) which correspond to objects or 
parts of objects. The image is segmented into regions automatically, arid each 
region’s color, texture, and shape characteristics are encoded. The user constructs 
a query by selecting regions of interest. The Blobworld version of each retrieved 
image is shown, with matching regions highlighted; displaying the system’s internal 
representation in this way makes the query results more understandable and aids 
the user in creating and refining queries. Experiments show that queries for 
distinctive objects, such as tigers and cheetahs, have much higher precision using 
the Blobworld system than using a similar system based only on global color and 
texture descriptions. Blobworld is described in greater detail in Belongie et al., 
1998; Carson et al., 1999. (Figure reproduced by kind permission of C. Carson.) 
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Figure 12. An image annotated with Foureyes. Red patches of image have been 
explicitly labeled “sky,” “grass,” or “water.” Other labels are inferred by Foureyes 
from previous annotations and from the information given in these examples. 
More information appears in Minka and Picard, 1997. (Figure reproduced by 
kind permission of R. Picard.) 
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Template Matching 
Some objects have such a distinctive appearance that they have awide 
range of viewing directions and conditions. Template matching is an ob- 
ject recognition strategy that finds objects by matching image patches with 
example templates. A natural application oftemplate matching is to con- 
struct whole-image templates that correspond to particular semantic cat- 
egories (see Figure 13) (Chang et al., 199813). These templates can be 
constructed offline and used to simplify querying by allowing a user to 
apply an existing template rather than compose a query. 
Face finding is a particularly good case for template matching. Fron- 
tal views of faces are extremely similar, particularly when the face is viewed 
at low resolution-the main features are a dark bar at the mouth; dark 
blobs where the eyes are; and lighter patches at the forehead, nose, and 
near the mouth. This means that faces can be found, independent ofthe 
identity of the person, by looking for this pattern. Typical face finding 
systems extract small image windows of a fixed size, prune these windows 
to be oval, correct for lighting across the window, and then use a learned 
classifier to tell whether a face is present in the window (see Figure 14) 
(Rowley et al., 1996a, 1996b, 1998a; Poggio & Sung, 1995). This process 
works for both large and small faces because windows are extracted from 
images at a variety of resolutions (windows from low resolution images 
yield large faces and those from high resolution images yield small faces). 
Because the pattern changes when the face is tilted to the side, this tilt 
must be estimated and corrected for; this is done using a mechanism 
learned from data (Rowley et al., 1998b). Knowing where the faces are is 
extremely useful because many natural queries refer to the people present 
in an image or a video. 
Shape and Correspondence 
If object appearance can vary, template matching becomes more dif- 
ficult as one is forced to adopt many more templates. There is a good 
template matching system for finding pedestrians, which appears to work 
because images of pedestrians tend to be seen at low resolution and with 
their arms at their sides (Oren et al., 1997). However, building a template 
matching system to find people is intractable because clothing and con- 
figuration can vary widely. The general strategy for dealing with this diffi- 
culty is to look for smaller templates-perhaps corresponding to “parts”- 
and then look for legal configurations. 
One version of this technique involves finding “interest points”- 
points where combinations of measurements of intensity and its deriva- 
tives take on unusual values-e.g., at corners. The spatial arrangement of 
these points is quite distinctive in many cases. For example, as Figure 15 
illustrates, the arrangement of interest points in an aerial view of Marseille 
is unaffected by the presence of cars; this means that one can recover and 
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Figure 13. To remove the burden of' drawing detailed low-level sketches from 
users, the Semantic Visual Template system helps users to develop personalized 
search templates. The library of semantic templatcs can then be used to assist 
users in high-level multimedia query. The top figure shows the overall structure 
of a system using semantic templates, and the lower figure shows a template for 
sunset images. More details appear in Chang et al., 199813. (Figure reproduced 
by kind permission of SF. Chang.) 
Figure 14. Faces found by a learned template matching approach; the eye holes 
in the green mask are to indicate the orientation of the face. More details appear 
in Rowley et al., 1996b,1998a, 1998b. (Figure reproduced by kind permission of 
T. Kanade.) 
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register aerial images of the same region taken at different times of day 
using this technique. Furthermore, once interest points have been 
matched, an image-image transformation is known, which can be used to 
register the images. Registration yields further evidence to support the 
match and can be used to compare, for example, traffic by matching the 
two images at specific points. 
This form of correspondence reasoning extends to matching image 
components with object parts at a more abstract level. People and many 
animals can be thought of as assemblies of cylinders (corresponding to 
body scgments). A natural finding representation uses grouping stages to 
assemble image components that could correspond to appropriate body 
segments or other components. 
This representation has been used for two cases. The first example 
identifies pictures containing people wearing little or no clothing. This is 
an interesting example: first, it is much easier than finding clothed people 
because skin displays very little variation in color and texture in images, 
whereas the appearance of clothing varies widely; second, many people 
are interested in avoiding or finding images based on whether they con- 
tain unclad people. This program has been tested on an unusually large 
and unusually diverse set of images; on a test collection of 565 images 
known to contain lightly clad people and 4,289 control images with widely 
varying content, one tuning of the program marked 241 test images and 
182 control images (more detailed information appears in Forsyth et al., 
1996; Forsyth & Fleck, 1996). The second example used a representation 
whose combinatorial structure-the order in which tests were applied- 
was built by hand, but the tests were learned from data. This program 
identified pictures containing horses and is described in greater detail in 
Forsyth and Fleck (1997). Tests used 100 images containing horses and 
1,086 control images with widely varying content-for a typical configura- 
tion, the program marks eleven images of horses and four control images. 
VIDEO 
While video represents a richer source of information than still im- 
ages, the issues remain largely the same. Videos are typically segmented 
into shots-short sequences that contain similar content-and techniques 
of the form described applied within shots. Because a large change be- 
tween frames is a strong cue that a shot boundary has been reached, seg- 
menting video into shots is usually done using measures of similarity like 
those described in the earlier section on Appearance (e.g., Boreczky & 
Rowe, 1996). 
The motion of individual pixels in a video is often called opticflow 
and is measured by attempting to find pixels in the next frame that corre- 
spond to a pixel in the previous frame (correspondence being measured 
by similarity in color, intensity, and texture). In principle, there is an 
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Figure 15. Images can be queried by detecting “interest points” on the image 
and then matching on configurations of these points based on their geometric 
distribution and the grey level pattern surrounding each point. The matching 
process is very efficient (it uses “indexing”) and is tolerant of missing points in 
the configuration. In the example shown here, the image on the top right can 
be correctly retrieved from a collection of paintings, aerial images, and images of 
3D objects using any of the images on the top left. Interest points used during 
the matching process, indicated by whitc crosses, for a query image (small inset 
on left) and the best match (bottom left). Additional evidence is obtained from 
the image-image transformation to confirm that the match is correct; on the 
right, edges which match under this transformation in the query (inset) and the 
result (bottom right). Notice that the two images have been taken from different 
viewpoints so that the building’s shape differs between images. Also the scenes 
are not identical bccause cars have moved. Further details arc given in Schmid 
and Mohr, 1997;Schmid et al., in press. (Figure reproduced by kind permission 
of A. Zisserman.) 
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optic flow vector at each pixel forming a motionfield. In practice, it is 
extremely hard to measure optic flow reliably with featureless pixels be- 
cause they could correspond to almost anything. For example, consider 
the optic flow of‘an egg rotating on its axis; there is very little information 
about what the pixels inside the boundary of the egg are doing because 
each looks like the other. 
Motion fields can be extremely complex, however. If there are no 
moving objects in the frame, it is possible to classify motion fields corre- 
sponding to the camera shot used. For example, a pan shot will lead to 
strong lateral motion, and a zoom leads to a radial motion field. This 
classification is usually obtained by comparing the measured motion field 
with a parametric family (e.g., Sawhney & Ayer, 1996; Smith & Kanade, 
1997). 
Complex motion sequences are difficult to query without segmenta- 
tion because much of the motion may be irrelevant to the query-e.g., in 
a soccer match, the motion of many players may not be significant. In 
VideoQ, motion sequences are segmented into moving blobs and then 
queried on the color and motion of a particular blob (see Figure 17) 
(Chang et al., 1997a; Chang et al., 1998). 
The Informedia project at CMU has studied the preparation of de- 
tailed skims of video sequences. In this case, a segment of video is broken 
into shots, shots are annotated with the camera motion in shot, with the 
presence of faces, with the presence of text in shot, with keywords from 
the transcript, and with audio level (see Figure 18). This information 
yields a compact representation-the “skim”-which gives the main con- 
tent of the video sequence (details in Smith & Kanade, 199’7; Wactlar et 
al., 1996; Smith & Christel, 1995; Smith & Hauptmann, 1995). 
CONCLUSION 
For applications where the colors, textures, and layout of the image 
are all strongly correlated with the kind of content desired, a number of 
usable tools exist to find images based on content. 
There has been a substantial amount of work on user interfaces and 
browsing, although this work is usually done to get a system up and run- 
ning. Because color, texture, and layout are at best a rough guide to im- 
age content, puzling search results are usually guaranteed. There is not 
yet a clear theory of how to build interfaces that minimize the impact of 
this effect. The most widely adopted strategy is to allow quite fluid brows- 
ing. 
When queries occur at a more semantic level, we encounter deep and 
poorly understood problems in object recognition. Object recognition 
seems to require segmenting images into coherent pieces and reasoning 
about the relationships between those pieces. This rather vague view of 
recognition can be exploited to produce segmented representations that 
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Figure 16. Images of horses recovered using a body plan representation from a 
test collection consisting of 100images containing horses and 1,086control images 
with widely varying content. Note that the method is relatively insensitive to 
aspect, but can be fooled by brown horse-shaped regions. More details appear in 
Forsyth and Fleck, 1997. 
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Figure 17. Video can be represented by moving blobs; sequences can then be 
queried by specifying blob properties and motion properties desired. The top 
left shows a query for a blob moving along a parabolic arc, sketched in the user 
interface for the VideoQ system. Top right shows iiames from two sequences 
returned. As the center (baseball) and bottom (skiing) figures show, the 
mechanism extends to a range of types of motion. More details appear in Chang 
et al., 1997a. (Figure reproduced by kind permission of S-F. Chang.) 
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~~~ pan T static static static pan* min st 
Figure 18. Characterizing a video sequence to create a skim. The video is 
segmented into scenes. Camera motions are detected alongwith significant objects 
(faces and text). Bars indicate frames with positive results. Word relevance is 
evaluated in the transcript. More information appears in Smith and Kanade, 
1997. (Figure reproduced by kind permission of T. Kanade.) 
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allow searches for objects independent of their backgrounds. Furthermore, 
some spccial cases of object recognition can be handled explicitly. It is not 
known how to build a system that could search for a wide variety of objects; 
building a user interface for such a system would present substantial prob- 
lems, too. Some images have text associated with them, either because 
content providers have explicitly described the image or because images 
can be associated with captions or document text. In this case, it is natural 
to use these terms to obtain semantic descriptions. There is currently no 
clear set of principles to use to combine available text descriptions with 
images. U’hat lines of research are more promising? The answer depends 
on what application one has in mind. Some applications-e.g., reviewing 
images or video in libraries to choose a good background picture for an 
advertisement-really need images to be arranged by their appearance so 
that all the soothing blue pictures are in about the same place. Other appli- 
cations demand semantic descriptions that are very difficult to supply; there 
is no way to answer a question like “show trends in the pose of subject in 
portraits in the seventeenth century” without well developed processes for 
finding people in pictures. General semantic descriptions are a long wdy 
off, but one natural focus is the activities of people. I expect that, in the 
next few years, using entirely automatic methods, it may be possible to find 
pictures of, for example, a politician kissing a baby. 
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NOTES 
000 images quite commonly used in vision research available in three 
re1 corporation, whose head office is at 1600 Carling Avenue, Ottawa, 
Ontario, K1Z 8R7, Canada. 
At http://elih.cs.berkrley.edu/photos, there arr  many thousands of images of Califor- 
nia natural resources, flowers, and wildlife. 
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Libraries: A Risk Management Approach 
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ABSTRACT 
THEREIS AN OBVIOUS NEED FOR ONGOING RESEARCH, evaluation, and plan- 
ning if museums and archives are committed to protecting their digital 
image assets. A number of potential threats to the integrity of digital 
image information can be identified when standard practices in museums 
and archives are examined. Changes in the integrity of digital image in- 
formation can be caused by the manner in which the source data are ac- 
quired and recorded and by modifications made to the image data file. 
Alterations made to contextual data can limit valid interpretation of the 
associated surrogate image. The destruction of the mechanisms that link 
contextual data to the appropriate digital image has the same effect as 
deleting contextual information. Loss of control over digital assets can be 
the result of failure or inability to establish and publicize copyright. Even 
if copyright is established and enforceable, failure to enforce rights has 
the same effect as having no rights at all. Finally, failure to detect corrup- 
tion of digital information means that invalid, partial, or inappropriate 
information will be spread under the guise of authentic reliable informa- 
tion. 
Some institutions are already proactively applying security measures 
to digital image collections. Some of these security measures can have a 
negative impact on the integrity of the files that they are designed to pro- 
tect. Systematic consideration of risk factors can inform the creation of 
procedures and application of security that works to guarantee the reli- 
ability and accuracy of digital image assets. 
Teresa Crose Beamsley, Collections Information Resources, Henry Ford Museum & 
Greenfield Village, P.O. Box 1970, Dearborn MI 48121-1970 
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DIGITALIMAGE INFORMATION AS AN INSTITUTIONALASSET 
In their earliest manifestations, museums and archives were essen- 
tially collections of primary source materials. The collectors determined 
the criteria by which artifacts or manuscripts were chosen for preserva- 
tion. The criteria were based at least in part on the value of the informa- 
tion that was embodied in the content of the materials or implied in the 
existence of the objects, a value that was established by the needs and 
interests of wealthy collectors. 
Public exposure to museum and archival collections began in earnest 
at the turn of the nineteenth century. The infrequent opening of per-
sonal holdings to scrutiny became more conimonplace as the general popu- 
lation came to recognize the existence of these collections and to demand 
access. In some cases, the profit motives of collecrion holders played a 
significant role in the growing accessibility of collections. The public saw 
value in the experience of gaining physical access to rare and unusual 
materials. The collectors saw value in offering access (sometimes for profit) 
to a new market. Selection of materials and the determination of their 
intrinsic information value were still determined by gentleman collectors. 
Increasingly, scholars used the information in their studies and augmented 
the utility of the collections by adding to the body of contextual data about 
them. 
Academic research played an important role in the evolution of the 
modern nonprofit museum in the early twentieth century. Scholars and 
connoisseurs formed the basis of a class of professional museum workers. 
Curators, preparators, and conservators adopted codes of ethics and stan- 
dards of practice that were instrumental in the development of museums 
and archives as educational institutions. However, until the 1950s, the 
primary audiences of both types of institutions were on-site visitors with 
specific, and often specialist, research needs rather than the casually curi- 
ous. 
During the past twenty years, a combination of changing professional 
attitudes, the interests of public and private fundcrs, and the growing 
availability and reliability of reproduction technologies and electronic 
communication have resulted in a re-evaluation of museum and archival 
collections. The new target audience is the general education market 
and the new means of providing information to the target audience is 
electronic, most often via the Internet. The World Wide Web allows easy 
access to good quality image representations as well as to text-based con- 
textual information about them. The public's expectation is that a broad 
range of information needs can and will be accomplished accurately via 
electronic surrogates without physical exposure to the primary sources 
from any place at any time. The worth of institutional assets is no longer 
gauged by looking at the collections inventory appraisal. It is now rede- 
fined as the combination of the physical materials in the collections, the 
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surrogates that satisfy a growing demand for visual information about them, 
and the text-based information that establishes their context and serves 
as the key to locating them. 
Securing collections assets against misuse, theft, or damage is an on- 
going concern of museums and archives. Avariety of measures are imple- 
mented to safeguard collections. These include controlled access to stor- 
age and items on display, frequent inventories, environmental monitor- 
ing, administration of rights and releases, and strict procedures regarding 
use by staff members and others. Posting extra guards does not help to 
secure electronic information. And, unlike the Impressionist painting that 
is kept under surveillance or the Stradivarius violin that is rarely, if ever, 
removed from the display case, digital assets can be adversely affected by 
the very measures that are intended to ensure their integrity and authen- 
ticity. Security measures typically used in museums and archives to pro- 
tect these assets are applied randomly at best and unintentionally at worst. 
Responsible stewardship of digital image assets calls for a more formal 
and thorough risk management assessment of potential threats and for 
the creation of an informed and thoughtful security plan for their man- 
agement and protection. 
Risk management is the sum of all activities directed toward accept- 
ably accommodating the possibility of failure in a program. Risk manage- 
ment is based on assessment; every risk management assessment includes 
a number of tasks: ( I )  identification of concerns, (2) identification of 
risks, (3) evaluation of the risks as to likelihood and consequences, 
(4) assessment of options for accommodating the risks, (5) prioritization 
of risk management efforts, and (6) development of risk management 
plans (http://www.airtime.co.uk/users/wysyg/risk-1 .htm). This article 
examines existing practices within museums and archives and provides 
suggestions on the creation of such plans as they apply specifically to the 
stewardship of digital assets. 
DEFINING AND IDENTIFYINGCONCERNS RISKS 
Responsible individuals become concerned when a valuable posses- 
sion is placed injeopardy. The value of collections-related digital assets to 
museums and archives has been established. What are legitimate con- 
cerns regarding objects of value? Would these concerns be applicable to 
digital assets? It is possible to identify two obvious concerns. The first is 
fear that the asset itself will somehow lose value. The second is that the 
steward (in this case the institution and its professional staff) will some- 
how lose the asset or control over the asset. 
How is value embodied in digital information and what would consti- 
tute a loss of value? The charter of museums and archives includes a 
mandate to preserve the information embodied in their collections. It 
seems reasonable to propose that the value of digital surrogates for 
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collections items lies in the relative ability of the surrogates to convey as 
much original information content as possible. The integrity of the digi- 
tal image is judged as the degree to which it accurately represents its sub-
ject. If the information content of the surrogate is compromised, the 
surrogate is devalued. 
There is a case to be made for the creation of very high quality, very 
high-resolution digital surrogates. These files are used as archival ver- 
sions of image information, but reality intervenes when their content is 
put to practical use. High quality, high-resolution files are very large and 
therefore costly to store and transmit. The generally accepted rule is that 
the needs of different uses and users are best met by digital content pre- 
sented in a variety of formats or resolutions, tailored to the situation. 
Accurate representation is in the eye of the beholder; the resolution and 
file size limitations dictated by intended Web use are not the same as those 
demanded by activities such as conservation assessnient (Frey, 1997) 
(http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/forniats.html).As a result, every vari- 
ant form of a digital file can and should be evaluated for integrity based 
on the use to which it is put. 
Control over the asset is somewhat easier to describe and evaluate. 
The most obvious manifestation of control of image surrogates is the own- 
ership of copyright and the ability to assign or to withhold assignment of 
use rights to others. There are other manifestations of control that are 
uniquely related to the museum or archive’s responsibilities toward the 
public; these may in fact be more significant than copyright ownership. 
Nonprofit 501 ( c ) 3charters arid ethical responsibility dictate that it is not 
enough for institutions to own and care for objects. The legal definition 
of a museum includes the directive “to exhibit to the public on a regular 
basis” (Malaro, 1985). This has been interpreted for the last two decades 
as a mandate to educate by providing members of the public with mean- 
ingful and useful mediated access to collections. Control of the collec- 
tions implies control of access to the collections in a proactive way. It is 
the job of museums to encourage and facilitate the use of collections and 
the information that they represent. Loss of control in this sense would 
mean an inability to effectively mediate the collections-related educational 
experience. 
It is now possible to identify potential risks that are associated with 
each type of concern. Changes in the integrity of digital image informa- 
tion can be caused by direct modifications made to the image data. They 
may also be associated with modifications to contextual data that limit 
understanding and interpretation of the associated surrogate image. The 
destruction of the mechanisms that link contextual data to the appropri- 
ate digital image has the same effect as deleting contextual information. 
Loss of control over digital assets can be the result of failure to establish 
ownership and/or copyright. Even if copyright is established and 
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enforceable, failure to enforce rights has the same effect as having no 
rights at all. Failure to detect corruption of digital information means 
that invalid, partial, or inappropriate information will be spread under 
the guise of authentic reliable information. Each of these risks represents 
the possibility of an information systems failure. 
PRIORITIZINGRISKS-How SAFEIS STANDARDPRACTICE? 
What are the chances that any of these risks will be realized? An 
examination of the typical ways in which digital image information and 
associated contextual data are created, managed, and made accessible 
sheds light on the probability of content degradation. Most institutions 
already employ both active and passive measures to prevent or minimize 
the impact of a reduction in reliable content in systems that depend on 
the use of digital image information. Do these efforts have any effect on 
the immediacy of each risk? 
CREATINGDIGITALIMAGEFILESAND DERIVATIVES 
A digital image cannot be a better representation than the best avail- 
able from the conversion method used to create the image. A number of 
authors and research groups have conducted comparative studies of con- 
version techniques and produced recommendations for best-practice con- 
version methods, ranging from direct digital photography through micro- 
film and negative scanning to direct positive scanning and PhotoCD pro- 
cessing (http://www.columbia.edu/acis/dl/imagespec.html)(Kenney, 
1997; Conway, 1996; Reilly, 1995). Similarly, the digitized image cannot 
be better than the source document or object without some sort of data 
modification. It is not necessary to belabor the importance of informed 
decision making in the process of creating archival image files from which 
derivative files may be drawn. Frey (1997) suggests that four targets be 
used for objectively evaluating the results of digitization: tone reproduc- 
tion, color reproduction, detail and edge reproduction, and noise. Satis- 
factory performance in output tests of all four targets will guarantee that, 
at least at the archival level, an acceptably accurate digital representation 
of image information has been created. 
The integrity of digital image information is inherent in the structure 
of the image file. Only bit-mapped images (those created from aggrega- 
tions of discrete bits or units of data) are considered in this discussion; 
vector image data are created and used in museum and archival environ- 
ments much less frequently than in academic libraries and special collec- 
tions. The parameters that are chosen to define file structure determine 
the limitations of the file as an image surrogate. These parameters in- 
clude dynamic range, resolution, and compression (Besser et al., 1995). 
Dynamic range defines the ability of the file structure to convey tonal 
information about each pixel captured. Every digital image is composed 
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of a fixed number of pixels-tiny discrete blocks of tone. Bi-tonal im- 
ages can only convey information in black and white. A bit (the basic 
building block of digital information) can only convey two possible val- 
ues; therefore, bi-tonal information is conveyed using one bit per pixel. 
This type of information encoding produces the smallest possible files, 
but the resulting image cannot represent any range of shades between 
black and white. It is recommended for uses that involve modern printed 
works and line drawings or graphics and is frequently employed when 
the desired use is a printed reproduction of such materials. Gray scale 
uses 8 bits to represent each pixel, providing the capability of represent-
ing up to 256 shades ranging from pure white through gray to pure black. 
This format is usually recommended for representing black and white 
photographs, half-tone illustrations, and other two-dimensional repre- 
sentations that convey shading or variation in ink density. Color is best 
represented using 24 bits per pixel, which provides about 16 million 
different colors but which results in much larger file sizes. Color con- 
veys much more information than gray-scale or hi-tonal files and is re- 
quired for images in which color must be maintained but is also recom- 
mended for use in digitizing images of older documents (http:// 
www.columbia.edn/acis/dl/imagespec.html;http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ 
ammem/pictel/index.html) . While software, printing, and display hard- 
ware designs determine the nature of the end product, the dynamic range 
of the image file establishes the bases from which these devices perform 
in tests of tone and color reproduction. Recording image data in a file 
structure that uses &bit color, for example, will in most cases result in 
image information that offers only a general approximation of the to- 
nality of the original and severely impact the utility of the image surro- 
gate for many uses. 
Many institutions have chosen to protect their digital image assets by 
providing general access to only low-resolution files. Resolution refers to 
the number of pixels that are used to describe a single image (the fixed 
number mentioned earlier); it is usually expressed in terms of horizontal 
and vertical dimensions. An image recorded at a resolution of 512 x 768, 
for instance, has 512 rows and 768 columns of pixels. Resolution affects 
the level of detail that can be depicted by the image file. If a lower resolu- 
tion is specified, fewer pixels will be used to describe the image and there- 
fore edges may be blurred, areas of the displayed or printed image may 
appear blocky, tonal transitions may seem more abrupt, and detail niay be 
lost altogether. An illustration will assist in visualizing the loss of informa- 
tion that may result from the use of lower resolutions. 
Information conveyed by Figure 1,an extremely detailed photograph, 
would undoubtedly be lost if its digital surrogates were created using lower 
resolutions. Edge blurring would prevent a researcher from studying 
wheels, spokes, and hubs, and clothing detail would become invisible. The 
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Figure 1. Ford Auto Dealers A4uto Parade, 1922 (neg. 0.3299). From the 
collections of the Henry Ford Museum 8c Greenfield VilLige. 
wide range of tonal contrast across very limited spaces would also be 
obscured, and the overall effect would be a smoothing of shadows and 
features. 
Compression is a technique used to reduce the size of a digital file. 
This is accomplishrd in a number of ways, including mathematical trans- 
formations and reduction of precision by the elimination of 
“noninformational” data or noise in the data set (Brown & Shepherd, 
1995). Reduction of precision is the most commonly applied compres- 
sion technique; the effect that it has on the quality of the resulting digital 
image makes compressed files very attractive to institutions that are con- 
cerned with potential unauthorized use of images. Some museums be- 
lieve that, as in the case of employing low resolution, reducing the quality 
of the digital image file makes it unattractive to would-be electronic priva- 
teers. Reducing the size of a file means that the quality of the resulting 
image is reduced and that the amount of time that it takes to transmit the 
data from the file over a communications link is decreased. Using com- 
pressed files for Internet or intranet transfers therefore is doubly attrac- 
tive, but there is a potential loss of image integrity that may prove signifi- 
cant depending on the use of the files. The risks are more obvious when 
compression algorithms are examined in greater detail. 
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The class of compressed formats termed “lossless” is based on data 
transformation algorithms (for a discussion of wavelet and fractal com- 
pression, see Puglia, 1998). In these formulas, the original scanned pixel 
values are transformed into other values, most often using either run- 
length encoding (i.e., Sunraster, TARGA, and TIFF format types 2 and 
32773), LZW encoding (i.e., GIF LZM’ and TIFF scheme 5) ,or discrete 
cosine transforms, also known as DCT (i.e., JPEG DCT and MPEG DCT). 
One-dimensional differencing, a method employed to produce JPEG pre- 
dictke implementation, a true 1osslessJPEG format, is not discussed here. 
In run-length encoding, repetitive sets of identical data values in the origi- 
nal data are replaced by codes, each made up ofa  single data value and a 
length value. The collection of codes and their values must be stored in 
the file as the “codebook.” The resulting reduction in file size depends 
on the number of repetitive data sets in the original. The use of the 
compressed data is contingent on the ability of the user software applica- 
tion to use the codebook to decode the format. 
Lempel-Ziv and U’elch developed an alternative method (LZW) of 
encoding data in 1985 that also uses pattern recognition but allows the 
decoder to build the codebook as it  processes the data stream. The result- 
ing file is smaller than those created with run-length encoding. In for- 
mats that use DCT to compress files, a mathematical operation is applied 
to blocks of original data. The transformed block is represented by fewer 
bits in the digital file than the original block. Run-length and LZW en- 
coding result in no loss of data; DCT does in fact result in some data loss 
due to round-off errors, but the overall effect on the quality of the result- 
ing image is inconsequential. DCT tends to yield higher compression 
ratios; nevertheless, average ratios of original data file size to compressed 
file size tend to fall in a range of 2: l  to 9:l (Brown & Shepherd, 1995, p. 
190). TIFF and lossless or near-lossless JPEG formats are extremely attrdC- 
tive for the purposes of maintaining data integrity, but their application 
does not result in files that are as small as those created employing other 
“lossy” techniques. 
Reducing the precision of data means eliminating information in the 
original file that is not necessary for the purpose at hand. The electronic 
scanning of a photograph, for example, may produce sets of greyscale 
values that, while different, are so close to one another in tonality that the 
human eye may not be able to distinguish a difference. Recording data at 
this level of precision is probably not necessary for the creation of an 
acceptable digital surrogate. Achieving more aggressive compression ra- 
tios, in the area of 20:l and higher, requires the establishment of less 
stringent definitions of noise and results in more notable erosion ofinfor- 
mation content. Commonly used implementations of JPEG (there are 
twenty-nine total) use reduction of precision combined with other data 
encoding techniques to achieve compression ratios up to 1 O O : l .  In these 
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implementations, DCT is used to transform the original data block 
information. A process called quantization is then applied to the trans- 
formed information; in this step, the transformed data are encoded as the 
result of rounding an amount produced by dividing the original value by 
some quantizing factor. Manipulating the quantizing factor effectively 
changes the amount of space that is needed to store the results of the 
quantizing process. Establishing the quantizing factor sets a threshold 
that divides data which are considered useful (and therefore are more 
faithfully retained) from data that are considered noise (and therefore 
are discarded). However, one person’s noise may be another person’s 
meaningful information. 
Compression ratios of 32:l can still produce images that are useful 
for some applications. The nature of the image source should be evalu- 
ated, however, to determine if highly compressed derivative files repre- 
sent the original accurately enough to be acceptable for use. The photo- 
graphs in Figures 2 and 3 are examples of source images that may not be 
acceptably represented by highly compressed digital image files. 
Figure 2 depicts an open ledger book with written entries. The con- 
trast between the handwriting and background is high, but examination 
of the blank areas of the ledger pages reveals that there is a fairly uniform 
layer of smudgy fingerprints that covers the page surface. Quantization 
of the original data from a scan of this image will undoubtedly result in 
the loss of this information. Given the nature of the artifact, this would 
have a definite effect on any interpretations based on a study of images 
generated from a compressed digital surrogate. 
Figure 2. Payroll ledger entry for first Ford Motor Company employee, 1902 
(neg. D.675). From the collections of the Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield 
Village. 
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In Figure 3, the pocking of the glazed finish creates a uniform stippled 
pattern across the surface of the jug. On the jug, there is incised orna- 
mentation in the ship that emphasizes the stippled effect. Compression 
of original image data scanned from this photograph would result in a 
reduction of tonal contrast across the jug and subsequent loss of fine de- 
tail in the resulting image surrogate. 
Figure 3. Salt-glued stonrware jug, 1820-1830 (accession 57.67.8; neg. B.16963). 
From the collections of the Henry Ford Muserim & Greenfield Village. 
PURPOSEFUL OF DIGITAI,IMAGEMODIFICATION INFORMATION 
Museums and archives that were early adopters of digital image tech- 
nology often discover that the electronic representations created in the 
first years of the digital revolution are less than satisfactory when com- 
pared to those produced with current technology. In the case of the Henry 
Ford Museum, an early version of the automated collections management 
system was designed to work in tandem with laser disk readers. Laser disk 
images were created from 90,000 photographs from video documenta- 
tion. Now transferred to PhotoCD, even the good images (degraded by 
processing three steps removed from the original) are difficult to use with- 
out some manipulation. Color modification is the most obvious interven- 
tion that is applied to older digital image files. Commercial image ma- 
nipulation software packages provide a variety of other techniques to 
modify file information. At times there are side effects caused by the 
image processing operations that are iised to enhance a problematic irn- 
age in the form of modifications of image information that does not di- 
rectly relate to the condition being corrected. For example, noise sup- 
pression using a method called Gaussian smoothing often results in the 
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Furthermore, image enhancement operations that result in changes of 
brightness or contrast, noise reduction, and the sharpening of edges may 
employ filtering and thresholding algorithms that cause edges to shift in 
position arid image shapes to become distorted. Curves and circles are 
particularly susceptible to shift. In images that contain both straight and 
curved edges, shapes may appear to move in relationship to one another 
after noise suppression filtering is applicd (p. 59). 
Attempting to correct noise or modify contrast in an image based on 
data scanned from Figure 4, a photograph ofthe Ford Rouge Plant, could 
result in distortion of shapes and subtle changes in the perspective of the 
image. If this occurred, the digital representation would present a false 
picture of the location of the camera, the size of components, and their 
spatial relationship to each other. 
Figure 4. Conveyor System and Power Plant Stacks, Ford Motor Company Rouge 
Plant, 1927. Photograph by Charles Sheeler (neg. B.189.6577). From the 
collections of the Henry Ford Museum 8s Greenfield Village. 
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Handwritten letters, old photos, and artifacts are not the only collec- 
tions items documented digitally in museums and archives. Figure 5, an 
image of a Model A parts drawing, was printed from an image in a collec- 
tion of large-format microfilms, the only existing copies of this and other 
drawings. The original drawings and production copies were destroyed; 
the microfilm is the only remaining resource for specifications used in the 
reproduction of authentic parts. Any edge shifts or spatial distortions 
caused by manipulations of the digitized versions of these drawings could 
lead to disastrous misinterpretation of the images by the parts manufac- 
turers who use them. 
Figure 5. Model A Parts Drawing, 1944. From the collections of the Henry Ford 
Museum & Greenfield Villaae. 
Most purposeful image data modifications cause the existing image 
characteristics to change or disappear altogether. A proactive security 
measure taken by some institutions to protect ownership is the addition 
of digitized credit line information that is either superimposed on or ap- 
pended to the original image data. The thumbnail images displayed in 
Just In Time Images, the photo reproduction page on the Henry Ford 
Museum 8c Greenfield Village Web site, are altered in this fashion 
(http://www.hfmgv.org/jit/still/index.htm). The overlaid information 
obviously takes the place of the image data that formerly occupied that 
space. In the event that credit information is appended to an existing 
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image, the addition of pixels to the existing file results in the deletion of 
pixels from some other location in the image. The usual result is a cropped 
image. Electronic cropping may also be a purposeful action, prompted by 
display size limitations or aesthetic considerations. Regardless of reason, 
the elimination of digital information results in changed orientation of 
the image elements to the boundaries of the image. 
The measuring rule normally included in documentation photos has 
been cropped out of this image of a single artifact (Figure 6). As a result, 
there is no  referential information to provide a sense of the scale of the 
subject. Cropping can also remove spatial reference points that typically 
occur near the edges of images such as horizon lines. 
Figure 6. Painted tin box, ca. 1825 (accersion 29.737.2; neg. B.62832). From the 
collections of the Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village. 
Failure to detect corruption of digital image information means that 
invalid, partial, or inappropriate information will be spread under the 
guise of authentic reliable information. It is important to re-emphasize 
that variation in data integrity among multiple surrogate versions of the 
same image is acceptable because of storage size, level of detail, and deliv- 
ery speed requirements imposed by different uses. 
THEROLEOF METADATAIN MAINTAININGIMAGEINTEGRITY 
It can be argued that any information lost as the conscious or uncon- 
scious result of the processes described earlier could be restored intellec- 
tually if the digital image information is associated in some way with con- 
textual metadata. Museum collections management systems usually dis- 
play thumbnail images on the same screen as catalog information for the 
artifacts that are documented by those images. The text descriptions of 
the artifacts, if sufficiently rich and detailed, assist in the interpretation of 
the image information and vice versa. Image file technical metadata assists 
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in the evaluation of the digitized image based on the nature and limita- 
tions of its method of creation. Yet the two sets of complimentary infor- 
mation, metadata and digitized image, are usually stored in separate files. 
The catalog data exist in a series of rows linked across the tables of a 
relational database by virtue of unique identification numbers. The im- 
age data are stored in discrete files, one for each digital representation. 
The names of the files often bear no resemblance to the name or the 
accession ID of the original object. The connection between the sets is a 
one-way street leading from the text data to the digital image file. It is 
also fragile; the loss or modification of data in a single image file name 
field prevents the user of the catalog from viewing the image as well as 
preventing the user of the image from viewing associated catalog entries. 
If the connection is somehow broken and if the sets represent hundreds 
of thousands of artifacts or manuscripts, it will be almost impossible to 
properly relink all of the records and files. Standards related to the com- 
position of contextual metadata aside, there is a serious need to consider 
the adoption of image data file fbrmats that in some way automatically 
incorporate metadata in their structure. There are numerous informa- 
tive discussions on the topic of metadata in museum and archival applica- 
tions available both in print and on the World Wide Web (http:// 
www.cimi.org; http://www.gi.getty.edu/index/warwick.html; http:// 
www.acctbief.org/avenir/images.htm). 
OWNERSHIP, AND CONTROLCOPYRIGHT, 
OF DIGITALIMAGEASSETS 
In a world of increasingly complex legal issues, few pose more varied 
and vexing problems than those surrounding copyright and the owner- 
ship of images and image surrogates. Copyright laws were created to pro- 
tect the rights of individuals to own the expressions of their ideas (Malaro, 
1985,p. 113). Copyright is actuallya suite of rights that may be conveyed, 
transferred, or retained, singly or in sets. Copyrights include (a) the right 
to reproduce the work, (b) the right to produce derivative works from the 
original, (c) the right to distribute copies for sale, (d) the right of perfor- 
mance, and (e) the right to display the work. Before 1978 in the United 
States, copyright existed only if the artist distributed the work with the 
copyright symbol; failure to do sowas deemed a waiver of copyright. Copy- 
rights to works acquired by a museum were assumed to transfer to the 
museum unless specific statements were made to the contrary. After the 
revision that took effect in .January 1978, copyright was considered im- 
plicit in the act of creation and could only be waived by a statement to that 
effect. Museums can no longer assume that rights transfer automatically. 
Until recently, expression of ideas implied the act of creating some-
thing with physical presence: a book, a painting, or a better mousetrap. 
Rights of authorship could not be enforced without recourse to referencing 
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something tangible or a tangible copy of a work. Digital representation is 
not easily categorized as having physical presence; there is no question 
that original work is involved, but marking or branding or seizing control 
of the “thing” that is created either as an original work or copy is concep-
tually difficult. AsJohn Barlow (1996) describes the situation, under origi- 
nal copyright law “the bottle was protected but not the wine. Now the 
bottles are vanishing” (p. 11). Digital assets are the wine without the bottle. 
Controlling the use of digital image information representing items to 
which the museum clearly has copyright is difficult due to the accuracy 
with which duplicates can be made and the speed with which they can be 
disseminated (Bearman & Trant, 1997). Ambiguity regarding rights to 
photographic and digital reproductions of works in the public domain 
further complicates the process of enforcement and control (Akiyama, 
1997). These reproduction rights, historically defended by museums and 
used to generate licensing income, have been threatened by a recent court 
decision that has implications for the control and use of digital reproduc- 
tions. In this case, the Bridgeman Art Library, a British company that 
licenses transparencies of public domain art works that are owned by 
museums and collectors, brought suit against Corel Corporation, makers 
of a CD-ROM product containing digital reproductions of well-known 
paintings including 120 from the Bridgeman portfolio. Corel neither li- 
censed nor requested permission from Bridgeman to use the works over 
which Bridgeman claims to have sole control. Bridgeman maintained that 
Corel had violated their copyrights; Corel countered by claiming that the 
museums and collectors could not assign to Bridgeman the rights that 
pertain to works in the public domain. The court ruled in favor of Corel, 
finding that substantially exact photographic reproductions of two-dimen- 
sional works of art are not copyrightable because they do not involve origi- 
nal work (“Copyright Case,” 1999). The implications of this decision are 
serious. If it is upheld, museums will neither be able to exercise control 
over the use of image reproductions of public domain items in their col- 
lections nor to charge copyright fees for the use of such images, no matter 
the format. 
Assuming that an institution’s rights to the digital representation of 
an image are established, copyright enforcement can be accomplished in 
two ways. The institution can control access to the digital file permitting 
use only by those who are appropriately authorized. On the other hand, 
the museum or archive can provide unlimited access to digital visual re- 
sources that are marked with an indication of proper ownership. Suspect 
reproductions can then be examined and, if the mark is detected, the 
institution can proceed with steps to enforce their rights. 
Most collections management software packages provide users with 
one or more security schemes. These are implemented by logon id and 
selectively allow each user to perform pre-defined sets of operations on 
specific fields or files. Application system security can be an effective way 
to prevent the modification of text-based contextual information. Digital 
envelopes can also be used to protect text files that contain metadata re- 
lating to digital image files. A digital envelope uses encryption to permit 
access to file content on a selective basis. The text data are encrypted 
using a key and then the key itself is encrypted using another key. The 
user must decode the key data before i t  can be applied to the content in a 
second decoding step; double keys protect the content from both casual 
theft and from most true data pirates. 
Digital image information is stored in discrete files separate from a 
text-finding aid or catalog information. The image files are accessible to 
proprietary system users and to everyone else with image server access as 
well. The most recent implementations of Microsoft Windows provide 
image display capabilities as default readers that respond to Open com- 
mands; the user can invoke them by selecting the image file name from 
any storage device. These files can be modified using any commercial 
image processing software. While it is possible to store image file infor- 
mation in a digital envelope (Acken, 1998), this technique requires that 
all potential legitimate users be identified and equipped with appropriate 
keys. It is often undesirable (as in the case of images used on a Web site) 
to prevent casual viewers from seeing an image. In this case, marking the 
image files and monitoring their use is an effective way to protect content 
and enforce copyrights if necessary. 
Digital watermarking is the process of inserting marks or labels into 
digital content in such a way that they are unobtrusive yet inseparable 
from the source data (Yeung, 1998,p. 32). This article has already refer- 
enced the use of visible credit lines superimposed over the source image. 
This technique visibly alters the content of the surrogate image, displac- 
ing potentially meaningful data. Most digital watermarks are transparent. 
There is no degradation of visible content caused by the watermark, but 
the watermark is detectable using special software processes. A good anal- 
o g  can be drawn from photocopying. At the Henry Ford Museum Re- 
search Center, copies of photographs or documents from the collections 
are made on a photocopying machine using paper that is pre-stamped 
with a rights and use warning in red ink. The red message displaces mean- 
ingful data from the source document. If watermarked bond paper with- 
out the stamp was used for the copies, no meaningful source data would 
be displaced but the watermark could still be viewed under certain cir- 
cumstances, as on a light table. 
The analog breaks down when a reproduction of the photocopy on 
bond paper is made. The watermark will not appear as part of the photo- 
copied information, although the overall quality of the content will de- 
grade as copies are made from other copies. In digital watermarking, the 
file contents can be duplicated an infinite number of times with no 
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degradation of quality, and theoretically the watermark will appear the 
same in every copy. 
Watermarking technology is opportunistic, relying on the fact that in 
any digitized image file (including compressed files) there are some bits 
that carry less significant information than other bits. In invisible 
watermarking, modification of the data in these bits causes minimal vis-
ible change in the image when displayed or printed (Memon & Wong, 
1998). The modifications are data substitutions that collectively make up 
the watermark. The degree to which the discernible image content is af- 
fected depends on the nature of the image (if it contains large areas of 
solid intense color for example) and the nature of the watermarking algo- 
rithm (Wayner, 1997). Visible watermarks affect the image, usually by 
adding a transparent logo or visual message to the displayed data. In both 
types of watermarking, modified data are located in different places or 
“holes” in the image file and can be extracted and assembled to convey 
meaningful information. 
There are ways to remove watermarks but benchmark standards for 
robustly resistant watermarks are being developed (Mintzer et al., 1998). 
Robust watermarks are those which can be recovered in spite of inten-
tional or unintentional modification of the image file. They must be able 
to survive a variety of processes including filtering, cropping, scaling, and 
compression. This type of watermark is useful for establishing ownership 
of an image or for detecting unauthorized copies. There is another form, 
fragile watermarking, that relies on the ability of the mark to break easily 
if the image is altered. Fragile watermarks are designed as tools for iden- 
tifying compromised data; they can even shed light on the nature of the 
alteration. If the ruling in the Bridgeman us. Core1 case is not struck down, 
fragile watermarking may be the only way to ensure that uncontrolled use 
of digital files does not result in a proliferation of inaccurate and unau- 
thentic images on the World Wide Web. 
DEVELOPINGA DIGITALIMAGERISKMANAGEMENTPLAN 
Risk management plans should be developed based on the unique 
nature of each institution’s digital image holdings and the audiences that 
access them. It is useful to recall that the purpose of risk assessment is to 
develop acceptable accommodations of failure. Perfection is neither ob- 
tainable nor necessary. Few, if any, institutions have the resources to cre- 
ate, store, and use images that are perfect electronic replicas of the origi- 
nals by current standards. It is enough to be aware of the compromises 
that are made and of the impact that they may have now and in the fu- 
ture. It is also important to be informed and open to change. 
There are a number of development efforts underway that could have 
a major impact on the manner in which museums and archives use and 
distribute digital image information. One example of an exciting emerging 
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technology is the FlashPix image file format, developed by a consortium 
of high-tech companies including Eastman Kodak, Hewlett-Packard, Live 
Picture, Inc., and Microsoft (Donovan, 1998). FlashPix addresses a num-
ber of problems. It allows the storage of original digital input plus a num-
ber of lower resolution copies in the same file. Each resolution is broken 
into smaller segments called tiles that can be read individually or in groups. 
FlashPix also allows text metadata to be stored in the same file as the 
image data, solving the problem of developing standardized headers or 
maintaining links between image files and contextual data stored else- 
where. Although not currently supported in browser software, this for- 
mat could greatly simplify the digital image risk management process. 
Digital watermarking technologies are also changing rapidly. Com- 
mercial applications are concentrating on rights enforcement and signa- 
ture authentication applications, but there is a growing interest in using 
the “holes” in digital image files for the storage of metadata. One author 
suggests that embedded hyperlinks could direct viewers to related Web 
sites and that embedded indexing data could be used to pre-select images 
for viewing (Acken, 1998p. 77). 
There is an obvious need for ongoing research, evaluation, and plan- 
ning if miiseums and archives are committed to protecting their digital 
image assets. A number of potential threats to the integrity of digital 
image information have been identified here. Changes in the integrity of 
digital image information can be caused by the manner in which the source 
data are acquired and recorded and by modifications made to the image 
data file. Alterations made to contextual data can limit valid interpreta- 
tion of the associated surrogate image. The destruction of the mecha- 
nisms that link contextual data to the appropriate digital image has the 
same effect as deleting contextual information. Loss of control over digi- 
tal assets can be the result of failure or inability to establish and publicize 
copyright. Even if copyright is established and enforceable, failure to 
enforce rights has the same effect as having no rights at all. Finally, fail- 
ure to detect corruption of digital information means that invalid, partial, 
or inappropriate information will be spread under the guise of authentic 
reliable information. Some institutions are already proactively applying 
security measures to digital image collections. As noted here, security 
measures can have a negative impact on the integrity of the files that they 
are designed to protect. Systematic consideration of risk factors can in- 
form the creation of procedures and application of security that works to 
guarantee the reliability and accuracy of digital image assets. 
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Getting the Picture: Observations from 
the Library of Congress on Providing 
Online Access to Pictorial Images* 
CAROLINER. ARMS 
ABSTRACT 
OVERTHE LAST FEW YEARS, THE LIBRARY (LC) has increas- OF CONGRESS 
ingly created digital reproductions of visual materials to enhance access 
to its resources. Digitization is now a mainstream activity in the Prints and 
Photographs Division (P & P) and the Geography and Maps Division (G & 
M) . Both divisions work closelywith the National Digital Library Program 
to make their incomparable resources accessible over the Internet to the 
general public through the American Memory Web site (http:// 
memory.loc.gov/) . They also use the digital images to serve their more 
traditional clientele in the reading rooms. Retrieval from a collection of 
digital images offers special opportunities to apply new technological ad- 
vances, as illustrated elsewhere in this issue. However, retrieval often takes 
place in broader contexts. The Print and Photographs Division seeks to 
enhance access to its international pictorial holdings, whether digitized 
or not. Within American Memory, the focus is on retrieval by the nonspe- 
cialist from a body of materials related to the history and culture of the 
United States, materials heterogeneous in both original and digital form. 
A yet broader context is retrieval from the comprehensive collections of 
the entire Library of Congress. Beyond enabling retrieval, LC is concerned 
with facilitating use of the materials retrieved, consistent with any associ- 
ated rights. This article describes selected aspects of LC’s practical expe- 
rience and current practices from digital capture through interactions 
with users, with an emphasis on the integration of access to pictorial im- 
ages online with other services and activities at LC. 
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CONSIDERING OF ACCESSTHE CHALLENGES AND ~ T R I E V A L  
Choices made at the Library of' Congress in relation to access, re- 
trieval, and use of its pictorial materials reflect many requirements and 
desires: 
to serve different audiences from expert researchers to the K-12 and 
higher educational communities and the lifelong learner; 
to support a variety of uses as appropriate, including citation (in print 
and online as active hyperlinks) , study and comparison, convenient 
reproduction for classroom or personal use, and high-quality repro- 
duction for publication; 
to facilitate access to digital pictorial resources in conjunction with 
access to related materials in all forms; 
to find a balance between demand by users for ever more detailed 
description for resources currently accessible and for access to more 
of its collections; 
to allow digitization to serve a fiiture role in long-term preservation of 
materials originally created in many forms; 
to find practical solutions in the absence of well-established standards 
and contribute to the informed development of standards where nec- 
essary; and 
to build systems that can be deployed today with large quantities of 
images and to enhance services incrementally taking into account eco- 
nomic and organizational realities. 
The pictorial collections of the Library of Congress present enormous 
challengks for both physical and intellectual access. The Prints and Pho- 
tographs Division (P & P) holds over 13million images, including photo- 
graphs (published and unpublished), cartoons, posters, documentary and 
architectural drawings, and ephemera, such as baseball cards. Most of the 
images are photographs related to the United States, many acquired in 
large collections. Photographic prints may have been captioned (usually 
by writing on the physical artifact) or organized by the photographer or 
by the institution or individual from whom a collection was acquired. Many 
images, however, are held only as negatives, which pose special problems 
for identification, housing, and service and are not always accompanied 
by individual captions. 
Cataloging pictorial items is labor-intensive. P & P estimates that it 
takes an hour to produce a brief record for an average itern for inclusion 
in the Library of Congress' main catalog. This allows time to handle the 
item appropriately, note identification numbers, record basic information 
about the creator, date, physical artifact arid reproduction rights, devise a 
descriptive caption where necessary, assign a few subject headings, and 
proofread. One hour stretches to three or four if an attempt is made to 
verifji the information accompanying the piece, to describe what a picture 
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is about rather than simply what it is of (consider a political cartoon or a 
photograph of a notable event), or to provide added contextual informa- 
tion, such as where a picture was subsequently published or biographical 
notes on the subject of a portrait. This degree of effort can only be justi- 
fied for a small portion of the P & P holdings-e.g., for fine prints and 
posters. 
Before machine-readable cataloging, access to the Prints and Photo- 
graphs Division resources was primarily through a card catalog with en- 
tries for groups of material and through “browsing” files organized in the- 
matic hierarchies but with no separate item-level description or control. 
Because of the size of the collections, many items are still only accessible 
this way. Since 1989, a priority for the Library of Congress has been re- 
ducing the backlog of items waiting to be included in public access sys- 
tems; efforts in P & P since then have focused on physical organization 
and cataloging for materials that were previously unprocessed or in high 
demand. 
Visual approaches to browsing pictures offer an alternative to detailed 
cataloging of individual items. Once a picture is retrieved, however, most 
users need information about the picture in order to cite it, confirm its 
applicabilityas evidence or illustration, or determine whether permission 
is needed to reproduce it. At the very least, the user wants to be able to 
find a particular picture again (preferably directly rather than by brows- 
ing), request a reproduction, or seek permission to reproduce it. In the 
Prints and Photographs Division reading room, a variety of clues and ex- 
perts are available to allow identification. Item-level control may be de- 
ferred until demand for the particular item is demonstrated. When a 
user requests a reproduction of an item that has not previously been cata- 
loged, it is assigned a reproduction number and an item-level record is 
created. Digitization accelerates the need to apply identifiers to the physical 
items, both for tracking during conversion and quality review and to re- 
late the digital copy to its physical source. 
The Prints and Photographs Division regards its digital reproductions, 
even the high-resolution images being prepared under the current con- 
version contracts, as surrogates. Based on his experience as chief of the 
Prints and Photographs Division, Ostrow (1998) reviewed the nature of 
large historical pictorial collections and how they are traditionally used in 
reading rooms. He emphasizes the constructive role digital surrogates 
can play for researchers and in cutting down the need to handle fragile 
originals. He also discussed shortcomings of digital images as replace-
ments when used for historical documentation. The Library of Congress 
has not yet used digital reproduction to replace physical originals, even 
when the originals will soon be unusable. To preserve the information for 
the longer term, brittle books are currently microfilmed and deteriorat- 
ing negatives are replaced by high quality photographic copies. 
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For many uses and users, however, the digital surrogates suffice. Digi- 
tization has furthered the objectives of the staff in the Prints and Photo- 
graphs Division to serve patrons in the reading room better and of the 
National Digital Library Program (NDLP) to make resources available to 
a much broader public beyond LC’s walls. The remote audiences, how- 
ever, present new expectations and a wider range of tasks for which pic- 
tures are needed; they also lack access to expert assistance. The chal- 
lenges of serving many audiences and supporting retrieval in many con- 
textswill continue. LC’scurrent technical architecture is based on a modu- 
lar framework that allows different interfaces to take advantage of the 
same catalog records and the same digital content. The same digitized 
picture can be accessed through LC’s comprehensive catalog, through 
American Memory, or through a catalog that is tailored to pictorial re- 
sources. 
LOOKINGBACK 
Released for public access over the Internet in early 1998, the Prints 
and Photographs Online Catalog (PPOC) (http://lcweb.loc.gov/rr/print/ 
catalog.htm1) is the most recent interface to an increasingly comprehen- 
sive catalog to the division’s holdings. Where available, records in PPOC 
are accompanied by digital images. This catalog builds on work which 
started in  1982 when the division began reproducing selected collections 
electronically (initially on videodisc) and cataloging the images for LC’s 
Optical Disk Pilot Program, described by Elisabeth Betz Parker (1985). In 
December 1993, a dedicated workstation with an array of videodisc play- 
ers and a separate monitor for displaying images was introduced as a pub- 
lic service in the reading room and dubbed the “One-Box.” The “One” in 
One-Box represented the goal of the Prints and Photographs Division to 
develop a reference gateway that could provide access to all their hold- 
ings. In 1996, a digital version (known initially as the Digital One-Box and 
taking advantage of the capabilities of the World Wide Web) was intro- 
duced in the reading room. The Digital One-Box became the Prints and 
Photographs Online Catalog and was released on the Internet after incre- 
mental improvements based on experience with users. By December 1998, 
PPOC provided access to twenty-five collections covering over 5 million 
physical items. In the P &P reading room, PPOC provides access to 355,000 
digitized images. Over 60 percent of these images are accessible through 
American Memory; others are out of scope, or access is restricted because 
of copyright or other reasons, such as privacy. American Memory and 
PPOC share digital image files and catalog records for the overlapping 
content and rely on much of the same program code. 
The American Memory pilot project in the early 1990s explored the 
use of digital images on CD-ROM. The Prints and Photographs Division 
participated actively in the pilot and, in June 1994, the first release of 
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American Memory on the World Wide Web comprised three collections 
of photographs. By December 1998, thirteen collections from P & P, rep- 
resenting 220,000 original items, had been released on American Memory. 
Two very large collections are being digitized and released for public 
access in phases. The first, known as Built in America (http:/ /  
memory.loc .gov/ ammem/ hhhtml/ hhhome. html) , comprises photo- 
graphs, architectural drawings, and “data” pages of typed textual docu- 
mentation from the Historic American Buildings Survey and Historic 
American Engineering Record (HABS/HAER). As of March 1998, HABS/ 
HAER documented 35,000 sites and structures through 363,000 negatives 
and paper artifacts. The other large collection is entitled America from 
the Great Depression to World War I1 (http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ 
fsowhome.htm1). It contains approximately 165,000 negatives and trans- 
parencies from the Farm Security Administration and the Office of War 
Information (FSA-OW) . 
TODAY’SSNAPSHOT 
The National Digital Library Program was established in 1995 as a 
five-year program. LC management is currently considering how best to 
build on NDLP’s achievements and incorporate digital content more ex- 
tensively into its collections. Figure 1is based on a diagram developed to 
describe the component activities and related systems that provide the 
infrastructure for producing or incorporating digital content into LC’s 
collections and providing coherent access to those resources. The dia- 
gram is based on the experience of staff in the NDLP, in the custodial 
divisions whose content NDLP has helped digitize and provide access to, 
and in LC’s central technology service organization, which has a small 
group of programmers building and maintaining the computer applica- 
tions that support both American Memory and the Prints and Photographs 
Online Catalog. The framework in this diagram will be used to organize 
the observations and experiences described in this article. 
MAKINGDIGITALREPRODUCTIONS 
The Prints and Photographs Division has chosen to use expert con- 
tractors to prepare the digital reproductions of pictorial materials. The 
use of contractors allows the Library of Congress to take advantage of 
special equipment without the need to build in-house facilities to handle 
a wide variety of physical formats. Contractors are also better able to keep 
up with the latest technological improvements in hardware and develop 
specialized software that applies the latest techniques for capturing and 
processing large quantities of images, since the investment required can 
be allocated across many projects and customers. In early 1998, a multiyear 
contract was awarded for the generation of digital images for pictorial 
materials after evaluating responses to a request for proposals (Library of 
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Figure 1. Infrastructure for Managing Digital Collections and Providing Access. 
Congress, 199'1, RFP97-9). The contract, awarded to JUT, Inc., covers a 
variety of original formats, including transmitted-light items (e.g., nega- 
tives and transparencies) and reflected-light items (e.g., photographic 
prints and baseball cards) but excluding oversize items such as architec-
tural drawings. The RFP provides an excellent description of LC's ohjec-
tives and the criteria considered important in digitizing pictorial materi- 
als. Some details, however, were modified during the contract startup 
and as production began. In line with the requirements to perform cap- 
ture at LC, the contractor has established a scanning facility in a small 
room in the P & P division. On-site scanning allows items that cannot 
leave LC to be scanned directly rather than via photographic intermedi- 
ates, and reduces manpower needs for shipping and tracking large quan- 
tities of material. Although I X  used photographic intermediates for early 
projects, they inevitably introduce some degradation in quality as demon-
strated in the RLG Technical Images Test Project (Reilly, 1995). 
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However much effort is devoted to describing specifications in a pro- 
posal or contract, LC has learned that other factors are important to the 
success of digitization projects. A cooperative working relationship with 
frequent communication is invaluable,as is the development of mutual trust. 
Early in this project, the contractor demonstrated a commitment to careful 
handling that allayed concerns of conservators. As indicated in a recent 
report from the Image Permanence Institute (Frey, 1998),operator exper- 
tise and visual sophistication are needed for successful digitization in an 
archival environment. After careful and productive experimentation with 
test batches of materials, LC is able to rely on the scanning contractor’s 
technicaljudgment on many matters. The staff from the Prints and Pho- 
tographs Division and the contractor’s team have shared objectives, with 
ambitious goals for quality balanced by a need for productivity. 
QUALITYOF DIGITALREPRODUCTIONS 
The current Prints and Photographs Division practice is to scan most 
pictorial items at spatial resolutions of 3,000,4,000, or 5,000 pixels on the 
long side. The choice depends on various factors, including the size and 
quality of the source and the visual content or intent of the work. For 
baseball cards (http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/bbhtml/bbhome.html), 
which are small, capture was at 3,000 pixels. The negatives in the HABS/ 
HAER collection are being scanned at 5,000 pixels since they are intended 
to document architectural and engineering details and may be used in 
the future to support reconstruction or restoration. Scans from copy nega- 
tives are usually at 4,000 pixels since the quality of the copies does not 
warrant higher resolution. Anne Kenney of Cornell University and Lou 
Sharpe of Picture Elements, Inc. have used a conceptual structure for 
suggesting levels of resolution for capture of illustrations in nineteenth- 
century printed books in a study for LC’s Preservation Directorate (Kenny 
et al., 1999). They consider the increasing resolutions needed to capture 
the essence of a picture for screen display, the detail of its visual content 
(such as a wisp of hair in a portrait), or the structure of the original arti- 
fact (for example, to distinguish different types of engraving). Although 
P & P does not use these categories explicitly, the aim is usually to capture 
the visual details rather than to reveal the artifactual structure. The equip- 
ment used by the contractor captures color images at 36 bits/pixel; any 
processing is at 48 bits/pixel to ensure that transformations do not intro- 
duce artifacts or lose detail. Due to limitations of current technology and 
standard formats, the tonal resolution is reduced to 24 bits/pixel for de- 
livery to LC as an uncompressed TIFF image. Black and white photo- 
graphs are captured at 12 bits/pixel grayscale, processed at 16bits/pixel, 
and stored at 8 bits/pixel. 
The file size for a color image at 5,000pixels on the long side is around 
50 Mb for the archival uncompressed TIFF. The archival grayscale HABS/ 
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HAER images approach 20 Mb. Smaller derivative versions are created 
for convenient access, retrieval, and use, although the Prints and Photo- 
graphs Division usually makes the archival versions of images not subject 
to copyright protection available for downloading. Current practice (which 
differs a little from the RFP) is to create three smaller versions. A thumb-
nail, 150pixels on the long side for almost all items and at 8 bits/pixel, is 
designed for inclusion in item-level bibliographic displays and grids of 
thumbnails. This size delivers adequate performance over the Internet 
and supports rapid visual browsing on screen. Care is taken with the qual- 
ity of thumbnails since a poor thumbnail may keep a user from looking at 
a relevant image. 
For general use, two service versions are currently created. For con- 
venient display on any screen and rapid downloading over the Internet, a 
JPEG image at 640 pixels on the long side is generated with moderate 
compression (usually at a reduction of around 15 to 1for color and 8 or 
10 to 1 for grayscale images). For the user who wishes more detail or a 
better image for printing or other re-use, a JPEGwith lighter compression 
is created at 1,024 pixels on the long side. When creating the derivatives 
or during quality review, the contractor selectively applies techniques to 
reduce the moiri patterns that may be generated when images with regu- 
lar patterns (such as siding on a house) are reduced in size. The tech- 
nique most commonly applied is to blur the image at full size, reduce to 
the desired size, and then sharpen the smaller image. 
The tonal quality of images is limited by the quality of the initial scan, 
which depends on the equipment, its calibration, the judgment of the 
scanning operator in using its capabilities, and environmental character- 
istics, such as dust and lighting. The scanning stations designed and in- 
stalled by the contractor at the Library of Congress incorporate prototype 
MARC I1 digital cameras built by Udo and Reimar Lenz of Munich, Ger- 
many. The contractor has developed software to control settings, includ- 
ing the camera’s height above the glass scanning surface which can be lit 
from below for transmitted-light materials and above for reflected-light 
items. No glass is placed directly on top of materials. Curtains and air 
filters around each station provide control over lighting and dust. Target 
images that allow objective measurement of scanner performance on spa- 
tial resolution and grayscale representation are scanned with each batch 
of material and stored. 
For prints, the objective is to reproduce the tonality of items as they 
exist. The monitors on scanning and review stations are calibrated care- 
fully, although it is recognized that no monitor can reproduce all tonal 
qualities of all originals in all viewing conditions. For negatives and origi- 
nal positive transparencies, the objective is to create a positive image us- 
ing photographic sensitivities that might be expected of a skilled darkroom 
technician. For the documentary HABS/HAER images, the instructions 
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are to balance tones and capture all the information, avoiding loss of de- 
tail in shadows or highlights. Histograms of grayscale tonal values are 
used as an aid but not to control the process. All manipulations performed 
on each item, whether during scanning, quality review, or when creating 
derivatives, are recorded in a database by the contractor. 
Archival images from collections scanned recently have been down- 
loaded and reproduced in newspapers. For the February/March 1999 
issue of Civilization magazine, a publication with higher quality require- 
ments, archival digital images of baseball cards and some photographs 
were used. Some Prints and Photographs Division staff members argue 
that the high quality images being created currently could potentially serve 
as preservation masters in the future. LC has found it expensive to make 
photographic copies of deteriorating negatives. In addition, findings by 
the Image Permanence Institute suggest that scans from second-genera- 
tion photographic materials are noticeably inferior to those from origi- 
nals (Frey, 1998). The ability of the digital images currently being created 
from negatives to serve all the purposes served by photographic copies 
will be evaluated, and the practice of making photographic copies may be 
discontinued. 
WORKFLOWAND PRODUCTIVITY 
High throughput for scanning requires attention to workflow and 
modification of systems to avoid bottlenecks. The contractor has achieved 
an average rate of 375-400 negatives scanned in an eleven-hour day on a 
single station through a number of noteworthy innovations. One innova- 
tion is to plan and test transformations (including cropping and re-align- 
ment) and exact steps for creating derivatives on small images (approxi- 
mately 1,000 pixels on the long side) and then apply them to the full-size 
images automatically. A batch of these small images is sent on magnetic 
tape each night to the company headquarters in Texas, where highly skilled 
staff review the day’s work and plan the transformations, which are re- 
corded for automatic retrieval by the contractor’s staff at LC. Another 
innovation relates to the size of individual files. Initially, operators were 
waiting while the large image file from one scan was stored before the 
preview of the next item could be displayed. The contractor modified the 
computer system to allow these tasks to run in parallel. 
A limiting factor on throughput is now the capacity of the dual Pentium 
I1 workstations, which will be upgraded by the contractor as faster proces- 
sors become available and can be tested. Another bottleneck is network 
bandwidth for loading the archival image files to the Library of Congress’ 
servers. Rather than degrade network and server performance for users, 
image files are loaded directly to LC’s storage system from CD-ROMs cre- 
ated by the contractor. Workstation capacity and network bandwidth have 
also been limiting factors for the Geography and Map Division (G 8c M) 
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where large format color maps are scanned by LC staff at 300 dpi and 24 
bits/pixel, sometimes creating individual files of over 300 Mb. After each 
image is reviewed and cropped, a compressed version is created using 
wavelet compression. This post-processing generates a heaw computing 
load. Using 166 MH/ Pentium stations with 32 Mb of RAM, the produc- 
tion rate was roughly six maps per day. New dual Pentium-I1 processors 
with 500 Mb of RAM have generated a sevenfold increase in throughput. 
In G & M, catalogers can still keep pace with the scanning operation. In 
the Prints and Photographs Division, however, the scanning capacity far 
exceeds the capacity for item-level cataloging. 
PREPARING ACCESSAIDSTO INTELLECTUAL 
Describing pictorial materials accurately is time-consuming and ex- 
pensive. Unlike a book, which usually has a title page on which basic 
information is recorded, an image does not describe itself. Words are 
needed to indicate the place or event represented in a photograph, its 
creator, the names of people portrayed, and when it was taken. Providing 
effectivc access to large collections poses a challenge; unfortunately, many 
of the solutions for access in physical archives do not transfer as readily to 
the online environment as individual descriptions for each item, particu- 
larly when the aim is to provide coherent access to resources of all types. 
The Prints and Photographs Division has made extensive use of col- 
lection-level and group-level records for cataloging its holdings. If a 
group of related items is housed in a single container, a single catalog 
record describing the contents will allow the user in the reading room 
to request the container and browse through its contents visually. Larger 
collections have sometimes been described both by collection- and group- 
level catalog records that point to a paper-finding aid that offers a struc- 
tured hierarchical listing of the collection. Group-level catalog records 
for coniponents of a large collection allow integrated general access from 
within LC’s main catalog or the Prints and Photographs Online Catalog 
and identify the physical location and any paper-finding aid or index 
that offers more specific access. The finding aid provides a convenient 
mechanism for exploring the entire collection, once it  has been identi- 
fied as relevant, through the logical organizaLion selected for its physi- 
cal storage or any alternative indexes provided. As mentioned earlier, 
many items, particularly those acquired before automation, are acces- 
sible only through “self-indexing” filing schemes. For example, P & P 
has files for each president with subcategories such as cartoons, homes 
and haunts, and family. Biographical files hold portraits of many indi- 
viduals, famous and not so famous. An advantage of such an approach is 
that the labor of preparing individual records for each picture is avoided. 
A disadvantage is that access is constrained by a single logical arrange- 
ment unless copies are made. 
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The physical filing scheme might seem straightforward to reproduce 
in a digital environment for visual browsing. However, browsing through 
a physical folder full of assorted pictures at a table in the reading room is 
not the same as browsing online. With the physical item in hand, the user 
will naturally scan the picture, turn it over to look for a caption, and make 
inferences from the physical nature of the item. In an online environ- 
ment, some physical clues (such as size) are obscured and skimming 
through full-size images is awkward. Moreover, users have different ex- 
pectations; online they expect captions to be legible and presented con- 
sistently. Even if a physical item has no individual identification, the user 
can ask a librarian about it by pointing to it. In an online environment to 
support remote users, the explicit recording of minimal identification for 
an image is essential if any appropriate use or reference is to be made. 
The challenge is to find lightweight approaches to description and orga- 
nization that support both convenient visual browsing and also search- 
based retrieval on whatever descriptive information is available. 
To date, items digitized from the Prints and Photographs Division’s 
collections have mainly been described in item-level records, mostly in 
the MARC format, but with widely different depths of detail in the de- 
scription. The first use of group-level records, described more fully be- 
low, has been made for the HABS/HAER collections. The records de- 
scribe the intellectual expression and the original form of the material 
and provide a link to the corresponding digital reproductions. Informa- 
tion about the digital files is not recorded in the MARC bibliographic 
records since these are considered surrogates for reference purposes rather 
than separate works. One pragmatic reason for using the item-level ap- 
proach initially is that it was easy to adapt existing search and retrieval 
tools and use the same records for PPOC, for American Memory, and for 
the main LC catalog. Another is that staff were confident that they knew 
how to design and build a first system around item-level records. Recent 
projects, at the Library of Congress and elsewhere, have begun to show 
how finding aids and group description can be used to advantage for pro- 
viding access to pictorial materials. 
In an ideal world, browsing and searching would be supported by 
item-level descriptions of uniform quality based on perfect information 
about time, place, and circumstances of creation, using descriptive terms 
from controlled vocabularies and following common practices for assign- 
ing subject terms. Rather than fixed browsing frameworks, groupings could 
be derived dynamically from the descriptive terms. Computing specialists 
designing systems often start by assuming that this ideal is easily achiev- 
able; to Prints and Photographs Division staff, who are responsible for 
large archival collections of pictorial materials, it is clearly not. They are 
nevertheless leaders in promulgating standards of practice since the ideal 
characteristics serve as goals and some are more achievable than others. 
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The division is responsible for a manual that supplements the Anglo- 
American Cataloguing Rules with details appropriate for graphic materi- 
als (Betz, 1982),which is included in the Cataloger’sDesktop CD-ROM (Li- 
brary of Congress, 1996),and maintains the Thryaurusfor  GraphicMatm’als 
(Library of Congress, 1995). Betz (1982) indicates that an individual im- 
age often derives its importance from the collection of which it is part, 
and that full cataloging may not be feasible for all works. For each collec- 
tion or project within P & P, plans specify the level of granularity (e.g., 
item-level or group-level) and detail to be employed for cataloging. Fac- 
tors considered include the research value of the material, its uniqueness, 
demand (past and potential), practicality, available resources, and how 
well proposed approaches fit with current systems. 
BALANCING AND QUANTITYQUALITY IN PRACTICE 
Faced with considerable quantities of‘material to which general ac- 
cess was unavailable, even in the reading room, and the Library of Con- 
gress’ wish to provide online access for the general public to its collec- 
tions to the degree possible, the Prints and Photographs Division has found 
ways to balance the pressures for both full description to support precise 
retrieval and access to a greater proportion of the holdings. 
P & P recognizes different degrees of cataloging quality. Full catalog-
ing, with verification of all information, addition of names to LC’s name 
authority file, preparation of descriptive summaries, and extensive appli- 
cation of subject terms has been used traditionally for collection- and group- 
level records and for item-level records for certain categories of material, 
such as fine prints and posters. To prepare a full catalog record for an 
item takes between three and four hours. Of thc collections within Ameri- 
can Memory, only the Selected Civil War Photographs (ht tp: / /  
memory.loc.gov/ammem/cwphome.html)and the daguerreotypes in 
America’s First Look into the Camera (http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ 
daghtml/daghome.html) have full cataloging. In contrast, when a user 
requests a reproduction of an uncataloged item, “minimal” cataloging is 
performed for the item. Names of people and places are checked against 
the name authority file in the Library of Congress catalog; prescribed forms 
are used if found, and conflicts are avoided, but. the research necessary to 
support the addition of a new name to the authority file is rarely per- 
formed. A small number of terms are chosen from the Library of Con- 
gress Thesaurusfor Graphic itfaterials (LCTGM)to characterize the format 
and genre of the work and provide topical access. Whenever possible, a 
geographic heading is chosen from Library of Congress Subject Headings 
(LCSH). For minimal cataloging, no additional research is performed 
and no attempt is made to describe what the picture is about as opposed 
to what it is of. Such records typically take two hours to create and review. 
Reproduction requests for roughly 3,000 new items are received each year; 
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copy negatives created before this practice started are gradually being 
cataloged at the minimal level. 
For most photographic collections selected for digitization as a whole, 
the Prints and Photographs Division has cataloged items at a preliminary 
level using only information from the piece. Captions and dates provided 
by the photographer are recorded but not verified. Where no specific 
information is available, a brief descriptive title is devised (and indicated), 
and an approximate date or date-range is given. Subject terms are ap- 
plied sparingly, although consistently within a collection. Names are not 
checked against the authority file. To speed workflow, P & P develops 
collection-specific automated procedures to complete fields for informa- 
tion that are common to all or many item-level records in a batch. Pre-
liminary cataloging for the photographs of Theodor Horydczak (for the 
American Memory collection Washington As It Was) took between thirty 
and forty-five minutes per record. 
Large documentary collections, such as the HABS/HAER drawings 
and photographs that record architectural sites and engineering struc- 
tures and the FSA-OW photographs, pose particular problems for access. 
In making these available online for the public, P & P has explored new 
approaches to speed cataloging. Collections of negatives are often re- 
ceived by LC in an organization that roughly collocates pictures taken at 
the same time. For example, about one-third of the FSA-OW1 collection 
was held on strips of 35mm negatives and many of the larger negatives 
were filed in the batches in which they had first been developed. The 
agency had provided information on photographers and geographic loca- 
tions in various forms of documentation given to LC with the collection. 
For some images, captions and other notes had been recorded on cards. 
The information was transcribed by Library of Congress staff and merged 
with boilerplate information to create skeletal records in MARC format. 
Geographical locations were transcribed in the uncontrolled form used 
on the cards. Conversion to a standard form was performed automati- 
cally without verification. For roughly 35 percent of the images, no de- 
tails were available beyond a sequenced call number. However, the cap- 
tion or cataloging for one photograph often applies to or illuminates shots 
taken before or after it. To give users the clues offered by captions for 
neighboring images, a feature was added to American Memory and the 
Prints and Photographs Online Catalog that allowed visual browsing as a 
grid of thumbnail images sorted by call number. 
For the HABS/HAER materials, the challenge was less the shortage 
of information to support access but more its incompatibility with library 
practice and formats. HABS and HAER are ongoing programs of the 
National Park Service, which keeps detailed information on the materials 
from each architectural site in a relational database. Every few months, 
batches of material are passed to the Library of Congress to serve and 
archive. For this project, the Prints and Photographs Division took advan- 
tage of the fact that PPOC and American Memory use a general-purpose 
search engine designed to search several resources simultaneously, not 
necessarily in the same format. Routines were developed to convert the 
structure and format of the records in the relational database to a “flat” 
file of descriptive records more easily searched in combination with tradi- 
tional bibliographic records. Each “bibliographic” record describes a site 
or structure. A single identifier provides a logical link to the content of all 
related documentation that has been digitized; hence the record serves as 
a group-level record. The documentation for a site may include photo- 
graphs (with captions listed on separate pages), drawings, photographs, 
and pages of textual documentation (known as “data pages”). Each form 
of original content is being digitized independently using procedures for 
capture arid quality review appropriate to the content. M7hether the re- 
lated content is yet digitized or not, records describing the documenta- 
tion available are included in the database to support access to the physi- 
cal collection and requests for reproductions. After new batches of image 
files are prepared and loaded, they are automatically retrievable from the 
bibliographic display. 
Since H A B S  and HAER are ongoing programs generating new sur- 
veys, new copies of the database are retrieved regularly from the National 
Park Service, transformed, and re-indexed. No attempt is made to add 
controlled subject headings (although, with encouragement and assistance 
from the Library of Congress, the Park Service may start to use a con- 
trolled set of terms in light of its experience with providing public access). 
Much iriforniation from the original database is treated as notes; topical 
access is therefore primarily by free text search on the entire record. 
Automated expansion of query terms to include variants, which is done by 
default for both the Prints and Photographs Online Catalog and Ameri- 
can Memory, is of particular value here. 
For any HABS/HAER site, the related documents are treated as groups 
by original type. Hence, a typical engineering structure has an associated 
group of black-and-white photographs (\t<th captions listed on separate 
pages), a group of drawings, and a group of pages of text digitized as page 
images. For each group, a small file (which LC has nicknamed a “page- 
turning data set”) supports navigation through the group. The file holds 
sequencing information, links to component image-files, and optional 
captions. This data set, which can be thought of as “structural metadata” 
for the complex object representing the group of images, is generated 
automatically from names of filcs in a directory. The approach and the 
naming conventions that support the automatic derivation of the struc- 
tural metadata were originally developed for American Memory, where it 
was first used to allow users to “turn” through pages of a short document, 
such as a theater program, and has since been extended to support page- 
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turning through much longer works. From each page, links to images of 
higher resolution permit more detailed study or better printing. The 
HABS/HAER drawings and data pages are presented through the origi- 
nal page-turning interface. For the photographs, the group is presented 
as a grid (or a sequence of grids) of thumbnails with associated captions. 
The programming for generating the page-turning data sets, the page- 
turning interface, and the thumbnail grid displays was done by Library of 
Congress staff. 
The successful use of group-level description supported by thumb- 
nail grids in HABS/HAER may lead to its use in future projects. There 
may be further opportunities to save cataloging effort by building on ex- 
isting machine-readable descriptive records. The Prints and Photographs 
Division takes care to distinguish the levels of cataloging employed in 
records. Records that support access but do not meet LC’s usual quality 
standards will not be distributed to the bibliographic utilities and other 
institutions as the basis for copy cataloging. 
PRESERVING CONTEXTAND PRESENTING 
One characteristic of the Prints and Photographs Online Catalog and 
American Memory that is not provided in most library catalog systems, 
which developed primarily as tools for organizing holdings of indepen- 
dent monographs, is the clear delineation of a collection. The impor- 
tance of a collection may lie in its overall scope and relationships among 
its parts; preserving the archival integrity of a physical collection is a guid- 
ing principle for curators. Online systems for archival pictorial collec- 
tions should allow the user to wander within the boundaries of a collec- 
tion with easy access to collection-level information that provides an intel- 
lectual context for the entire body of material. The front matter of an 
archival finding aid serves this purpose. American Memory and PPOC 
provide this context through an introductory framework of HTML pages, 
which often also feature exhibit-like presentations. This framework also 
allows LC to describe how a collection has been cataloged or digitized, in 
part to help users search more effectively or understand why all items do 
not have high-resolution reproductions and in part to inform others in- 
volved in similar ventures. 
American Memory and PPOC encourage searching across the entire 
resource as well as within a chosen collection. To support the easy limit- 
ing of retrieval to item-level records from a single collection, collection 
identifiers (mnemonic codes rather than formal collection titles) are used 
(recorded in a local field in MARC records). The same coded field sup- 
ports the automatic export of all records for a collection from LC’s main 
catalog. More than one collection code can be included in a record, al- 
lowing the same item to be part of more than one collection. This is needed, 
for example, because items in LC’s collections of daguerreotypes or 
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panoramic photographs may also be part of collections that relate to prov- 
enance. In the online environment, virtual collections can be assembled 
when curatorial or reference staff believe it will be valuable. The Prints 
and Photographs Division has used this capability for a few small selec- 
tions made especially for American Memory. Examples include Votes for 
Women ( l i t tp: / /memory. loc.go~~/ammem/~~whtml/~home.html)and 
Jackie Robinson and other Baseball Highlights (http://memory.loc.gov/ 
ammem/jrhtml/jrhome.html) . More extensive use of the capability is 
made by the Geography & Map Division and the Motion Picture, Broad- 
casting, and Recorded Sound Division. For example, early motion pic- 
tures (many made by Thomas Edison) are presented as a body of material 
and as thematic collections; a separate virtual collection includes motion 
pictures made by Edison with his sound recordings. 
FORMSAND FORMATSFOR ACCESSAIDS 
The Prints and Photographs Division chose to use the MARC format 
for cataloging its pictorial materials primarily for compatibility with LC’s 
main catalog and to allow distribution of records to bibliographic utilities 
(Zinkham, 1995,p. 48). The vision of a single catalog for all Prints and 
Photographs Division resources, and a wish to maintain only one copy o f  
any descriptive record were other factors supporting this choice. Almost 
all records created and maintained by P & P are held in the MARC for-
mat, although the records may be derived automatically from a database 
used for processing the collection, as for the FSA-OW1photographs. Over 
the past few years, division staff have become skilled in exporting batches 
of MARC records to a form in which global changes can be made more 
easily and for converting back to MARC format. 
The HABS/HAER records (for which the National Park Service main- 
tains the data) are not converted to the MARC format but to a simpler 
format easily indexed by the search engine used for American Memory 
and the Prints and Photographs Online Catalog. This format identifies 
fields within records by labels in angled brackets (similar to SGML or 
HTML) and is easy to generate from any database software and to ma-
nipulate using simple programs or scripts. To allow coherent searching 
and presentation of records from both sources, fields have been mapped 
to MARC, and a common set of index fields is used (e.g., author/creator, 
title, and subject). Similar non-MARC item-level records are used for sev- 
eral collections in American Memory, particularly for materials that would 
not normally be cataloged individually in LC’s catalog, such as flutes in 
the Dayton C. Miller collection. Several collections from awardees of the 
Library ofCongress/Ameritech competition will be integrated into Ameri- 
can Menlory by transforming records from the awardee’s database into 
this format, which is comparable to (and can be mapped to) the Dublin 
Core elements, with a small set of qualifiers. The Library of Congress 
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expects to adopt an XML (extensible Markup Language) representation 
for Dublin Core descriptive records in the future. 
Staff from LC’sManuscript Division and Prints and Photographs Divi- 
sion were involved in the development of the Encoded Archival Descrip- 
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usually added as notes rather than in subject headings or captions. Searches 
limited to subject fields would miss this information. 
Records for some items may nevertheless contain subject terms that 
have not been checked against an approved thesaurus. Terms may be 
transcribed from earlier records or suggested by a scholar in con-junc- 
tion with a special project, such as an exhibit or publication. In the 
Prints and Photographs Online Catalog, the uncontrolled terms are dis- 
played separately, labeled as Topics rather than Subjects. A third cat- 
egory, Format, is used for terms that describe the form and genre of the 
original item. However, a search by sueject includes all three categories. 
Initially, a subject search in PPOC was limited to controlled headings 
until reference staff confirmed that users found the distinction of little 
value for searching. Within American Memory, the three categories are 
displayed as a single group. 
Users, expert and novice alike, like to look for items in archival col- 
lections by date or geographic location. For American Memory, these 
attributes expose many challenges sirice consistency across the entire 
heterogeneous body of materials, although clearly desirable, is hard to 
achieve. For published works, the date and place of publication, although 
often easy to ascertain, may bear little relation to the period arid loca- 
tion described or represented, which may be of more interest to users. 
Fixing an unpublished pictorial work precisely in time and space is of- 
ten infeasible. For most photographs, what matters is where and when 
the exposure was made. I-Iowever, if the photographer does not record 
those details, precision is impossible. For unknown dates, the degree of 
uncertainty is conventionally represented in ways that are comprehen- 
sible to humans once a record has been retrieved-e.g., 189-?,ca. 1892, 
1892 or 1893. These conventions, however, create problems for auto- 
mated retrieval or sorting by date. For some American Memory collec- 
tions (e.g., George Washington’s correspondence), dates are recorded 
in a standard form so that search results can be sorted chronologically. 
Effective searching or sorting by date for the Prints and Photographs 
Division’s pictorial materials proves elusive, and PPOC makes no explicit 
attempt to support it. 
For retrieval by geographic location, a more satisfactory solution is 
available. The Prints and Photographs Division and the Geography and 
Map Division both make use of a hierarchical nation-state-county-city break- 
down (e.g., United States-Illinois-Mercer County-Aledo) . Mrhichever 
components are known can be recorded. This form has proved useful 
both for human readers and for generating lists of place-names for brows- 
ing and clickable maps that permit retrieval by state. The desirability of 
having certain elements within catalog records easily parsable by com- 
puter programs is reflected both in extensions to the MARC format in 
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recent years and in the discussions surrounding the development of the 
Dublin Core. 
STORINGAND RELATING DESCRIPTIONA D CONTENT 
Identqiers as Linksfrom Description to Digital Content 
The Library of Congress maintains its catalog records and finding 
aids independently of the digital reproductions it makes. It does not ex- 
pect to embed all descriptive metadata into the content or to manage all 
descriptive metadata and digital content in one integrated system. This 
practice follows from the desire for a unified catalog that provides access 
to information in all forms and facilitates the sharing of cataloging effort 
among libraries. LC distributes copies of its catalog records to other insti- 
tutions through its Catalog Distribution Service; some records include links 
to digital content stored at the Library of Congress. Access to overlapping 
content in American Memory and PPOC is supported by the same set of 
catalog records, but this set is separate from LC’s main catalog. For the 
records that overlap with the main LC catalog (currently only a small pro- 
portion), copies are made and re-indexed regularly. Now LC has moved 
its main catalog to the new integrated library management system (ILS) . 
The Prints and Photographs Division hopes to load the rest of its MARC 
records into the main cataloging system. Copies of the records will still be 
exported for American Memory and PPOC, for which development will 
continue in parallel with deployment of the ILS. 
Since LC cannot predict how and where its catalog records will be 
used, the link between a descriptive record and a digital content “object” 
must be a persistent identifier in a standard format that is globally unique 
and, unlike Uniform Resource Locators (URLs), will not change if LC 
moves digital content from one computer to another. An intermediate 
system is needed to “resolve” the identifier to the correct physical loca- 
tion; when the physical location for an item changes, a record will be 
updated once in the resolution system rather than in the catalog record 
and all its copies. LC has installed and begun to use the Handle System@ 
from the Corporation for National Research Initiatives for this purpose. 
Experimentation with handles as persistent identifiers in catalog records 
has begun for monographs and maps. The handles are based on the 
scheme of logical identifiers used for all materials digitized by NDLP. 
Each item has a unique two-part logical identifier. As examples, 
dag.3g05001is a daguerreotype portrait and musdi.139 is a reproduction 
of Powell’s Art of Dancing, a dance instruction manual. Currently, the two 
parts of the identifier are related to names of directories and file names in 
the UNIX system hierarchy. In the longer term, the logical identifiers will 
serve more generally as unique persistent identifiers, however the con- 
tent is stored. The handle for the dance manual is urn:hdl:loc.music/ 
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musdi.139. A catalog record tor this item incorporating the handle is in 
LC’s main catalog and has been distributed to other institutions. The 
handle resolves to a Web-based presentation of the book, generated dy- 
namically from its digital content, which includes page images and tran- 
scribed text. Since only Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) are usable 
today by most browsers and library catalog systems, the MARC record in- 
cludes http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.music/musdi.l39as a URL. The use of the 
proxy server hdl.loc.gov provides an identifier that is usable today but is 
riot entirely independent of physical location, since the proxy service is 
supplied by a particular computer. b%enever Uniform Resource Names 
(URNS) are deployed as a standard across the Internet, use of the proxy 
server can be discontinued. 
Since the handles are resolved by the handle server, independently 
of any particular database or application, these identifiers can be used as 
links from any document or descriptive record. They support links from 
Anerican Memory, PPOC, LC’s main catalog, and from other catalogs 
that incorporate Library of Congress records. LC will use handles in find- 
ing aids to link to related digital content. Users, from scholars to school- 
children, can use these handlles to turn citations in online papers into 
active links. The Prints and Photographs Division expects to start using 
handles for pictorial items now that LC has migrated its cataloging opera- 
tions to a new library management system. 
WHATDo IDENTIFIERSIDENTIFY? 
An identifier, such as dag.3g05001, does not identify a single image 
file but a cluster of files, typically an archival master file with derivative 
thumbnail and service images. The number and characteristics of the 
images in this cluster may change over time. New thumbnail images have 
been generated recently for several older Prints and Photographs Divi- 
sion collections for better quality and more consistent sizing. In some 
instances, service images of a different size have been generated. Catalog 
records needed no changes since they contain no technical details for the 
image files. The metadata that expresses the relationships of the compo- 
nent images to the complex object (sometimes also called a meta-object), 
and describes the individual files, is held elsewhere. The structural infor- 
mation for pictorial images is currently largely implicit in file names; even- 
tually, it will be recorded explicitly in a repository system designed to sup- 
port the management of digital collections. Within American Memory or 
PPOC, the identifier for a picture triggers a dynamic presentation built 
from the associated structural metadata. 
For most pictorial items, the presentation embeds a thumbnail within 
a bibliographic record; larger versions of the image are available by click- 
ing on the thumbnail or a labeled link. A bibliographic record for a typi-
cal item digitized recently links to a single “picture object” with a master 
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image and one or two smaller service images. As mentioned earlier, the 
identifier in a HABS/HAER record links to a much more complex object, 
consisting of all image files for all the related photographs, drawings, and 
pages of text, with structural metadata recorded for each category of im- 
ages. For the furnaces of the Sloss-Sheffield Steel and Iron Company in 
Birmingham, Alabama, the originals include 134 black-and-white photo- 
graphs, 49 textual pages, with 20 drawings and 2 color transparencies still 
to be digitized. Between these extremes of complexity are the digital ob- 
jects representing baseball cards; these include images of both front and 
back, each in several sizes. 
No standard digital formats have been developed yet to represent 
objects as complex and varied as those created by the National Digital 
Library Program and other programs creating digital reproductions. 
Within the Library of Congress, an effort is underway to develop a com- 
mon framework for the structural and administrative metadata needed 
for the variety of materials being converted to digital form. Early thoughts 
in this area contributed to the collaborative Making of America I1 project 
(http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/MOA2/), which involves five research librar- 
ies, all members of the Digital Library Federation, to which the Library of 
Congress also belongs. In the MOA-11 project, XML is being used to rep- 
resent a flexible hierarchical structure for “archival objects.” Program- 
mers from LC at the University of California, Berkeley, have developed a 
set of software tools to record the structural and administrative metadata, 
generate the XML files that represent the objects, and allow users to navi- 
gate the hierarchy and display an object’s components. LC hopes to in- 
vestigate whether the MOA-I1 archival object format and related tools might 
be applied effectively to its content. Meanwhile, in the commercial sec- 
tor, formats for electronic books are proliferating. 
When widely accepted formats exist for objects, corresponding tools 
or helpers for viewing, navigation, and manipulation become available. It 
is then possible simply to provide access to the stored objects and rely on 
users having the necessary tools. Individual JPEG images and PDF docu- 
ments are examples of formats that can be treated this way. For more 
complex classes of objects, an institution that wishes to provide conve- 
nient remote access to individual works it has digitized can generate Web- 
accessible presentations of each object and support direct links to the 
presentations. This is the current approach taken by LC when it assigns 
handles to digitized books or maps. The handle invokes a dynamically 
generated presentation, in effect specifying a search for a known item 
within American Memory. However, the user’s view of a book or a base- 
ball card digitized at the Library of Congress may be very different from 
the display of similar items digitized at another institution. It remains to 
be seen whether users will find the variety confusing or tolerate it as a 
minor inconvenience given the benefits of access to a wealth of resources 
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distributed across the Internet. LC believes that the community will ben- 
efit from increased standardization or at least commonality of practice. 
Agreed formats for representing complex objects can support not only 
more effective interoperability but also a shared strategy for archiving and 
preserving digital materials for the future. 
STORAGEMEDIA 
In 1996, the Library of Congress was faced with rapidly increasing 
requirements for digital storage as plans were drawn up for digitizing mil- 
lions of pages of text, hundreds of thousands of pictorial items, thousands 
of maps and sound recordings, and hundreds of motion pictures. At the 
time, the cost of magnetic disk storage was $1 per megabyte. A decision 
was made to install a hierarchical storage management system that would 
automatically move less-used files to magnetic tape cartridges in a robot-
controlledjukebox. Initially, a terabyte of disk storage was combined with 
4 terabytes of the cheaper tape capacity (1 terabyte = 1,000,000 mega- 
bytes). All files were always accessible, but those on tape took longer to 
retrieve. For two years, this system proved effective but, as the number of 
files grew, the perceived performance dropped and backups became in- 
creasingly difficult to complete during off-peak hours. By late 1998, the 
cost of disk storage had dropped to between 20 and 30 percent of its 1996 
cost and was expected to fall to 10 cents per megabyte by the year 2000. 
Use of the hierarchical storage management system has been abandoned 
for the time being, although LC expects to track the improvements in this 
class of product closely. In early 1999, LC had 19 terabytes of disk storage 
attached to its pool of UNlX servers and began developing an enterprise 
storage network that is independent of its primary data network so that 
backups place a minimal load on the processors and network that support 
users’ activities. The storage network will support different media types 
as necessary. For example, a robotic jukebox for CD-ROMs would allow 
direct loading of image files delivered by scanning contractors without 
affecting regular network performance. 
PROVIDING SUPPORT ACCESSTECHNICAL FOR ONLINE 
Indexingfor Search and Retrieval 
American Memory and the Prints and Photographs Online Catalog 
rely on InQuery (from Sovereign Hill Software, recently acquired by 
Dataware Technologies), a search engine, developed for indexing free 
text, that can recognize fields in tagged records or documents. The search 
system was selected for American Memory as appropriate for indexing the 
full text of book-length works alongside bibliographic records for multi- 
media materials. InQuery is not a single program but a flexible set of 
tools for application developers who retain complete control over visual 
design. It is the underlying engine for very different applications at LC, 
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including: THOMAS, which provides public access to current legislative 
information; the Handbook of Latin American Studies, a traditional bib- 
liographic service; and LC’s archive of finding aids. The ability to in-
clude heterogeneous sources of data in a single search has proven valu- 
able for PPOC, allowing the integration of non-MARC records; integra- 
tion of finding aids should be feasible in the future. 
Systems for indexing free text are significantly different from those 
designed for indexing relational databases or traditional library catalogs. 
They can be configured to handle word variants automatically and to ig- 
nore punctuation. They are designed primarily to take free text as que- 
ries and return a list of documents ranked by “relevance.” Each product 
uses its own formula for relevance, but all give higher weight to docu- 
ments that contain more of the words in a query, higher still if query words 
are repeated in the document. Words that occur in many documents in a 
collection contribute less to the relevance score than words that occur 
infrequently. Most allow searching for phrases or for words close to each 
other. Strict Boolean operations, however, are seldom useful for search- 
ing free text. Initially, many LC staff familiar with traditional catalogs 
found the lack of Boolean capabilities in American Memory troubling and 
failed to notice the benefits of a system that found words anywhere, was 
more forgiving of inconsistency in the data, and required less exactness in 
query formulation by users. Lengthy undifferentiated lists of “hits” per- 
turbed those used to systems designed when precise searching and small 
result sets were essential because of technological limitations. Over time, 
incremental changes have been made (some of which are described be- 
low) to the indexing, the search options, and the presentation of search 
results to address these concerns. Reference librarians in the Prints and 
Photographs Division involved in the design and testing of PPOC pressed 
for enhancements that have benefitted the users of American Memory. 
Most of these enhancements support more precise searching for users 
who wish to take advantage of the capabilities. Simultaneously, staff who 
had complained bitterly about shortcomings began to realize the benefits 
of the different indexing approach and learned how to use it to advan- 
tage. Interestingly, remote users of American Memory, whose basis for 
comparison is often Internet search engines, are less concerned by long 
lists of hits, although they do look for ways to search more precisely for 
what they want, particularly in the full-text materials. 
When a user enters a query into the single box of a query form in 
PPOC or American Memory (ignoring any options), several queries are 
performed in the background and a combined set of results is presented. 
First, the query is treated as a phrase. In American Memory, the second 
search looks for records where all the words occur within a passage of 
twenty words. Since this distinction is primarily of value when searching 
long documents, rather than catalog records, it is omitted in PPOC. The 
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next search identifies records that include all the words anywhere using 
an implicit Boolean AND. The final search is for records that include any 
of the words using an implicit Boolean OR. Duplicates are removed and 
the three or four sets are presented as a subdivided list with entries in 
each grouping ranked by relevance as determined by InQuery. The ex- 
plicit division of the results list was one of the enhancements introduced 
after complaints about long lists of hits. Users appreciate clues that help 
them decide how far down a hits list to bother looking. American Memory 
search forms now also offer the option to limit results to those that in- 
clude all words entered or the exact phrase. Originally, the limit for a 
results set was 5,000. As the size of the resource and the volume of usage 
increased, the effect on performance of building unnecessarily large sets 
became a concern. American Memory searches now return no more than 
500 records by default, although users can choose to raise the limit back 
to 5,000. 
For the Prints and Photographs Online Catalog, the ability for users to 
search by creator, title, subject, and various numeric identifiers, such as call 
number, was considered essential. The heterogeneity of material searched 
within American Memory has discouraged the explicit use of field qualifica- 
tion, although it has been used implicitly in browsable lists of subjects (within 
individual collections) and in bibliographic displays where the user can click 
on a subject heading or name to search for other records with the same 
heading. Since the summer of 1998, the option to search by creator/au- 
thor, title, and subject has been introduced for selected collections within 
American Memory. Care has been taken to include the same MARC fields 
in these options as are included in the corresponding options in the main 
LC catalog. For searching across the heterogeneous American Memory 
collections, the general search is still the only option provided. As the num- 
ber of collections and items in American Memory has grown, the simple 
choice between searching all collections or within a single collection be- 
came inadequate. The ability to limit a search to collections that are prima- 
rily pictorial (or textual, cartographic, etc.) was introduced in 1997. In 
January 1999,American Memory introduced a new feature that permits 
users to pick any set of collections to search. 
Under the covers, configuration options have also been changed. Full- 
text retrieval systems often perform automatic stemming while indexing 
since this results in much smaller indexes and hence faster retrieval on 
average. However, since a stemmed index precludes searching for exact 
word forms, it was determined very early during testing to be unaccept- 
able for searching for titles in bibliographic records. By default, user que- 
ries are expanded to include word variants; users can choose to match 
words exactly. Another technique to reduce index size is to ignore com- 
mon words, known as “stopwords.” After perplexed librarians could not 
retrieve some titles, the initial stopword list was pruned to match the mini- 
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ma1list used for LC’smain catalog (containing only articles, conjunctions, 
and the most common prepositions-sixteen words in all). In making 
both these decisions, LC has judged precise retrieval more important than 
efficiency, given that the effect on performance was not obvious and the 
costs of computing power and disk space continue to fall. 
ACCESSMANAGEMENT 
Some of the items digitized by the Prints and Photographs Division 
are subject to copyright protection or special terms of gift that prevent 
the Library of Congress from making them freely accessible over the 
Internet. As part of a prototype repository, a model has been developed 
for managing access for authenticated users under terms that could, when 
required, be specified for individual objects. However, no plans are in 
place for immediate implementation of such a scheme. In the meantime, 
access to certain collections is limited by Internet IP address to use within 
LC. Remote users can search and view all the records in PPOC but will 
not be able to retrieve some images that would be accessible if they were 
in the reading room. 
INTERACTINGWITH USERS:INTERFACEDESIGN 
Although both are accessed via Web-browsers, built with the same 
toolkit, and relying on much of the same code and the same indexes for 
overlapping content, the visual designs of PPOC and American Memory 
are strikingly different. Each reflects the instincts of the initial design 
team and their interpretations of an intended user community’s expec- 
tations, balanced by technical considerations and modified by incremen- 
tal changes made in response to feedback. PPOC is plain, with exten- 
sive textual explanations and a look reminiscent of the popular text- 
only catalog displays used previously in the reading room. Initially, ref- 
erence staff had pushed for a page-oriented display with Next Page but- 
tons, concerned that a scroll bar would be difficult for users to manipu- 
late; this had to be abandoned after it proved too difficult to calculate 
where page-breaks would come when images were of different sizes. Some 
of the professional picture researchers who have used the reading room 
for many years have been slow to adapt to new technology; for most 
users, however, the mouse is either familiar or soon mastered. Ameri- 
can Memory uses color, space, and icons more freely, expecting its pri- 
mary users to know how to scroll and click through Web pages. PPOC 
gives priority on displays to information about accessing originals and 
ordering reproductions, whereas the focus for American Memory is on 
the online content. However, the underlying functionality of the two 
search systems is the same since the organization of the descriptive 
records and digital content and the search capabilities are identical. Each 
system is constructed of four layered components as shown in Figure 2, 
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a model that describes how many of LC’s search and retrieval applica- 
tions are constructed. They share the three lower layers, differing only 
at the visual design level. 
As development of the two interfaces has continued, staff in the Prints 
and Photographs Division and the National Digital Library Programs have 
learned that there are advantages to increased commonality where fea- 
sible, if only because the single programming team is able to make en- 
hancements more quickly. Although the bibliographic displays are differ- 
ent, the thumbnail grids and page-turning displays are generated by the 
same code. Ideas from either community feed the iterative development 
of both interfaces. 
The public mission of the Library of Congress and the requirements 
of the Americans with Disabilities Act mean that both PPOC and Ameri- 
can Memory make less use of icons and graphics than many of today’s 
Web pages. Fast loading of pages is essential to reach the widest possible 
audience including schools and homes with slow network connections and 
older computers and software. Pages must be constructed in a way that is 
usable by assistive software for the handicapped. Rather than create text- 
only pages as alternatives, LC has chosen to be conservative about adopt- 
ing technology that may make its collections less accessible. As an ex- 
ample, LC does not use frames in its page-turning presentation. 
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FACILITATINGUSEOF THE IMAGES 
Two factors control re-use of images: whether a copy is available in a 
form suitable for the intended use, and whether re-use is permitted by 
copyright law. Roughly one-third of the electronic mail that comes into 
the reference desk of the Prints and Photographs Division relates to rights 
and reproductions. For the American Memory Help Desk, the propor- 
tion is much less-around 5 percent. As an agency of the US. Govern- 
ment, the Library of Congress claims no rights in the digital versions of 
the materials it converts. However, rights relating to the original materi- 
als pertain also to derivative works, including digital reproductions. Since 
many of the photographs in the P & P collections were not published and 
may have been created for hire, ascertaining the copyright status and the 
identity of possible rights holders for individual items is usually infeasible. 
For public access, LC has focused on converting materials produced by 
the U.S. Government, those likely to be out of copyright by virtue of their 
date of creation, or collections where a single organization or individual 
appears to hold copyright and commercial interest is unlikely. However, 
by making items accessible through American Memory, the Library of 
Congress does not (and is not legally empowered to) warrant them to be 
in the public domain. When contact has been made with copyright hold- 
ers, they have usually been happy to allow educational and research use, 
and LC records these permissions on catalog records and on the Web 
pages introducing collections. Other forms of right may also apply, in- 
cluding privacy for the individuals represented in photographs. Whether 
a particular re-use is permissible under the “fair use” doctrine or violates 
rights is not clearly defined by law or regulation. US. law only specifies 
factors to be considered by a court adjudicating a case brought by a 
rightsholder. Since LC claims no rights itself and is prohibited from offer- 
ing legal advice, requests for permission to re-use cannot simply be an- 
swered ‘Yes”-to the frustration of librarians and users alike. However, 
LC makes every effort to describe its understanding of the factual back- 
ground and known rights for each collection in order to assist users. 
Users who visit the Prints and Photographs reading room are often 
seeking pictures to use in publications. Until recently, only photographic 
reproductions could provide publication quality copies. LC’s Photodupli- 
cation Service offers photographic reproductions for a fee set to cover 
costs. Prints are made from copy negatives or interpositives; when a re-
production request is received for an item for which no copy exists, one is 
made. Remote access has generated a growing volume of interest in re- 
productions for personal use-e.g., when family members are recognized. 
The archivist of the Institute of Regional Studies at North Dakota State 
University reports a steady stream of requests for reproductions of photo- 
graphs from the institute’s collections in American Memory (The North- 
ern Great Plains:1880-1920). Requests come not only from those with ties 
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to the area but from people who simply like the images of pioneer life. 
Users with appropriate equipment and fast enough network connections 
can download the images directly. However, the Prints and Photographs 
Division reference librarians find that few users are yet comfortable down- 
loading large files; most still prefer to wait for a traditional photographic 
reproduction. In the future, the Photoduplication Service may use high- 
quality scans from original negatives (as made for the HABS/HAER col- 
lections) as the source for prints of photographic quality. 
REFERENCESERVICES 
Reference jtaff in the Prints and Photographs reading room have 
seen online access to images as reference surrogates as a goal for many 
years. They have pressed for convenient one-stop access for both staff 
and patrons to the division’s holdings. Compared with earlier catalog 
systems, the current Prints and Photographs Online Catalog has advan- 
tages beyond a growing volume of content and the ability to serve remote 
users. As mentioned earlier, free text search capabilities compensate for 
less than perfect descriptive data. Simultaneous access to images from 
any workstation with a Web browser creates new possibilities for produc- 
tivity by both staff and patrons. Recently, many thousands of uncataloged 
copy negatives were added to PPOC; skeletal records have a reproduction 
number and a link to corresponding digital image files but no title, cre- 
ator, or subject headings. Since, following LC’s recommendation, repro- 
duction numbers are often cited in publications, staff and patrons can 
benefit from the ability to retrieve and view images even if they have not 
been cataloged. 
Since PPOC has been accessible over the Internet, the volume of elec- 
tronic mail reference questions to P & P has doubled from thirty-five mes- 
sages per month to seventy. Many are basic questions to which answers 
are already available online, including those seeking permission to use 
the images or to obtain reproductions. A direct link has been added from 
each bibliographic display in PPOC to a page that cites the reproduction 
number and provides detailed information on the services provided by 
the Photoduplication Service and general information regarding copy- 
right and other potential restrictions on use. The American Memory Help 
Desk provides standard responses to common questions in a list of Fre- 
quently Asked Questions. 
Demand for reference service in the P & P reading room has always 
been high. Remote online access to images, through American Memory 
and PPOC, seems neither to have stimulated use of the physical collection 
nor to have reduced the number of users visiting the reading room. Ref- 
erence staff, however, have noticed that the number of free-lance profes- 
sional picture researchers using the collection has increased, suggesting 
that remote access to images over the Internet has either stimulated growth 
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in this niche service industry or allowed individual researchers to discover 
and explore more sources for pictorial material for their customers. An-
other effect of online access to images is the need for increased 
communication among divisions within LC and with other institutions 
about the availability of digital reproductions for online viewing or use. 
Effort has been needed to ensure that electronic mail questions on picto- 
rial materials (or any other specialized topic) are dealt with consistently, 
whether sent to the American Memory Help Desk, LC’s main Web service, 
or directly to a division. 
CONCLUSION 
The challenge of providing effective online access to visual materials 
goes far beyond the process of digitization. Indeed, the Library of Con- 
gress’ experience suggests that by using consultants and contractors ex- 
pert in the physics inherent in scanners and output devices, the math- 
ematics of image transformations, and schemes for color management, 
and with the engineering skill to build systems that control them, it is 
possible to develop procedures that provide high quality images in large 
volumes. Harder to resolve are the underlying problems of organizing 
and describing visual materials cost-effectively (whether digitized or not) 
in ways that help users find the information, illustration, or evidence that 
they need. Practices developed for the published printed literature need 
considerable adaptation. Experience with the large FSA-OW and HABS/ 
HAER collections suggests directions that online browsing, treatment of 
pictures in groups, and free text retrieval can reduce the need for full 
cataloging of individual items. 
Distinctions between the human interface presented by digital im- 
ages on a computer monitor and by a folder of prints on a large table 
provide another aspect of the challenge. Enhancements in interfaces will 
be inevitable but gradual. Grids of thumbnails provide one approach for 
side-by-side comparison and rapid browsing through groups of images. 
Technological advances in processors, networks, and monitors will handle 
images faster and better and provide more options. More generally, ap- 
proaches to interface design will improve through better understanding 
of how people interact with visual materials. At the same time, human 
ingenuity will suggest new ways to cope with or take advantage of charac- 
teristics of the online environment. Consider the use of microfilm: few 
users are enthusiastic about the medium, but experienced researchers 
become skilled at scrolling rapidly through a reel focusing on distinctive 
patterns (such as “target” pages) to indicate when to stop. The modular 
design of the architecture that supports American Memory and the Prints 
and Photographs Online Catalog will permit incremental enhancements 
in response to changes in the technical environment and the expecta- 
tions of users. 
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An important objective for the Library of Congress is enhanced ac- 
cess to its comprehensive collections. LC has already made digital 
reproductions of hundreds of thousands of photographs. However, these 
constitute only a tiny fraction of' its pictorial resources. LC seeks cost- 
effective solutions to provide integrated access to resources in many forms 
of expression, whether digitized or not. LC staff most closely involved 
with developing the current practices for providing online access to picto- 
rial material are hesitant to call them best practices, preferring to con- 
sider them as appropriate practices given the state of technology and the 
Library of Congress' institutional objectives and constraints. 
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ACRONYMS 

DLF Digital Library Federation 
FSA Farm Security Administration 
G & M  Geography and Maps Division, Library of Congress 
HABS Historic American Buildings Survey 
HAER Historic American Engineering Record 
LC Library of Congress 
NDLP National Digital Library Program, Library of Congress 
OW1 Office of War Information 
P & P  Prints and Photographs Division, Library of Congress 
PPOC Prints and Photographs Online Catalog (pronounced pea-pock) 
URL Uniform Resource Locator 
URN Uniform Resource Name 
XML extensible Markup Language 
Recent Developments in Cultural 
Heritage Image Databases: 
Directions for User-Centered Design 
CHRISTIESTEPHENSON 
ABSTRACT 
FROM1995 THROUGH 1997, SEVEN CULTURAL HERITAGE repositories and 
seven universities collaborated on an extensive demonstration project 
called the Museum Educational Site Licensing Project (MESL) to explore 
the administrative, technical, and pedagogical issues involved in making 
digital museum images and information available to educational audiences. 
This article reviews the MESL project’s methods and findings in a number 
of areas-descriptive metadata, database design, interface design, and tools 
for use. It discusses more recent development efforts in extending the 
model for digital image delivery of visual resources to higher education 
audiences. Finally, it suggests how to proceed by posing a number of user- 
centered questions about the design goals for networked access to the 
vast visual resources of the cultural heritage community. Selected projects 
from the literature of computer and information science are discussed to 
stimulate thinking about avenues for research and to focus project design 
goals. 
INTRODUCTION 
In his 1996 review article, “Image Databases: The First Decade, the 
Present, and the Future,” Howard Besser (1997b) presented an overview 
of ten years in the development of image databases designed to provide 
access to cultural heritage information. How much further have image 
delivery systems progressed in the past several years of rapid technologi- 
cal change? This article examines the Museum Educational Site Licensing 
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Project as well as several more recent projects representing the current 
state of development of cultural heritage image databases for academic 
use. It reviews recent literature in areas such as image indexing and re- 
trieval, interface design, and tool development, and urges a reexamina- 
tion of our efforts in those areas based on a more rigorous analysis of user 
needs. 
THEMUSEUMEDUCATIONAL PROJECTSITELICENSING (MESL) 
In 1995, a boldly envisioned demonstration project was launched which 
provided new insights into the issues of building large-scale image data- 
bases for the delivery of cultural heritage information to higher educa- 
tion audiences. The Museum Educational Site Licensing Project was a 
collaborative project, involving seven universities and seven cultural heri- 
tage repositories, to investigate the administrative, legal, economic, tech- 
nical, and educational issues involved in providing networked distribu- 
tion of museum content for educational use. During the two years of the 
project, the seven museums provided nearly 10,000 digital images and 
accompanying descriptive metadata records. These were distributed to 
the seven universities, each of which developed their own local delivery 
system. Although much of the project focused on the legal and adminis- 
trative issues of licensing, it also provided a valuable testbed for exploring 
a range of issues related to the building and subsequent use of large im- 
age databases from disparate collections of cultural heritage images and 
data. Although only limited rigorous research was undertaken within the 
brief duration of the project (1995-1997), the project participants were 
able to report a number of useful observations about descriptive metadata, 
database and system design, interface design, and tools for use of the 
images and information (Stephenson & McClung, 1998). 
Descvaptive Metadata 
While traditional analog visual resource collections in educational 
institutions have depended on physical arrangement and local cataloging 
to provide access, the descriptive metadata provided with the MESL im- 
ages was extracted from data that already existed in the museum collec- 
tion management systems-legacy data from systems built primarily to 
handle the internal informational requirements of the repositories. The 
first step in the process of providing useful descriptive metadata to the 
universities was to agree on a common metadata structure to which the 
individual institutions could map their own data. The MESL Data Dictio- 
nary, defining records composed of thirty-two data fields, was developed 
to serve this purpose. The museums mapped their data to this structure 
and developed export routines to extract data from their collection man- 
agement systems and populate the MESL data records. If they did not 
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have data for a specific field, it was left blank. The completeness of the 
records varied both within a single institution as well as from institution to 
institution, depending on the level of documentation any object might 
have received. 
The data populating the various fields in the records were not stan- 
dardized in any way. Because museums have only recently begun to adopt 
principles such as authority control, there were many variations in data 
values for standard entries such as artist names. And very few of the muse- 
ums had supplied any subject access beyond the most general terms; when 
present, they were inconsistently applied. The museum data had been 
created for collection management, not public access; making it available 
to a new user group, beyond the museum staff for which it was created, 
revealed its inconsistency and limited usefulness for open ended search- 
ing. One can postulate that what was true for the MESL museum data is 
generalizable to most museum collections’ management information 
(Dowden, 1998). 
Database Desiffn 
Each of the universities participating in the MESL project designed 
its own delivery system using local resources and frequently building on 
existing information systems and infrastructure. A variety of backend da- 
tabases were used, ranging from Filemaker Pro and Microsoft Access to 
OpenText (Besser, 1998). This heterogeneity of the system design effort 
at the universities not only led to differences in the look and feel of the 
interfaces but also to somewhat surprising differences in the search re- 
sults when the same queries were posed to each system (e.g., see Figure 
1). Besser (1997a) reports on these sometimes dramatic anomalies. They 
resulted from local decisions about what to index as well as characteristics 
of the local search engines at each of the sites. Some institutions decided 
to index only selected data fields while others provided full-text searching 
across all data (including unstructured full text) as well as field-specific 
searching. In addition, a number of the search engines handled func- 
tions such as phrase searching, truncation, and stemming differently and 
in ways that were frequently not apparent to users. 
The entire MESL data set was mounted locally by each of the partici- 
pating universities rather than served from a single central distribution 
point. Each university mounted the MESL data set as a separate database, 
even when they had other image databases available to their users. Though 
a number of them expressed the desire to integrate MESL data with im- 
age resources from other disparate sources, the limited life span of the 
MESL project made this infeasible. The experience of mounting the MESL 
data gave the universities insights into the challenges they would face in 
such an undertaking. Since the conclusion of the project, several of the 
participating universities have made strides in this area. 
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Figure 1. Searches on card table in the MESL databases of the University of 
Virginia (top) and the University of Illinois (bottom). The search at Virginia 
retrieved 4 records; at Illinois, only 3 records were retrieved. Note that the Virginia 
system displays multiple views of the same object. 
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Interfuce Design 
In addition to creating search and retrieval systems for the MESL 
images and data, each of the participating universities designed their own 
search and browsing interfaces. Despite independent development, most 
of the interfaces were very similar in look and feel. The Web browser 
window provided the basic interface. Standard Web forms were used to 
present search options. Users could choose between a simple search and 
complex or Boolean searches and could search one museum collection or 
across all of the collections. Pull down menus allowed users to specify a 
particular field to search or they could search all indexes. Each of the 
universities implemented more or less standard ways of displaying search 
results within the browser window. For browsing, a grid of thumbnails 
with brief identifying captions was the most typical presentation; if many 
thumbnails were returned in response to a query, users had to page through 
multiple screens. Users could also select a brief record display where screen 
elements included fielded textual data presented in something like stan- 
dard bibliographic format with the associated image or images next to it. 
They also were given the option to view larger versions of the images as 
well as full textual records showing all data supplied for an object. The 
University of Virginia implemented a search results display option that 
returned unlabeled thumbnails, giving the user the ability to scan and 
mark thumbnails as an initial visual interface for making relevancy judg- 
ments (Baser, 1998) (see Figure 2) .  
Toolsfor Use 
Most of the functionality provided by the MESL university participants 
was constrained by their choice of the Web as a delivery mechanism. The 
state of Web development at the time as well as local limits on available 
technology support precluded the development of additional functional- 
ity such as Java-based tools. Faculty and student users searched the data- 
base and used cut-and-paste methods to create class Web pages or include 
images and descriptive text in papers or presentations. At the University 
of Virginia, very simple templates were developed to facilitate the cre- 
ation of side-by-side image comparisons and online Web exhibitions 
(http://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/inote/index.
html),but they, too, de- 
pended entirely on the use of cut-and-paste methods (see Figure 3).  
At the University of Maryland, however, a variety of factors contrib- 
uted to the development of a sophisticated software product which simu- 
lated the function of a slide library’s light table. It supported faculty mem- 
bers in the process of selecting, organizing, and arranging material for 
delivery in the classroom, mimicking the side-by-side projector environ- 
ment typically used in teaching art history. Maryland’s delivery system, 
now known as ISIS (Interactive System for Image Searching), was devel- 
oped by a team of programmers, instructional designers, and the faculty 
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Figure 2. University of Virginia MESL displays-Thumbnail with Checkbox (no 
caDtions) and Thumbnail with Brief Record 
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,-
Figure 3. University of Virginia, MESL Comparison Template. 
members themselves through an iterative process that continued through- 
out the duration of the MESL project (Borkowski & Hays, 1998) (see Fig- 
ure 4). The commitment to this product resulted directly from the early 
nvgAT.-,t;nn.l,LLL-,,L ,LL,l . ...dec-isirn$3- base-MESL dsvdepment i n  t h s a ~ ~ d e ~ p r t m s ~ ~ ~  
thereby involving end users in design decisions from the outset. The im- 
pact it had on the success of the MESL project at Maryland was remark- 
able (Promey, 1998). 
RECENTFEDERATION EFFORTSAND EXPANSION 
Since the end of the MESL project in July 1997, efforts have been 
underway on a number of campuses to provide federated access to diverse 
image collections, allowing users to search individual or multiple reposi- 
tories from a single search interface. This development is the next step in 
the effort to provide users with broad access to information about cultural 
heritage objects held locally as well as those licensed or otherwise made 
available from other sources. Projects at the University of Michigan Li- 
brary and Harvard University Museums and Libraries serve as representa- 
tive examples of these undertakings. In addition, the work begun in the 
MESL project is being continued and expanded by AMICO, the Art Mu- 
seum Image Consortium, working in cooperation with the Research Li- 
braries Group (RLG) . 
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Figure 4. Maryland ISIS: Image Selection Screen. 
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University of Michigan 
In 1997, the University of Michigan Library began to create an archi- 
tecture for federating access to image databases through the Image Ser- 
vices component of its Digital Library Production Service (DLPS) unit. 
Among their stated goals, they seek to “provide to faculty, staff, and de- 
partments a standardized, base level, extensible architecture for putting 
images online” (http://images.umdl.umich.edu/dlps/is.html). The staff 
of the Image Services group established a core metadata set for visual 
images by analyzing existing metadata schemes. The Michigan Image Ac- 
cess System merges data drawn from the collection management data- 
bases of a number of campus visual resource and museum collections, as 
well as that provided with licensed image collections. Data are extracted 
from each of the separate management databases, mapped to the shared 
metadata scheme, marked up in SGML, and indexed using OpenText. 
Users are provided with the option of searching any individual collection 
by the metadata elements in its own data or multiple databases by a more 
limited number of common metadatd elements. 
The system design is based on the fundamental assumption that im- 
age or object databases are created to meet the management needs of the 
particular repositories and should remain independent from the provi- 
sion of public access. Standardization of public access through the DLPS 
provides consistent service to meet instructional and research needs. Image 
Services provides a standard interface for searching all collections as well 
as a search form customized to each collection (see Figure 5 ) .  They have 
articulated a set of incremental improvements to the system, including 
the ability to create “personal collections” (http://images.umdl.umich. 
edu/ inf o/  arch/ arch-summ. h tml) . 
Harvard University 
Harvard University has over 8 million objects and images in its librar- 
ies, archives, and museums. Its diverse institutional environment is a chal-
lenging testbed for providing integrated access to cultural resources col- 
lections. Over the past two years, representatives from museums, librar- 
ies, and archives at Harvard and Radcliffe, working together with the Li- 
brary Office of Information Systems, have been engaged in a process to 
build a shared union catalog of visual resources. The goal of the union 
catalog project is to create a common database where users can discover 
Harvard’s wealth of visual resources and be directed to the holding re- 
pository for more detailed information or access to materials. 
To date, this project, known as Visual Image Access (VIA), has de- 
voted much of its effort to the process of agreeing on a common data 
structure for its union catalog as well as reaching consensus on the scope 
and functionality of the catalog, In the first phase of the project, cur- 
rently underway, object and collection records from six diverse collections 
\sill be rricrgcd into n siiigle cintnb,isc, cligital imnqc\ 111~i7 be nssocinteti 
t+ith the icc o i  ds h u t  '11e r i o t  rrquiicti. ,It the. outset, \ '1 ,2~dlinclude only 
( rrltural heritdge inr~(erialsbased on the existence ot sirmlar metdcLtta struc-
t w e s  and distirict fuiictioiialin r eyiiired for use. Like the Michigan Im-
age Ser\rr PIograrn, VLA ackriowledgrs the wprrnte and primdry functions 
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of each repository’s collection management or access system; it does not 
intend to dictate local practice but to federate local records. And as at 
Michigan, the intent is to provide access not only to locally held images or 
objects but to licensed image content as well. Implementation of the VIA 
system was scheduled to begin in early 1999 (http://sylvia.harvard.edu/ 
-robin/viascope.htm) . 
Art Mu~eum Image Consortium(AMICO) 
The Art Museum Image Consortium, founded in 1997, is in many 
respects the successor to the MESL Project. In its project description, 
AMICO is characterized as “anot-for-profit consortium dedicated to cre- 
ating a digital library” documenting the collections of its members and 
making that library available for educational use. It currently includes 
over 20,000 images and object records from over twenty contributing in- 
stitutions and anticipates a growth rate of about 50,000 objects a year 
(http://www.amn.org/AMICO/)At present, those resources are being . 
distributed to twenty universities participating in ayear-long testbed project. 
Unlike MESL, where all the data were distributed to each of the partici- 
pating universities, AMICO is currently providing centralized distribution 
to the testbed participants through the Research Libraries Group. As in 
MESL, the AMICO data set uses existing collections management infor- 
mation extracted from the contributors’ systems and mapped to a com-
mon data dictionary. The data set and images arc made available to AMICO 
testbed users through a modified version of RLG’s Eureka interface (see 
Figure 6) (http://www.rlg.org/amicolib.html). 
Although each of’these projects has slightly differing goals, all of them 
attempt to provide unified access to images and information from diverse 
collections. In time, each may develop or adopt a system architecture 
that facilitates network-distributed discovery. However, at present, all are 
still merging data locally. Though they incorporate more sophisticated 
design elements than the MESL delivery systems, the underlying data are 
similar in their lack of consistency, and the interfaces are quite similar to 
those developed by the MESL participants. Each of these systems will 
likely challenge and frustrate users in many of the same ways that the 
MESL implementations did. 
UNDERSTANDING ANDUSERNEEDS 
EXPECTATIONS:NEXTSTEPS 
In looking ahead, it seems clear that there are numerous obstacles to 
overcome in order to realize our ambitious goals for digital image delivery 
systems. While some of these lie clearly in the realm of technology, many 
depend on collaboration between human-computer interaction special- 
ists, librarians and collection managers, evaluation specialists, and end 
users, both sophisticated and naive. In his 1996 article, Howard Besser 
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Figure 6. Sample Screen from the RLG AMICO/Eureka Interface. 
(1997b) focused his articulation of next steps in a number of technical 
areas: preservation, authenticity, and integrity of information; image stan- 
dards; image quality issues; and retrieval. Rather than revisit and reassess 
our progress on each of those issues during the intervening years, it may 
be useful to look ahead through a different lens-one that puts user needs 
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and expectations, rather than technology, at the fore. Although the cre- 
ation of image rich digital resources certainly represents a series of 
technological challenges, it is critical to give adequate attention as well to 
the fundamental questions of audience, user behavior, and use. 
The examination of several broad questions can assist in developing a 
user-based model for directing development of image delivery systems and 
guiding future research: 
For whom are we building our image delivery system? 
What is it that we are building and for what purposes do those users 
want to use it? 
What functionality do our users need to use what we build? 
This kind of design model, called User-Task-System or U-T-S (Lindermeier 
& Stein, 1991) helps ensure that system design does not limit users and 
uses. Instead, a thorough analysis of user characteristics and requirements 
will drive sound system design. 
DEFINING USERGROUPTHE PRIMARY 
Moving from the analog to the digital world, it becomes increas- 
ingly difficult to characterize the users of our image delivery systems. In 
the past, it was possible to know much about our users by restricting 
physical access to collections to a specific group or requiring registra- 
tion prior to use. The closest parallel in the digital world is to allow 
access only from a specific set of workstations. But as a general rule, one 
of our overriding principles in the digital realm is to extend access, not 
restrict it. This means our systems are likely to serve both traditional 
and new users of image resources; local and remote users; sophisticated 
and naive computer users; users supported by on-site assistance and who 
will interact unmediated with our systems; children and adult learners; 
and so on. 
In the MESL project, the difficulty in serving these diverse user groups 
effectively was demonstrated even when access was limited to a specific 
university community. Traditional users of images, primarily art history 
students and faculty members, were frustrated by the absence of particu- 
lar works of art. Nontraditional image users were often stymied by the lack 
of subject access to the works in the database. Both groups were some- 
times frustrated by the limited functionality of the delivery systems that 
relied on relatively simple Web design. 
At least in the short term, it is unlikely that systems can be built that 
serve all user groups equally effectively. Ideally, good system design would 
isolate digital objects in a repository, and any number of front-ends could 
be customized for specialized user groups. However, the initial design 
effort is likely to focus on a specific set of users and uses. Even if the 
resource is aimed at a broadly defined generic user group and a relatively 
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use-neutral presentation such as search and retrieval, it is possible to de- 
fine some basic characteristics of the user population. As a part of a rigor- 
ous planning process, the characteristics of the intended primary user 
group can and should be articulated and assumptions about them enu- 
merated. Mechanisms to test those assumptions can be built into the 
iterative system design process. Those mechanisms might include a vari- 
ety of quantitative and qualitative techniques including log analysis, online 
user surveys, usability studies, interviews, and focus groups. By focusing 
on the needs of clearly defined user groups, it will be possible to better 
understand system requirements, better target development efforts, and 
more reliably test design decisions. 
One outstanding example of such a model is embodied in the work 
undertaken by a research team from the University of Maryland, working 
with the Library of Congress National Digital Library Program (Marchionini 
et al., 1998). The goal of the research was to develop interfaces for NDL 
content (much of it consisting of visual images) “guided by an assessment 
of user needs and aimed to maximize interaction with primary resources 
and support both browsing and analytical search strategies” (p.5 3 5 ) . The 
project consisted of several phases: problem identification and team de- 
velopment, interface design and prototyping, and tool development. The 
Maryland team emphasizes the importance of developing and testing prin- 
ciples and guidelines for user-centered iterative design for delivering digi- 
tal library content to a variety of end-user communities (p. 553) .  
UNDERSTANDING USESA TICIPATED 
Once the primary user group or groups are explicitly described, the 
next challenge is to articulate the range of uses that need to be supported 
and to understand the implications for system and interface design. In 
the higher education setting, local image collections have primarily con- 
sisted of collections of surrogates, usually slides, built to serve a curricu- 
lum support function. In addition, library special collections departments 
and museums have built collections of images or objects. The functional 
roles of these collections may be less clearly articulated than those of the 
visual resources collection, making it more challenging to develop appro- 
priate design criteria for delivery and use. 
As we begin to digitize these collections, a number of questions must 
be confronted. What are our goals as we build digital image delivery sys-
tems? Are we replacing local slide libraries with digital image collections 
with curriculum support as their primary goal? Perhaps we are creating 
collections of document surrogates, with item level description, to obviate 
the need for handling precious or fragile originals. Or are we digitizing 
quantities of images for which we will never be able to provide item level 
description to facilitate access to underused collections? Are we building 
union catalogs of records about objects and image collections, primarily 
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as location devices, leading users to repositories and originals? Are we 
licensing image databases and making them available as we would our 
many bibliographic databases as a use-neutral electronic resource? Or 
are we building hybrid systems, merging collections created for some or 
all of these purposes, into large supersets, where audience and aims be- 
come increasingly indeterminate? 
Depending on the answers to these questions, it is possible to begin 
to articulate the range of functionality needed to discover, retrieve, and 
use images in a collection and to focus development on supporting the 
stated system goals. In the case of the MESL project, the product was 
arguably a hybrid collection built to explore a range of issues rather 
than to serve a specific articulated goal. The project sought to docu- 
ment and assess the ways in which images and their associated insorma- 
tion were used to further our understanding of searching strategies, 
image quality needs, user tolerance levels, and adequacy of access vo- 
cabularies. The participants were also committed to understanding the 
system requirements necessary to facilitate pedagogical uses of the im- 
ages and information. Although unable to conduct detailed log analysis 
and other focused research, the participants did engage these questions 
and report rich anecdotal evidence about a number of them. In order 
to build on the MESL experience, it is useful to examine our findings in 
relation to selected current research in computer and information sci- 
ence. This review suggests additional avenues of exploration which may 
help future system developers to more successfully deliver the necessary 
functionality to end users. 
SUPPORTING AND ~ T R I E V A I ,DISCOVERY 
In hybrid systems such as MESL, the Michigan federated image server, 
or a distributed networked delivery system, what are the requirements 
that must be met to support discovery and retrieval? Writing in 1995, 
Hinda Sklar (1995) articulated three of the elements of basic functional- 
ity for image databases. These are: (1) to perform a range of searches, 
formulating both simple and complex queries, and searching using both 
controlled vocabularies and keywords; (2) to search many collections in a 
single search from one location; and ( 3 ) to discover unknown resources. 
Achieving this functionality depends on descriptive metadata structure 
and data interchange architecture, metadata values, the search and re- 
trieval system itself, and the interaction of the user and that system. 
Metadata Structure and Data Intuchange 
A thoroughgoing discussion of the current state of emerging descriptive 
metadata and data interchange standards for images is beyond the scope 
of this article. There are numerous testbed projects underway focusing 
on metadata and interoperability requirements, particularly the Dublin 
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Core and 239.50development work undertaken by the Consortium for 
the Interchange of Museum Information (CIMI) . 
Metadata Values 
Much anecdotal evidence was gathered in the course of the MESL 
project to indicate that both the lack of descriptive metadata for subject 
access and the lack of standardization across existing metadata values will 
continue to frustrate users trying to locate images. Although museums 
are beginning to recognize the need for standards to facilitate informa- 
tion interchange, the paucity of controlled access points will continue to 
adversely affect certain uses of our growing image databases. And large 
numbers of images will never be described at the item level, further frus- 
trating users. 
Rasmussen, writing in 199’7,reviews the growing body of research 
addressing users of images and image databases, query analysis, and user 
needs and behaviors. Afew of those projects are highlighted here. Since 
strategies must be developed for dealing with the lack of descriptive 
metadata for image access, even more effort could be made to incorpo- 
rate and extend research on the behaviors of image seekers and image 
indexing practice. By better understanding how images are sought, it 
should be possible to prioritize efforts to augment subject access in the 
ways that will have the greatest impact on user satisfaction. 
Query Analysis 
There have been surprisingly few studies on user queries. Rasmussen 
(199’7)reviews several query analysis projects from the early 1990s. Sev-
eral more recent projects include that of Collins (1998),who studied user 
queries in two historical photographic collections. She found that ge- 
neric subject terms appeared most often in those queries followed by terms 
referring to time and place. Armitage and Enser (1997)collected queries 
from seven picture collections and sought to develop a general purpose 
schema for categorizing user requests for images. Janney and Sledge 
(http://www.cimi.org/documents/z395O~app~profile~O995.html)
ana-
lyzed 1,500queries made in museums (not necessarily image queries) in 
order to develop an attribute set for information retrieval for museum 
information. Hastings (1995)studied and categorized queries of art his- 
torians working with a database of digitized images and associated text. 
Additional query analysis is fundamental to understanding and improv- 
ing access to images. 
Evaluating Indexing Methods 
Having acquired a better understanding of query structure, the next 
step is to evaluate the effectiveness of image indexing in answering those 
queries. Again, there seems to be little empirical research in this area. A 
number of authors make a strong case for additional quantitative research 
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on the effectiveness of various indexing methods (e.g., Layne, 1994; Tibbo, 
1994). For instance, Layne (1994) makes a case for identifying and index- 
ing attributes which provide groupings of images rather than access to 
individual images, allowing the user to visually scan results to make com- 
parisons or relevance judgments. Jorgensen ( 1998) recommends that 
“assumptions underlying controlled vocabularies and newer descriptive 
tools...should be tested [and] that new ways of indexing images would 
perhaps improve the process of image retrieval” (p. 171). In her re- 
search, she found a disjunction between user image-seeking behavior and 
current image indexing schemes. Where funding to augment subject analy- 
sis is scarce, this kind of research-based information will assist in assessing 
whether free-text pre-iconographic description might be a more effective 
(and cost-effective) method of providing subject access than careful se- 
lected controlled vocabulary. 
Explaining Search and Retrieval Mechanisms to Users 
As we continue to grow and develop systems, i t  is critical that we share 
more information with users about how indexing is implemented in those 
systems. Howard Besser’s (1997a) investigation of the seven implementa- 
tions of the MESL project, by seven different institutions, using seven dif- 
ferent indexing/search systems, underscores this point. This observation 
is validated by Shneiderman (1997), who states that in many systems there 
is little or no indication of how the system interprets a search request, so 
users have a diffirult time interpreting search results. 
[JsingOther Retrieual Mechanisms to Compensatefor Lack of Semantic Indexing 
In addition to conducting more empirical research into the effective- 
ness of semantic indexing, it would be useful to work more directly with 
computer scientists to evaluate the effectiveness of emerging computer- 
based retrieval mechanisms. This is an area of extremely active research 
in both universities and the commercial sector. During the MESL project, 
at least two research units at participating sites-Columbia University and 
the University of Illinois-did some experimentation with content-based 
retrieval that included the project’s images. The potential for this kind of 
retrieval can be seen in Columbia’s trio of projects-VisualSeek, WebSeek, 
and MetaSeek-which employ a variety of techniques for visual informa- 
tion retrieval, including incorporating user examples as input and match- 
ing them according to features such as color and texture (Visualseek), 
combining text and color histogram searching (Webseek), and using both 
visual content and keywords to search remote image collections with their 
own search engines (MetaSeek) (Benitez et al., 1998). There are few 
instances where research has been undertaken solely with images from 
cultural heritage collections. 
Of even more potential impact on retrieval success, a number of 
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hybrid visual and semantic retrieval systems have been proposed or de- 
veloped. Enser (1995) sets forth a conceptual model consisting of what 
he calls linguistic and visual search and query modes and explains how 
they might interact to improve search results. In such a system, a user 
could submit a search, select relevant images, and resubmit them to find 
related images based on the keyword associated with the visual surro- 
gates (Mostafa, 1994). Other systems under development combine tra- 
ditional text-based retrieval with elements of content-based retrieval; one 
such system is called SEMCOG or SEMantics and COGnition-based im- 
age retrieval (Li et al., 1997). In this model, a user may pose a query by 
combining textual descriptors, image content, and spatial relationships 
between objects. A similar experimental system has been built recently 
that draws on a test data set of cultural heritage information. The tool, 
called ARThur, was developed by the Getty Information Institute in co- 
operation with NEC using their Amore content-based retrieval system 
(http://www.isi.edu/cct/arthur/). ARThur allows a user to search by 
image content, contextual similarity (proximity between selected image 
and text on Web page), as well as by keyword. Keywords can be used to 
qualify queries by content to improve retrieval precision. The keyword 
searching is enhanced by allowing users to formulate queries using the 
Getty vocabulary tools, the Union List of Artist Names (ULAN), the Getty 
Thesaurus of Geographic Names (Getty TGN) , and the Art & Architecture 
Thesaurus (AAT). 
Capitalizing on Human Perceptual Capabilities 
Writing in 1995, Donna Romer stated: 
Consistent and psychologically informed search models for multi- 
media retrieval are neither readily available nor obvious. The search 
models found in both early products and the research literature ap- 
pear to be driven by what technology is able to do, rather than how 
people make perceptual sense of different modalities (pp. 50-
51). . . .We have been proceeding into the multimedia age assuming 
that people “read” and understand images in the same way that they 
“read” and understand documents. (p. 50) 
Current constraints on screen size and resolution limit the number 
of images that can be displayed at once; users are forced to page through 
screen after screen of thumbnails. The potential of the human eye/ 
brain to make rapid relevancy judgments on images without reference 
to text needs to be exploited. Mechanisms to support “I’ll know it when 
I see it” behavior could be developed to allow users to browse through 
large numbers of images quickly. The exploratory work done by the 
Maryland team with the National Digital Library (Marchionini, 1998), 
for instance, allows users to select viewing options to display up to fifty 
thumbnails at a time. 
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SUPPORTING FUNCTIONALITY DESIGN-INTERFACE AND k 0 L  
DEVELOPMENT 
Beyond the workings of discovery and retrieval, effective user inter- 
face design is critical in facilitating the use of the visual information re- 
turned by our image delivery systems. Returning to Sklar’s (1995) func- 
tionality characteristics, she asserts that it is necessary to gain direct access 
to digital surrogates and be able to display a number of images on screen 
at once, allowing rapid and easy comparison (p. 14). If that functionality 
is characteristic of a “generic” interface, what other kinds of features of 
specialized interfaces might need to be developed to support specific us- 
ers and uses! 
GenericIntPrface Desiffn Is.rues 
Most of the Web-based image databases developed to date, including 
those developed in the MESL project, provide a series of common inter- 
faces for returning search results to users. The Web browser serves as the 
basic interface with several more or less standard ways of displaying search 
results within the browser window. For browsing, a grid of thumbnails 
with brief identifying captions below is the most typical presentati’on; us- 
ers must page through multiple screens if many thumbnails are returned 
in response to a query. For a more complete display, screen elements 
include fielded textual data presented in something like standard biblio- 
graphic format (brief display) with the associated image or images next to 
it. Options for viewing larger images and more textual information (full 
record) are often provided as well. Because many of these delivery sys- 
terns have been designed in libraries and visual resource collections, it is 
not surprising that the general design grows directly from the libraiy cata- 
log tradition. 
Lansdale et al. (1996) characterize this kind of design as “craft de- 
sign,” that is, evolutionary, developed by trial and error, where successful 
elements are incorporated and carried forward and unsuccessful ones drop 
away. They distinguish it from design grounded in scientific theoretical 
knowledge. Plaisant et al. (1995) note that designing image browsers in- 
volves many choices and requires more controlled experiments, 
prototyping, and validation. Mostafa (1994) also remarks on the rarity of 
theoretical and empirical research on user interface design in image re- 
trieval systems. He urges additional exploration of our ability to process 
visual information rapidly, processing it only as visual information without 
reference to verbal descriptions (p. 118). More cooperation with human- 
computer interaction specialists as well as empirical research and usability 
testingwill help validate effective design decisions and generate new models 
to be tested. 
Functionality 
In addition to displaying images in response to user queries, we need 
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to provide certain very basic tools to accompany the generic interface. 
For instance, the user needs to be able to select or “mark records or 
images and to save them for later arrangement and manipulation. Pro-
viding the user with the ability to customize or choose display options is 
also useful. In the student and instructor evaluation of the MESL project, 
both instructors and students indicated “zooming in and out” and “com- 
paring two images” as the most desirable display and manipulation fea- 
tures they wanted in future image databases. Instructors also expressed 
an interest in tools which would allow them to “save search results” and 
“sort and mark sets of images” (Sandore & Shaik, 199’1). 
A few of these functional tools are available in recently developed 
delivery systems. The AMICO interface, developed by RLG, includes the 
shopping cart function-called a “notebook” in the RLG system-where 
records and images can be saved during a session and then printed or 
downloaded. In addition, a menu selection called “Options” takes the 
user to a screen where they can select default viewing options for a ses- 
sion, including maximum image dimensions, sort order, number of items 
in each search result screen, and various other display options (see Figure 
7). It is critical that the effectiveness of these kinds of basic tools be evalu- 
ated as well as determining whether others would add significantly to the 
functionality of our most basic interfaces. For instance, one could imag- 
ine the usefulness of extending user controls over interface options. Dif- 
ferent interfaces might be selected depending on the information need 
(known item search versus browsing) or based on the number of hits in 
response to a query. Or an intelligent interface could be built that could 
respond to user input by selecting the most appropriate displays based on 
the user’s path through the material. 
Special Tools,forSpecific Users and Uses 
In addition to investigating the effectiveness of search forms, brows- 
ing interfaces, and search result displays for generic applications such as 
union catalogs, further research is needed into the kinds of functionality, 
interfaces, and tools specific user groups need to enable specific uses of 
image databases. 
The development of the ISIS sofoivare at Maryland in the MESL project 
clearly demonstrated that putting appropriate tools in the hands of fac- 
ulty users greatly enhanced their ability to use both the visual information 
and the textual information in the database. This software successfully 
translated the process of selecting and arranging slides on a light table 
and placing them into slide carousels for classroom projection onto the 
computer screen (see Figure 8). Faculty members were presented with a 
familiar metaphor for their analog working environment and were there- 
fore much more willing and able to utilize the underlying information in 
the data set. 
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Figure 7. Screen Shots from RLG/AMICO Showing Notebook and Viewing 
Options. 
Figure 8. Maryland ISIS: Toolsfor Ordering Image Presentation in the Classroom 
and Controlling Projection. 
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For art historical research, other sets of tools would be required. Some 
of the modeling for these tools was undertaken in a joint project of the 
Getty Art History Information Program and Brown University’s Institute 
for Research and Information (Bakewell et al., 1988). In a two-pronged 
study, the researchers investigated what art historians say they do in their 
research and observed what the art historians actually do in order to bet- 
ter understand what kinds of automated tools would enhance their work. 
The interview subjects reported a number of behaviors around which func- 
tionality could be built. They reported frequently writing in the margins 
of photocopies of works of art; collecting and arranging information by 
topic, not by format, commingling clippings, photographs, sales catalogs, 
and letters. They reported on building personal collections of images 
and frequently interfiling them with notes for a specific project. Rhyne 
(1998), in reviewing various image databases and museum sites on the 
Web, enumerates a list of basic requirements a scholar would expect from 
such sites. Although somewhat different in focus, Rhyne’s article is an 
important example of the way specialist users can contribute to the articu- 
lation of system requirements. 
For art historians, some of the behaviors that would need to be sup- 
ported would be comparison, annotation, and the ability to examine de- 
tails. Some of this functionality has begun to emerge in the past few years. 
Both the RLG/AMICO system and the Michigan Image Server give users 
instructions or tools to do side-by-side image comparison (see Figure 9).  
111 I1 I 
Figure 9. Michigan Image Services, Side by Side Comparison. 
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A JAVA-based image annotation tool, called I-NOTE, has been devel- 
oped by the Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities at the 
University ofVirginia (University ofVirginia, 1998) (see Figure 10).Michi-
gan is using Mr. SID, the wavelet compression software developed by 
LizardTech, to enable panning and zooming to examine image details. 
Figure 10. University of Virginia, Institute for Advanced Technology in the 
Humanities (IATH): I-Note, Image Annotation Tool, Screen Shot. 
In the commercial sector, Luna Imaging, a digital imaging service 
provider founded by Michael Ester (formerly director of the Getty Art 
History Information Program), has developed an image management prod- 
uct called Insight aimed at the cultural heritage community. Presumably 
the design attempts to support some of the functionality identified in the 
AHIP/IRIS study. Luna’s product literature states that Insight is designed 
with the image user, not the collection manager, in mind. It allows users 
to “look through materials, examine and compare images, view details, 
organize images into groups around ideas or events, and save subsets of 
images for particular applications.” While products such as Insight may 
begin to meet users’ functional requirements, it is important that as a 
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community we acknowledge the need to develop nonproprietary tool sets 
which can be put in the hands of all end-users. 
As these functional tools continue to develop, we can envision the 
creation of customized tool sets appropriate for particular uses like per- 
sonal research, courseware creation, organizing exhibitions, and the like. 
This is not simply a technical challenge; it is imperative that developers 
work closely with end-users, modeling and understanding how they work 
in the analog world and then engaging in an iterative development pro- 
cess in the digital environment. Mie need to acknowledge that “informa- 
tion systems and indexing tools designed for specific disciplines need to 
fit the needs of those fields rather than the ‘typical’ humanist scholar” 
(Tibbo, 1994, p. 608). 
The process undertaken in the Getty AHIP/Brown IRIS project to 
understand the behaviors of art historians in their research needs to be 
extended to other disciplines where scholars make intensive use of vi-
sual materials so that those behaviors can be effectively supported by 
specialized interfaces and tool sets. As Ester and Shipp observed in their 
foreword to the AHIP/IRIS study: “Considering the magnitude of the 
commitments that institutions are making to automation, we would be 
well advised to improve our comprehension of the constituency we in- 
tend to serve” (Bakewell et al., 1988, p. xi). It seems likely that broad 
based transformations of scholarly research and teaching will be pos- 
sible only after considerably more functionality is built into digital deliv- 
ery systems. 
CONCLUSION 
The past few years have seen rapid growth in the development of 
image delivery systems to provide access to the wealth of cultural heritage 
information. The Museum Educational Site Licensing Project served as 
an important testbed, and successor projects are building on its successes 
and incorporating new functionality in their own systems. As the process 
of iterative development continues, it is critical that developers focus on 
users and uses and be explicit about the assumptions, biases, and limita- 
tions of their processes and their systems. In so doing, users will be better 
served and the documentation of system goals and design decisions will 
better inform future system development. In addition, more collabora- 
tion between information professionals, computer scientists, human-com- 
puter interaction specialists, instructional designers, and end-users (stu- 
dents, teachers, and scholars) will enrich and accelerate the development 
process. Those collaborations must include more quantitative and quali- 
tative research, widely disseminated, in order to focus limited resources 
on those development efforts which will have the greatest impact on user 
success. 
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Evaluation of Image Retrieval Systems: 
Role of User Feedback 
SAMANTHAK. HASTINGS 
ABSTRACT 
INTELLECTUALACCESS TO A C~ROWINC NUMBER OF NETWORKED image re- 
positories is but a small part of the much larger problem of intellectual 
access to new information formats. As more and more information be- 
comes available in digital formats, it is imperative that we understand how 
people retrieve and use images. Several studies have investigated how 
users search for images, but there are few evaluation studies of image 
retrieval systems. Preliminary findings from research in progress indicate 
a need for improved browsing tools, image manipulation software, feed- 
back mechanisms, and query analysis. Comparisons are made to previous 
research results from a study of intellectual access to digital art images. 
This discussion will focus on the problems of image retrieval identified in 
current research projects, report on an evaluation project in process, and 
propose a framework for evaluation studies of image retrieval systems that 
emphasizes the role of user feedback. 
INTRODUCTION 
Problems with the retrieval of images are complicated by a lack of 
knowledge of how people search for, and use, images. There is a prolif-
eration of image databases available on servers connected to the Web. As 
the number of images available increases, the more difficult it becomes to 
find the image that meets a specific information need. In addition, many 
of the documents that are being converted into electronic formats contain 
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images. Traditional retrieval and indexing methods for providing access 
to large text databases do not offer adequate access to the images. Text 
retrieval research has a history of several thousand years. Retrieval re- 
search for images has been going on for approximately ten years, and we 
are just now beginning to examine the content of images instead of view- 
ing them as black boxes described by textual descriptors. 
The differences between text and images necessitate that research in 
retrieval techniques for images begin with an understanding of how people 
search for images, how images are indexed, how images are used, input 
from users, and what manipulations of the images are needed for specific 
tasks. When the focus is narrowed to digital art images, the problem is even 
more complex because there are queries of art that are not specific or de- 
pendent on content. The investigation of intellectual access to art images is 
a small piece of the retrieval problem, but the nature of how people search 
art images reflects the difficulty of the problem. This is notjust an indexing 
problem; sophisticated technology does not solve it, and it seems that pat- 
tern-matching algorithms only seem to work with known item searches. 
BACKGROUND 
The major problems with the retrieval of digital images may be di- 
vided into four main categories: technical, semantic, content, and relativ- 
ity. Technical problems include load time and bandwidth, lack of stan- 
dard formats, color match systems, the size of image files in general, com- 
pression losses, and resolution variables. Most of these technical issues 
are capable of being resolved (Lynch, 1991; Besser & Trant, 1995). If we 
assume that bandwidth will increase, compression algorithms will improve, 
color match systems will be standardized, and needed resolutions will be- 
come available, then these technical problems should not consume us in 
the investigation of intellectual access to digital art images. 
Semantic or concept-based problems deal with image retrieval termi- 
nology. Controlled vocabularies and standards to enable uniform access 
are used for concept-based indexing and retrieval. Projects such as the 
Art and Architecture Thesaurus, ICONCLASS,The Thesaurus for Graphic Mate- 
rials (TGM),The Consortium for the Computer Interchange of Museum 
Information (CIMI) ,The Art Museum Image Consortium (AMICO) ,and 
many European projects attempt to standardize the language and retrieval 
mechanisms used to search for images (Barnett & Petersen, 1989; Busch, 
1992; Moen, 1998). 
We know that terms contained in a user’s query are important indica- 
tors for indexed retrieval of images (Enser, 1995; Armitage & Enser, 199’7; 
Jorgensen, 1996). Natural language searching is also investigated in a 
hypermedia environment with information in text nodes connected to an 
image for generation of a descriptor for the image (Dunlop & Van 
Rijsbergen, 1993). However, it is clear that using text to index a nontextual 
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medium leaves much to be desired. Enser (1995) states “linguistic identi- 
fiers, in the form of indexing terms, titles and captions, attached to im- 
ages within a collection offer little promise as an e€fective pictorial infor- 
mation retrieval procedure” (p. 156). 
Content-based issues in the retrieval of images are the current focus 
of at least twenty research groups (Gupta &Jain, 1997). Early research by 
Rorvig (1990) suggests that users presented with an image do not require 
textual descriptions. Content research includes systems that automati- 
cally identify and extract one or more of the following image attributes: 
color, shape, texture, spatial similarity, and text contained in an image. 
For example, Lunin (1994) presents a solid case for the use of texture for 
automated retrieval of fabric designs. Gupta and Jain (1997) give a de- 
tailed discussion of the capabilities of content-based image retrieval sys- 
tems. Gudivada and Raghavan (199S) provide an excellent overview of 
the capabilities of content-based image retrieval systems. Examples in- 
clude Qiiery by Image Content (QBIC) , ART MUSEUM using Query by 
Visual Example (QW),CORE, the Chabot project from UC Berkeley, 
Virage for multimedia management, and Photobook. In addition to the 
work being conducted with still images, Goodrum (7997) and Turner 
(1995) have both looked at automatic indexing for video and moving im- 
ages. Recently, Turner (1998) used closed-captioning as a source for in- 
dex terms in the retrieval of moving images. 
Of course, there are problems with content-based retrieval systems. 
For example, a search using the AltaVista search engine (which uses Virage 
for image retrieval) and limited to photos with the search term “Homer,” 
retrieves two busts of the Greek Homer, six photos of Homer Simpson, a 
photo of a Winslow Homer painting, and so on. Most interesting is that 
when you click on “visually similar images” under a photo of a bust of the 
Greek Homer, the returns include many curious and questionable images 
but no other bronze busts or images of Homer. 
The last category of problems in the retrieval of digital images deals 
with relativity issues. Relativity includes problems surrounding the aboutness 
of an image. Queries that deal with thematic and iconographical con- 
cepts or ask “Why is?” are particularly difficult to address in automated 
image retrieval systems. Shatford (1986) clearly interprets Panofsky’s 
theory of meaning. Shatford distinguishes Panofsky’s factual and expres- 
sional meaning as determining what the picture is of and what it is about. 
She concludes that, at the iconographical level, an image “cannot be in- 
dexed with any degree of consistency” (p. 45). 
There are a number of user-centered approaches focused on query 
analysis and image retrieval tasks presented by Enser (1995),Hastings 
(1995),Jorgensen (1996), and Keister (1994). More work on user needs 
and query types in content-based retrieval is needed. Armitage and Enser 
(1997) continue their work with an additional collection of user queries 
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and a suggested matrix for classification of the query terms based on 
Panofsky’s categories. 
Based on the Jorgensen finding that category use may depend on the 
task in which a user is involved, Fidel (1997) questions “should the design 
and evaluation of image databases be guided by the tasks involved in im- 
age retrieval?” (p. 186). Using Jorgensen’s attribute classes, Fidel analyzed 
100 actual requests from an agency with a large collection of stock photos 
similar to the one in Enser’s study. Fidel refines the question to whether 
performance measurenlents should apply to all retrieval tasks or “does 
each task require its own measurement?” (p. 186). The summary of search-
ing-behavior characteristics is presented in the categories of data pole and 
object pole. In the data pole, images provide information, and relevance 
criteria can often be determined ahead of time. In the objectpole, images 
are objects, relevance criteria are invoked when viewing the images, and 
browsing the whole answer set is required. Fidel concludes that, for the 
image-retrieval tasks analyzed in the study, “precision and recall as used 
for text retrieval might not be adequate tests in image retrieval” (p. 198). 
O’Connor (in press) focuses on the users and uses to circumvent some 
of the difficulties in describing images in words. User generation of cap- 
tions and verbal responses are gathered from a collection of 300 diverse 
images. The role of user feedback is highlighted in the belief that index- 
ing must have an active functional quality to be effective (O’Connor, 1994). 
In addition, O’Connor is investigating the ability of people to rapidly browse 
many images without the constraints of categorizations. In this “show-me- 
the-pictures’’ approach lies great promise for increased retrieval effective- 
ness. Combined with user-supplied functional captions and responses, 
some of the problems and challenges inherent in the relativity category of 
image retrieval may be met. 
However, the major problem of intellectual access to digitized images 
in a networked environment remains largely unsolved (Mostafa, 1994; 
Rasmussen, 199’1). Reliable measures for evaluating image retrieval sys- 
tems need to be developed or revised from text retrieval methods. We do 
know that providing surrogate or thumbnail representations of an image 
for browsing greatly improves access to a collection (Besser, 1990),but we 
are still unsure when and how to match the need to browse with the re- 
trieval task or query. 
Cawkell (1992) points out that co-citation patterns reveal very little 
communication and collaboration between the content-based and con- 
cept-based researchers. Unfortunately, this remains a difficult obstacle in 
the design and testing of image retrieval systems. 
CURRENTSTUDY 
In a previous study of intellectual access to digital art images, all aspects 
of search and retrieval in an art image database were analyzed (Hastings, 
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1994). The study investigated how variations in the retrieval parameters 
and access points affected the queries by art historians when they conduct 
research using an art image database. Access points include existing in- 
formation about the collection such as artist, title, provenance, and sug- 
gestions from participants for additional access points. Categories of query 
complexity were compared to image complexities. The current study com- 
pares the findings from identified user queries, user-supplied access terms, 
and retrieval tasks on the U’eb to previous findings. 
For the purposes of the current study, “intellectual access” is defined 
as the image searcher’s ability to find and use (retrieve) the image that 
meets a stated need. A “query” consists of either a stated need or an 
expression of intended use. “Image” is used to represent a surrogate rep- 
resentation of a real painting. The following research questions frame 
the study: 
1. 	 Are there categories of queries that can be met by thumbnail (small 
surrogate) images? 
2. 	 Is there a relationship between queries and manipulation of images? 
3.  	 Do queries contain indicators to access points used for the retrieval of 
images? 
4. 	 Are there identifiable categories of‘images that increase the ability to 
browse a collection of images? 
5. 	 Are there identifiable image manipulations that need to be added to 
satisfy queries in the networked database of images? 
Particapants 
The population of this study is image searchers on the Web. The 
subset of the population for this study is students in the School of Library 
and Information Science and the School of Visual Arts at the University of 
North Texas and members of the Image-L listserv. The selection of the 
sample within this population subset is based on subject interest (Carib- 
bean paintings) and willingness of the subjects to participate in the study. 
It must be noted that the sample is self-selected, and sometimes it is not 
possible to match online survey data with interview data. 
The Collection 
The images used for this study are of paintings in the Bryant West 
Indies Collection housed in the Special Collections Department at the 
Main Library, University of Central Florida. There are sixty-six Caribbean 
paintings with a special focus on Haitian art. The collection contains 
paintings acquired from 1965 through 1990. Images of the paintings are 
stored on a Kodak Photo CD and are the property of the researcher. The 
images and thumbnails of the paintings are available in JPEG format at 
the University of North lexas Web site (http://m.unt.edu/Bryantart) . 
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Procedures 
The summer 1997 indexing and abstracting class at the School of 
Library and Information Science constructed a database of index fields 
for the digital images of the Bryant Collection of Caribbean Art. Each 
image record contains a unique image identifier (code), a corresponding 
thumbnail, and information for each index field. The fields include artist 
name, working title, index terms, abstracts, dimensions, and assigned cat- 
egories for content and style. The user can view a high-resolution image 
of the painting by clicking on the thumbnail from the database template. 
Thumbnail images are available for browsing by random order (see Fig- 
ure 1) and by categories of content or style. The project team assigned 
the categories of content and style. 
Figure 1. Thumbnail Imaqes. 
The index is assembled from controlled vocabularies and terms ap- 
plied by the project team. The index includes thesaurus terms and is 
hypertext-linked to the thumbnail templates. In order to collect user- 
defined terms, a note form is included on each thumbnail template for 
searchers to add their own terms (see Figure 2) .  In addition, users are 
asked to rate the assigned index terms. 
A user survey is available online and responses are sent to an e-mail 
account. T.J. Russell, research assistant, designed the Web pages. Russell 
conducted all pilot tests and contributed an integral part to the project. 
The introductory page for the project is represented in Figure 3. Survey 
and user-supplied data from approximately 200 responses are used for 
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Figure 2. User Feedback Form and Survey. 
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Figure 3. Introductory Page. 
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the preliminary analysis reported below. Additional data are currently 
being collected. Analysis is an ongoing process, and the preliminary re- 
sults reported here will be expanded. 
Data Analysis 
The data are being analyzed in three stages. First, the preliminary 
data from the online surveys and query statements are categorized and 
classified. The data are arranged in tables by query type. When possible, 
interview data are matched to each query, access points suggested, and 
image (s) used. 
The second stage of analysis ranks user responses to existing index 
terms and looks for patterns in the searches for images on the Web. These 
patterns are derived from the tables produced in the first stage of data 
analysis. Relationships are noted for associations between query type and 
(1)displayof the images; (2) access points or combinations of access points; 
and ( 3 ) stated requests for manipulations. The data are examined for 
patterns of variation. 
The third stage of analysis compares the current data to previously 
collected data from a study of intellectual access to digital art images. 
Assertions were discovered from the analysis of the data and concepts 
were formed. The following concepts listed in Table 1 were developed 
from the assertions to describe the process of searching and retrieving 
digitized art images: 
1. 	 There are types and levels of queries used by art historians for search- 
ing photographic and digital art images. 
2. 	 The queries of art historians change when searching digital images. 
They become more complex, and they build on retrieved answer sets 
to create new queries. 
3. 	 There are computer functions needed for different levels of queries. 
4. 	 There is a relationship among level of query, access points, and com- 
puter manipulations for intellectual access to art images. 
5. Some level one queries (see Table 1) can be answered without im- 
ages. 
6. 	 Some level four queries (see Table 1) cannot be answered by the im- 
age or with primary textual information. Secondary subject resources 
are needed. 
7. 	 Digital images provide browse-style searchers with more opportunity 
to winnow for relevant retrieval sets. 
8. 	 Images can be described by level of complexity based on the analysis 
of color, composition, complexity, contrast, perspective, proportion, 
and style. 
9. 	 Queries of style retrieved more complex images. 
Table 1lists the major components of intellectual access identified in the 
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Table 1 
MAJOR COMPONENTS ACCESS ART IMAGES OF INTELLECTU L TO DIGITAL 
Computer 
Levels of Complexity Queries Access Points Manipulations 
Level 1: Includes identi- Includes text Use of search, 
Least Complex fication queries fields and sort, and display 
for who, where, image in gen- 
when eral 
Level 2: For queries of Includes Use of search, 
Complex the type What sorted text select, sort, 
are?”-requires information display, and 
sorting of’the and images enlarge 
text informa- 
tion in the 
answer set 
Level 3: Includes Includes Use of compare, 
More Complex queries of style, style, key- enlarge,  mark, 
subject, how, words, and resolution, and 
and ID of com p 1ex style 
objects or act- images 
ivities 
Level 4: Includes Includes style Use of style & 
Most Complex queries for 
meaning, sub- 
and subject subject searches 
plus access to full- 
ject, and why text secondary 
subject resources 
analysis of the study data by level of query complexity. Level one repre- 
sents the least complex query level and level four represents the most 
complex. The table explains how the discovered concepts depend on 
complexity of the query and are linked to access points, computer ma- 
nipulations, and traits of the image. 
The previously defined categories showed a direct correlation between 
type of query and index access points and between type of query and 
complexity of image (Hastings, 1995). The results of the comparison to 
current data collected from the Web are discussed in the following sec- 
tion. 
PRELIMINARYFINDINGS 
The major difference in the data collected on the Web compared to 
previous data is the lack of ability to manipulate the images to meet the 
stated need in the query. Query categories for the Web searches fit into 
two categories. The first category is a combination of levels 1and 2 (see 
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Table 1) from the previous study. Alrnost 60 percent of the queries col- 
lected asked for identification of the artist, activities, or place. The re- 
maining 40 percent of the queries asked something about the subject of 
the painting, especially if the painting included voodoo ritual symbolo- 
gies. This may change as we continue to collect and analyze data. 
We are not able to compare computer manipulations or access points 
used at this time. Queries requiring a manipulation of the image to pro- 
vide the answer could not be answered because the ability to compare 
images in sets and zoom-in or enlarge sections of the paintings was not 
possible. 
The original research questions used to frame the current study are 
listed below with the findings we can support at this time: 
1. 	 Are there categories of queries that can be met by thumbnail (small surrogate) 
images? Almost 60 percent of the queries collected were answered 
with the use oS thumbnail images. In the next stage ofanalysis, we will 
look at whether browsing the thumbnails could have answered the 
queries. 
2. 	 Is there a relationship between queries and manipulation of images? Several 
queries requested that portions of each image in a retrieved set be 
enlarged and compared on the same screen. The requested manipu- 
lations of the images were not available in this first set. 
3. 	 Do queries contain indicators to the access points used in retrieuing needed 
images? For the queries that used text search terms, most of them 
appeared to have used the index and thesaurus as a guide in the for- 
mulation of the query. 
4. 	 Are there identifiable categories of images that increase the ability to browse a 
collection of images? The majority of users in the current set of data 
used the browse by category option, but it is unknown if that was from 
curiosity about the categories or from a relationship between their 
queries and the available categories. We do know from the survey and 
interview data that users suggest their own categories for sorting im- 
ages for browsing and seemed to prefer the random categorization of 
images. 
5. 	 Are there identijiable image manipulations that need to be added to meet que- 
ries in the networked database of images? User notes from the online sur-
vey and interviews indicate that users need to be able to compare im- 
ages, form images into sets for comparison, and have the ability to 
zoom-in or enlarge sections of the images. 
IMPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this study is to investigate how people query and re- 
trieve digtal art images on the Web. The study provides new information 
about the retrieval of images in a distributed network environment. How- 
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ever, there are also several problem areas discovered in this attempt to col- 
lect data from the Web. The very nature of the Web complicates the at- 
tempt to study how people access and use images because it is difficult to 
correlate online survey data with interview data. It is also difficult to sepa- 
rate duplicate responses. The Web environment presses the issue of testing 
because it continues to develop without waiting for the results from schol- 
arly inquiry. Despite the complexities and lack of control over the envi- 
ronment, we are able to present three findings based on the data analysis. 
We now know that browsing, manipulation of the images, and need 
for user interaction are important aspects of the search for images on the 
Web. As discussed in the implications section above, the capabilities to 
zoom-in on, enlarge, and group the images were not available on the Web. 
Image searchers on the Web need the additional capabilities that such 
software offers. For example, users with queries about the style of a paint-
ing often want to zoom-in on, and enlarge, an area to study color or brush 
strokes. Queries from the “compare” category need to be able to group 
different sets of images for comparison. It is especially important for us- 
ers to be able to move and manipulate high-resolution images, not just 
the thumbnails. The conclusion is that the more complex the query, the 
more options for manipulation are required. 
The responses collected from the survey form indicate the need for 
users to add their own descriptors and index terms in the search process. 
The application of relevance feedback mechanisms needs to dramatically 
improve. As we continue to collect and analyze the terms supplied by the 
users of the Caribbean art images, we will look for patterns or relation- 
ships between the supplied terms and the query. 
The ability to browse the images becomes even more important on 
the Web. Thumbnail surrogates, as representations of the high-resolu- 
tion image, are used as access points. However, thumbnails as surrogates 
present their own problems. Automatic extractions often capture only 
part of the high-resolution image, and there is little control over what 
part is used. We need to look at the importance of thumbnail categories 
to aid browsing. So far, there are more users of the random browse cat- 
egory than the supplied categories of content and style. It is important 
that users have the capability of applying their own categories for sorting 
and browsing. It may be that there are indicators in a query that system 
designers can use to supply possible categories. 
Finally, the whole problem of “relativity” or queries of “why” is largely 
unsolved. We are finding some attempts by users to add dimensions of 
their own knowledge to the subject of a painting-especially for queries 
about meaning in the paintings, such as voodoo rituals. It is this role for 
user feedback that brought on the discussion of what is needed to effec- 
tively evaluate an image retrieval system. 
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A SUGGESTED FOR EVALUATIONFRAMEWORK STUDIES 
Based on the work of the researchers mentioned in the background 
section of this article and the preliminary results of the current study, a 
combination of methods for evaluation of image retrieval systems are sug- 
gested in Table 2 .  
Table 2. 

FRAMEM.ORK OF IMAGE: SYSTEMS
FOR E V A I . U A - I . I ~ N  RFTRILVAL 
Quer) 01 Xrtrieval or Evaluation 
Retriuoa1 T(LAk Sean h Too0 Mpthod 
Identification o f  Indrx text User & relevance 
known item arid fields feedback 
or image Browse images Relevant? Yes o r  N o  
Measures of time & 
effort 
Identification of 
unknown itein(s) in 
image and/or index 
Srlect & display 
sets of images 
Enlargr 
Sort sets 
User supplied terms & 
Survey form 
Online user feedback 
mechanisms 
categories for browsing 
Measures of time & effort 
Investigations of style 
and image content 




such as color, Survey form 
texture, shape, 
and so on 
Queries asking “why” Random browsing Amount of urer effort 
and investigations and extensive Observation of browsing 
for “aboutness” answer set displays behavior and answer 
set development 
May require Capture retrieved 
secondary sets and 
resources-e.g., comparr to 
biographical and query/ task 
historical information 
The important questions that arise from the suggested framework 
are: 
How and when are user feedback niechanisms that include opportu- 
nities for user knowledge added to the database? 
What is the nature of browsing in an image database and what types of 
flexibility need to be inherent in the system? 
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What types of manipulation of the images are needed and when? 
and finally, 
How does user interaction and feedback improve the retrieval of im-
ages? 
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Information Retrieval Beyond the Text Document 
YONG RUI, MICHAEL ORTEGA, THOMAS. HUANG,AND 
SHARAD MEHROTRA 
ABSTRACT 
WITH THE EXPANSION OF THE INTERNET,searching for information goes 
beyond the boundary of physical libraries. Millions of documents of vari- 
ous media types-such as text, image, video, audio, graphics, and anima- 
tion-are available around the world and linked by the Internet. Unfor- 
tunately, the state of the art of search engines for media types other than 
text lags far behind their text counterparts. To address this situation, we 
have developed the Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval System (MARS). 
This article reports some of the progress made over the years toward ex- 
ploring information retrieval beyond the text domain. In particular, the 
following aspects of M A R S  are addressed in the article: visual feature ex- 
traction, retrieval models, query reformulation techniques, efficient ex- 
ecution speed performance, and user interface considerations. Extensive 
experimental results are reported to validate the proposed approaches. 
INTRODUCTION 
Huge amounts of digital data are being generated daily. Scanners 
convert the analog/physical data into digital form; digital cameras and 
camcorders directly generate digital data at the production phase. Owing 
to all these multimedia devices, presently information is in all media types, 
including graphics, images, audio, and video in addition to the conven- 
tional text media type. Not only is multimedia information being generated 
Yong Rui, Microsoft Research, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052 
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at an ever-increasing rate, it is transmitted worldwide due to the expansion 
of the Internet. Experts say that the Internet is the largest library that 
ever existed; it is, however, also the most disorganized library ever. 
Textual document retrieval has achieved considerable progress over 
the past two decades. Unfortunately, the state of the art of search engines 
for media types other than text lags far behind their text counterparts. 
Textual indexing of nontextual media, although common practice, has 
some limitations. The most notable limitations include the human effort 
required and the difficulty of describing accurately certain properties 
humans take for granted while having access to the media. Consider how 
human indexers would describe the ripples on an ocean; these could be 
very different under situations such as calm weather or a hurricane. To 
address this situation, we undertook the Multimedia Analysis and Retrieval 
System (MARS) project to provide retrieval capabilities to rich multime- 
dia data. Research in MARS addresses several levels including the multi- 
media features extracted, the retrieval models used, query reformulation 
techniques, efficient execution speed performance, and user interface 
considerations. 
This article reports some of the progress made over the years toward 
exploring information retrieval (IR) beyond the text domain. In particu- 
lar, the discussion will concentrate on visual information retrieval (VIR) 
concepts as opposed to implementation issues. M A R S  explores many dif- 
ferent visual feature representations. A review of these features appears in 
the next section (“Visual Feature Extraction”). These visual features are 
analogous to keyword features in textual media. Another section (“Retrieval 
Models Used in LMARS”)describes two broad retrieval models we have ex- 
plored: the Boolean and vector models and the incorporated enhancements 
to support visual media retrieval such as relevance feedback. Results are 
given in a later section (“Experimental Results”). The last section provides 
remarks summarizing the overall discussion (“Conclusion”). 
VISUALFEATUREXTRACTION 
The retrieval performance of any IR system is fundamentally limited 
by the quality of the “features” and the retrieval model it supports. This 
section sketches the features obtained from visual media. In text-based 
retrieval systems, features can be keywords, phrases, or structural elements. 
There are many techniques for reliably extracting, for example, keywords 
from text documents. The visual counterparts to textual features in visual 
based systems are features such as color, texture, and shape. 
For each feature, there are several different techniques for represen- 
tation. The reason for this is twofold: (1) the field is still under develop- 
ment and, more importantly, ( 2 )  features are perceived differently by 
people and thus different representations cater to various preferences. 
Image features are generally considered as orthogonal to each other. The 
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idea is that a feature will capture some dimension of the content of the 
image, and different features will effectively capture different aspects of 
the image content. In this way, two images closely related in one feature 
could be very different in another feature. A simple example of this are 
two images, one of a deep blue sky and the other of a blue ocean. These 
two images could be very similar in terms ofjust color; however, the ripples 
caused by waves in the ocean add a distinctive pattern that distinguishes 
the two images in terms of their texture. Rui et al. (1999) give a detailed 
description of the visual features, and the following paragraphs empha- 
size the important ones. 
The color feature is one of the most widely used visual features in VIR. 
This feature captures the color content of images. It is relatively robust to 
background complication and independent of image size and orientation. 
Some representative studies of color perception and color spaces can be 
found in McCamy et al. (1976) and Miyahara (1988). In VIR, color histo- 
grams (Swain & Ballard, 1991), color moments (Stricker & Orengo, 1995), 
and color sets (Smith & Chang, 1995) are the most used representations. 
Texture refers to the visual patterns that have properties of homogene- 
ity that do not result from the presence of only a single color or intensity. It 
is an innate property of virtually all surfaces, including clouds, trees, bricks, 
hair, fabric, and so on. It contains important information about the struc- 
tural arrangement of surfaces and their relationship to the surrounding 
environment (Haralick et al., 1973). Co-occurrence matrix (Haralick et al., 
1973), Tamura texture (Tamura et al., 1978), and Wavelet texture (Kundu 
& Chen, 1992) are the most popular texture representations. 
In general, the shape representations can be divided into two catego- 
ries: boundary-based and region-based. The former uses only the outer 
boundary of the shape while the latter uses the entire shape region (Rui 
et al., 1996). The most successful representatives for these two categories 
are Fourier Descriptor and Moment Invariants. Some recent work in shape 
representation and matching includes the Finite Element Method (FEM) 
(Pentland et al., 1996), Turning Function (Arkin et al., 1991), and Wave- 
let Descriptor (Chuang & Kuo, 1996). 
RETRIEVAL MODELSUSEDIN M A R S  
With the large number of retrieval models proposed in the IR litera- 
ture, M A R S  attempts to exploit this research for content-based retrieval 
over images. The retrieval model comprises the document or object model 
(here a collection of feature representations), a set of feature similarity 
measures, and a query model. 
The Object Model 
We first need to formalize how an object is modeled (Rui et al., 199813). 
We will use images as an example, even though this model can be used for 
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other media types as well. An image object 0 is represented as: 
0 = O(D, F, R) (1) 
11 is the raw image data-e.g., ajpeg image. 
F = {A)is a set of low-level visual features associated with the image 
object, such as color, texture, and shape. 
R = { ry]is a set of representations for a given featurex-e.g., both color 
histogram and color moments are representations for the color fea- 
ture (Swain & Ballard, 1991). 
Note that, each representation r itself may be a vector consisting of 
multiple components, that is: ’ 
‘il ... ryk,... ‘iJ= by,> (2) 
where K is the length of the vector. 
Figure 1 shows a graphic representation of the object (image) model. 
The proposed object model supports multiple representations to accom- 
modate the rich content in the images. An image is thus represented as a 
collection of low-level image feature representations (see section entitled 
“Visual Feature Extraction”) extracted automatically using computer vi- 
sion methods as well as a manual text description of the image. 
f1 . . .  Features 
r,, . . . rIj 4, . . . qj Representations 
Figure 1.  The Obiect Model. 
Each feature representation is associated with some similarity mea- 
sure. All these similarity measures are normalized to lie within [0,1] to 
denote the degree to which two images are similar in regard to the same 
feature representation. A value of 1means that they are very similar and 
a value of 0 means that they are very dissimilar. Revisiting our blue sky 
and ocean example from the early section (“Visual Feature Extraction”), 
the sky arid ocean images may have a similarity of 0.9 in the color histo- 
gram representation of color and 0.2 in the wavelet representation of tex- 
ture. Thus the two images are fairly similar in their color content but very 
different in their texture content. This mapping M=(<feature representation, 
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similarity measurez>, ...} together with the object model 0, forms (0,8 R, 
M), a foundation on which query models can be built. 
Query Models 
Based on the object model and the similam‘ty measures defined above, 
query models that work with these raw features are built. These query 
models, together with the object model, form complete retrieval models 
used for VIR. 
We explore two major models for querying. The first model is an 
adaptation of the Boolean retrieval model to visual retrieval in which se- 
lected features are used to build predicates used in a Boolean expression. 
The second model is a vector (weighted summation) model where all the 
features of the query object play a role in retrieval. The section on Bool- 
ean retrieval describes the Boolean model and the section on the “Vector 
Model” describes that model. 
Boolean Retrieval 
A user may not only be interested in more than a single feature from 
a single image. It is very likely that the user may choose multiple features 
from multiple images. For example, using a point-and-click interface, a 
user can specify a query to retrieve images similar to an image A in color 
and similar to an image B in texture. To cope with composite queries, a 
Boolean retrieval model is used to interpret the query and retrieve a set of 
images ranked based on their similarity to the selected feature. 
The basic Boolean retrieval model needs a pre-defined threshold, 
which has several potential problems (Ortega et al., 1998b). To overcome 
these problems, we have adopted the following two extensions to the ba- 
sic Boolean model to produce a ranked list of answers: 
Fuzzy Boolean Retrieval. The similarity between the image and the 
query feature is interpreted as the degree of membership of the im- 
age to the fuzzy set of images that match the query feature. Fuzzy set 
theory is used to interpret the Boolean query, and the images are 
ranked based on their degree of membership in the set. 
ProbabilisticBoolean Retrieval. The similarity between the image and 
the query feature is considered to be the probability that the image 
matches the user’s information need. Feature independence is ex- 
ploited to compute the probability of an image satisfying the query 
which is used to rank the images. 
In the discussion below, we will use the following notations. Images 
in the collection are denoted by 11,I,, ...I,. Features over the images are 
denoted by F,, F,, ... F? where F, denotes both the name of the feature as 
well as the domain of values that the feature can take. The jyhinstance of 
feature F, corresponds to image I,and is denoted byJl. For example, say F, 
is the color feature which is represented in the database using a histogram. 
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In that case, F, is also used to denote the set of all the color histograms, 
andf,,j is the color histogram for image 5. Query variables are denoted by 
uI, ug, ... 7 i n  I 7ik €T so each ukrefers to an instance of a feature F (an f ) .  
Note that q(1)= f .  During query evaluation, each ukis used to rank im- 
I ‘i
ages in the collection based on the feature domain ofJ; (T) ,that is uk’s 
domain. Thus, uk can be thought of as being a list of images from the 
collection ranked based on the similarity of uk to all instances of T.  For 
example, say F, is the set of all wavelet texture vectors in the collection, if 
uk then ukcan be interpreted as being both the wavelet texture vector 
corresponding to image 5 and the ranked list of all <I,S, (F2(Z),jJ>with 
SITbeing the similarity function that applies to two texture values. 
A query Q(u,,u2, .. . u!?)is viewed as a query tree whose leaves corre- 
spond to single feature variable queries. Internal nodes of the tree corre- 
spond to the Boolean operators. Specifically, nonleaf nodes are one of 
three forms: ( 7 i 1 ,  u2, ... u,) ) :a conjunction of positive literals; ( u l ,u2, ... uP’
up+l,... a conjunction consisting of both positive and negative literals; u,,), 
and (u,,u2,... 7 ~ , ~ ) ,which is a disjunction of positive literals. The following 
is an example of a Boolean query: Q(7 i1 ,  u2)= (u, =J,>)A( u2=,LJ is a query 
where u1has a value equal to the color histogram associated with image I ,  
and 7i2 has a value of the texture feature associated with I,. Thus, the 
query Qrepresents the desire to retrieve images whose color matches that 
of image and whose texture matches that of image I,. Figure 2 shows an 
example v e r y  Q(U/?  v,, ((u,= f , , . , ) ~ ( ~ , = f 2 , , ~ ) ) v ( ( ~ j = f ~ , , s ) ~ ~ l ( u 4uj,uq) = = 
ti,,))
in its tree representation. 
Operators:And, Or, Not 

Basic features and representations: 

Color histogram, color moment, wavelet texture, ... 

Figure 2. Sample Query Tree. 
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Weighting in the Query Tree 
In a query, one feature can receive more importance than another 
according to the user’s perception. The user can assign the desired im- 
portance to any feature by a process known as feature weighting. Tradition-
ally, retrieval systems (Flickner et al., 1995; Bach et al., 1996) use a linear 
scaling factor as feature weights. Under our Boolean model, this is not 
desirable. Fagin and Wimmers (1997) noted that such linear weights do 
not scale to arbitrary functions used to compute the combined similarity 
of an image. The reason is that the similarity computation for a node in a 
query tree may be based on operators other than a weighted summation 
of the similarity of the children. Fagin and Wimmers (1997) present a 
way to extend linear weighting to the different components for arbitrary 
scoring functions as long as they satisfy certain properties. We are unable 
to use their approach since their mapping does not preserve orthogonal- 
ity properties on which our algorithms rely (Ortega et al., 1998b). In- 
stead, we use a mapping function from [0,1] -+ [0,1] of the form: 
-1 
similarity’ = similarity 0 < weight < - (3) 
which preserves the range boundaries [0,1] and boosts or degrades the 
similarity in a smooth way. Sample mappings are shown in Figure 3. This 
method preserves most of the properties explained in Fagin and Wimmers 
(1997), except it is undefined for a weight of 0. In Fagin and Wimmers, a 
weight of 0 means the node can be dismissed. Here, limwaght - ” similarity’= 
0 for similarity E [0,1). A perfect similarity of 1will remain at 1. This 
mapping is performed at each link connecting a child to a parent in the 
query tree. 
Figure 4a shows how the fuzzy model would work with our running 
example of blue sky and blue ocean images. Figure 4b shows how the 
probabilistic model would work with our running example of blue sky and 
blue ocean images. 
Computing Boolean Queries 
Fagin (1996) proposed an algorithm to return the top k answers for 
queries with monotonic scoring functions that has been adopted by the 
Garlic multimedia information system under development at the IBM 
Almaden Research Center (Fagin & Wimmers, 1997). A function F is 
monotonic if F(x,, ... x,) sF(x’,, ... xk) for x, <x: for every i. Note that the 
scoring functions for both conjunctive and disjunctive queries for the fuzzy 
and probabilistic Boolean models satisfy the monotonicity property. This 
algorithm relies on reading a number of objects from each branch in the 
query tree until it has k objects in the intersection. Then it falls back on 
probing to enable a definite decision. In contrast, our algorithms (Ortega 
et al., 1998b) are tailored to specific functions that combine object scor- 
ing (here called fuzzy and probabilistic models). 
0.8 








0 	 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
similarity 
Figure 3. Various Samples for Similarity Mappings. 
0 Blue Ocean image 
HA-\ 
Color Texture Features Color Texture 
A A 
Histogram and Moment\ Tamura m d Wsbeler Hisrogram and Moments 
S=0.9*07=0 63 
Tamura and Wavelet 
s=o2*0.1=0.02 
Query=Color or Texture 
S=max(O.7.0 I)=O 7 
Overall Similarity 
Blue Sky Image 
QueryXoIor or Texture 
S=0.63+002-0.63*0.02=0.617 
a) Fuzzy Model b) Probabilistic Model 
Figure 4. Various Samples for Similarity Mappings. 
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Another approach to optimizing query processing over multimedia 
repositories has been proposed in Chaudhari and Gravano (1996). It 
presents a strategy to optimize queries when users specify thresholds on 
the grade of match of acceptable objects as filter conditions. It uses the 
results in Fagin (1996) to convert top-k queries to threshold queries and 
then process them as filter conditions. It shows that, under certain condi- 
tions (uniquely graded repository), this approach is expected to access no 
more objects than the strategy in Fagin (1996). Furthermore, while the 
above approaches have mainly concentrated on the fuzzy Boolean model, 
we consider both the fuzzy and probabilistic models in M A R S .  This is 
significant since the experimental results illustrate that the probabilistic 
model outperforms the fuzzy model in terms of retrieval performance, 
which is discussed in a later section (“Experimental Results”). 
Vector Model 
An information retrieval model consists of a document model, a query 
model, and a model for computing similarity between the documents and 
the queries. One of the most popular IR models is the vector model 
(Buckley & Salton, 1995; Salton & McGill, 1983; Shaw, 1995). Various 
effective retrieval techniques have been developed for this model. Among 
these, term weightingand relevance feedback are of fundamental importance. 
Term weighting is a technique for assigning different weights for dif- 
ferent keywords (terms) according to their relative importance to the 
document (Shaw, 1995; Salton & McGill, 1983). If we define wzkto be the 
weight for term tk,k = 1, ...,N, in document i (D*) ,where N is the number 
of terms. Document i can be represented as a weight vector in the term 
space: 
D, = bZ,, (4)... wz,, ... wt,1 
Experiments have shown that the product of tf(term frequency) and idf 
(inverse document frequency) is a good estimation of the weights (Buckley 
& Salton, 1995; Salton & McGill, 1983; Shaw, 1995). The query Qhas the 
same model as that ofa  document &i.e., it is a weight vector in the term 
space: 
The similarity between D and Qis defined as the Cosine distance. 
similarity (D, Q) = D x Q, (6) 
1ID 1Ix 1 l Q l l  
where II II denotes norm-2. 
As we can see from the previous subsection (“Computing Boolean 
Queries”), in the vector model, the specification of wqk’s in Qis very critical, 
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since the similarityvalues (similarity (D, Q)’s) are computed based on them. 
However, it is usually difficult for a user to map precisely his information 
need into a set of terms. To overcome this difficulty, the technique of 
rehancefeedback has been proposed (Buckley & Salton, 1995; Salton & 
McGill, 1983;Shaw, 1995). Relevance feedback is the process of automati- 
cally adjusting an existing query using information feedback by the user 
about the relevance of previously retrieved documents. Term weighting 
and relevance feedback are powerful techniques in IR. We next general- 
ize these concepts to VIR. 
Vector Q u q Model and  Intepration of Relevance Feedback to VIK 
As discussed in a previous section (“The Object Model”), an object 
model O(D,F;R),together with a set of similarity measures M = {mJ,pro-
vides the foundation for retrieval (D,E,‘&M). The similarity measures are 
used to determine how similar or dissimilar two objects are. Different 
similarity measures may be used for different feature representations. For 
example, Euclidean distance is used for comparing vector-based repre- 
sentations, while Histogram Intersection is used for comparing color his- 
togram representations (see the earlier section on “Visual Feature Extrac- 
tion”). 
The query model is shown in Figure 5. The query has the same form 
as an object, except it has weights at every branch at all levels. VV, W],and 
. . .  . . .0 Objects 
Features 





Figure 5. The Retrieval Process. 
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WJkare associated with features L, representations T], and components ryk 
respectively. The purpose of the weights is to reflect as closely as possible 
the combination of feature representations that best express the user’s 
information need. The process of relevance feedback described below 
aims at updating these weights to form the combination of features that 
best captures the user’s information need. 
Intuitively, the similarity between query and object feature represen- 
tations is computed, and then the feature similarity computed as the 
weighted sum of the similarity of the individual feature representations. 
This process is repeated one level higher when the overall similarity of the 
object is the weighted sum over all the feature similarities. The weights at 
the lowest level, the component level, are used by the different similarity 
measures internally. Figure 6 traces this process for our familiar example 
of a blue sky image as a query and a blue ocean image in the collection. 
Based on the image object model and the set of similarity measures, 
the retrieval process can be described as follows. At the initial query stage, 
equal weights are associated with the features, representations, and com- 
ponents. Best matches are then displayed back to the user. Depending 
on his true information need, the user will mark how good the returned 
matches are (degree of relevance). Based on the user’s feedback, the 
retrieval system will automatically update weights to match the user’s true 
information need. This process is illustrated in Figure 5. In Figure 5, the 
information need embedded in Qflows up while the content of 0 s  flows 
< Blue Ocean image 
4 
Color Texture Features 
A A 
Histogram Moments Tamura Wavelet Representations 
..__f .._._-... ....-.__..{-+ $ 1 
S=0.9 S=0.7 s=0.2 s=o.1 Similarity 
W=0.4VW=0.6 w=o.3 W=0.7 Representation Weight5 V 
S=0.4*0.9+0.6*0.8=0.84 S=0.3*0.2+0.7*0.1=0.13Similarity 
\ P-
W = 0 . 6 v W = 0 . 4  Feature Weights 
S=0.6*0.84+0.4*0.13=0.556 	 Overall Similarity 
Blue Sky Image 
Figure 6. Example Query Calculation of Blue Sky Image against Blue Ocean Image. 
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down. They meet at the dashed line where the similarity measures myare 
applied to calculate the similarity values S(rJ’sbetween Qand 0’s. 
Based on the intuition that important representations or components 
should receive more weight, we have proposed effective algorithms for 
updating these two levels’ weights. Due to page limitation, we refer the 
readers to Rui et al. (1998b). 
EXPERIMENTALRESULTS 
In the experiments reported here, we test our approaches over the 
image collection from the Fowler Museum of Cultural History at the Uni- 
versity of California-Los Angeles. It contains 286 ancient African and 
Peruvian artifacts and is part of the Museum Educational Site Licensing 
Project (MESL) sponsored by the Getty Information Institute. The size of 
the MESL test set is relatively small, but it allows us to explore all the color, 
texture, and shape features simultaneously in a meaningful way. More 
extensive experiments with larger collections have been performed and 
reported in Ortega et al. (1998b) and Rui et al. (1998b). 
In the following experiments, the visual features used are color, tex- 
ture, and shape of the objects in the image. The representations used are 
color histogram and color moments (Swain & Ballard, 1991), for the color 
featur-r Tamura (Tamura et al., 1978; Equitz & Niblack, 1994), and co- 
occurrence matrix (Haralick et al., 1973; Ohanian & Dubes, 1992) tex- 
ture representations for the texture feature, and Fourier descriptor and 
chamfer shape descriptor (Rui et al., 1997b) for the shape feature. 
Boolean Retrieval hlodel Results 
To conduct the experiments, we chose several queries and manually 
determined the relevant set of images with the help of experts in 
librarianship as part of a seminar in multimedia retrieval. With the set of 
queries and relevant answers for each of them, we constructed precision- 
recall curves (Salton & McGill, 1983). These are based on the well-known 
precision and recall metrics. Precision measures the percentage of rel- 
evant answers, and recall measures the percentage of relevant objects re- 
turned to the user. The precision/recall graphs are constructed by mea- 
suring the precision for various levels of recall. 
We conducted experiments to verify the role of feature weighting in 
retrieval. Figure 7(a) shows results of a shup or color query-i.e., to re- 
trieve all images having either the same shape or the same color as the 
query image. We obtained four different precision/recall curves by vary- 
ing the feature weights. The retrieval performance improves when the 
shape feature receives more emphasis. 
We also conducted experiments to observe the impact of the retrieval 
model used to evaluate the queries. We observed that the fuzzy and proba- 
bilistic interpretations of the same query yield different results. Figure 
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7(b) shows the performance of the same query (a texture or colorquery) in 
the two models. The result shows that neither model is consistently better 
than the other in terms of retrieval. 
Figure 7(c) shows a complex query (shape (<) andcolor (4) orshape
(3)andlayout ( 4 ) )with different weightings. The three weightings fared 
quite similarly, which suggests that complex weightings may not have a 
significant effect on retrieval performance. We used the same complex 
query to compare the performance of the retrieval models. The result is 
shown in Figure 7(d). In general, the probabilistic model outperforms 
the fuzzy model. 
Vector Retrieval Model with Relevance Feedback Results 
There are two sets of experiments reported here. The first set of 
experiments is on the efficiency of the retrieval algorithm-i.e., how fast 
the retrieval results converge to the true results. The second set of experi-
ments is on the effectiveness of the retrieval algorithm-i.e., how good 
the retrieval results are subjectively. 
Efficiency of the Algorithm 
As we have discussed in the section “The Object Model,” the image 
object is modeled by the combinations of representations with their cor- 
responding weights. If we fix the representations, then a query can be 
Shape(1) or Color(1) + 
Shape(2) or Color(1) -+--
Shape(2.5) or Color(1) -0 
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Figure 7a. Effects of Varying the Weighting on a Query. 
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Figure 7d. Fuzzy Versus Probabilistic for SameComplex Query. 
completely characterized by the set of weights embedded in the query 
object Q. Obviously, the retrieval performance is affected by the offset of 
the true weights from the initial weights. We thus classiQ the testinto two 
categories-i.e., moderate offset and significant offset-by considering 
how far away the true weights are from the initial weights. The conver- 
gence ratio (recall) for these cases is summarized in Figure 8. Based on 
the curves, some observations can be made: 
In all the cases, the convergence ratio (CR) increases the most in the 
first iteration. Later iterations only result in minor increases in CR. 
This is a very desirable property, which ensures that the user gets rea- 
sonable results after only one iteration of feedback. 
CR is affected by the degree of offset. The lower the offset, the higher 
the final absolute CR. However, the more the offset, the higher the 
relative increase of CR. 
Effectiveness of the Algorithm 
Extensive experiments have been carried out. Users from various 
disciplines, such as computer vision, art, library science, and so on, as well 
as users from industry, have been invited to judge the retrieval perfor- 
mance of the proposed interactive approach. A typical retrieval process 
on the MESL test set is given in Figures 9 and 10. 
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Figure 8. Convergence Ratio Curves. 
The user can browse through the image database. Once the user finds 
an image of interest, that image is submitted as a query. In Figure 9, the 
query image is displayed at the upper-left corner as well as the best eleven 
retrieved images. The top eleven best matches are displayed in order from 
top to bottom and from left to right. The retrieved results are obtained 
based on their overall similarities to the query image, which are computed 
from all the features and all the representations. Some retrieved images 
are similar to the query image in terms of the shape feature while others are 
similar to the query image in terms of the color or texture feature. 
Assume the user’s true information need is to “retrieve similar images 
based on their shapes.” In the proposed retrieval approach, the user is no 
longer required to explicitly map his or her information need to low-level 
features, but rather the user can express the intended information need 
by marking the relevance scores of the returned images. In this example, 
images 247,218,228, and 164 are marked high4 relevant. Images 191,168, 
165, and 78 are marked highly non-relevant. Images 154, 152, and 273 are 
marked no-opinion. 
Based on the information fed back by the user, the system dynamically 
adjusts the weights, putting more emphasis on the shape feature, possibly 
even more emphasis to one of the two shape representations which better 
matches the user’s subjective perception of shape. The improved retrieval 
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Figure 9. The Retrieval Results Before the Relevance Feedback. 
results are displayed in Figure 10. Note that our shape representations 
are invariant to translation, rotation, and scaling. Therefore, images 164 
and 96 are relevant to the query image. 
CONCLUSION 
This article discussed techniques to extend information retrieval be- 
yond the textual domain. Specifically, it discussed how to extract visual 
features from images and video; how to adapt a Boolean retrieval model 
(enhanced with fuzzy and probabilistic concepts) for VIR systems; and 
how to generalize the relevance feedback technique to VIR. 
In the past decade, two general approaches to VIK emerged. One is 
based on text (titles, keywords, and annotation) to search for visual infor- 
mation indirectly. This paradigm requires much human labor and suffers 
from vocabulary inconsistency problems across human indexers. The other 
paradigm seeks to build fully automated systems by completely discarding 
the text information and performing the search on visual information 
only. Neither paradigm has been very successful. In our view, these two 
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Figure 10. The Retrieval Results After the Relevance Feedback. 
paradigms both have their advantages and disadvantages and sometimes 
are complimentary to each other. For example, in the MESL database, it 
will be much more meaningful ifwe first do a text-based search to confine 
the category and then use a visual feature-based search to refine the re- 
sult. Another promising research direction is the integration of the hu- 
man user into the retrieval system loop. A fundamental difference be- 
tween an old pattern recognition system and today’s VIR system is that the 
end-user of the latter is human. By integrating human knowledge into 
the retrieval process, we can bypass the unsolved problem of image under- 
standing. Relevance feedback is one technique designed to deal with this 
problem. 
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Precise and Efficient Retrieval of Captioned Images: 
The MARIE Project 
NEILC. ROWE 
ABSTRACT 
THEMARIE PROJECT HAS EXPLORED knowledge-based information retrieval 
of captioned images of the kind found in picture libraries and on the 
Internet. It exploits the idea that images are easier to understand with 
context, especially descriptive text near them, but it also does image analy- 
sis. The MARIE approach has five parts: ( 1 )  find the images and captions; 
(2) parse and interpret the captions; ( 3 )segment the images into regions 
of homogeneous characteristics and classify them; (4) correlate caption 
interpretation with image interpretation using the idea of focus; and 
(5) optimize query execution at run time. MARIE emphasizes domain- 
independent methods for portability at the expense of some performance, 
although some domain specification is still required. Experiments show 
MARIE prototypes are more accurate than simpler methods, although 
the task is very challenging and more work is needed. Its processing is 
illustrated in detail on part of an Internet World Wide Web page. 
INTRODUCTION 
Multimedia data are increasingly important information resources for 
computers and networks. Much of the excitement over the World Wide 
Web is about its multimedia capabilities. Images of various kinds are its 
most common nontextual data. But finding the images relevant to some 
user need is often much harder than finding text for a need. Careful 
content analysis of unrestricted images is slow and prone to errors. It 
helps to find captions or descriptions as many images have them. 
Neil C. Rowe, Department of Computer Science, Code CS/Rp, U. S. Naval Postgraduate 
School, Monterey, CA 93943 
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Nonetheless, multimedia information retrieval is still difficult. Many 
problems must be solved just to find caption information in the hope of 
finding related images. Only a 1 percent success rate was obtained in 
experiments trying to retrieve photographs depicting single keywords like 
“moon” and “hill” using the AltaVista search engine on the World Wide 
Web (Rowe & Frew, 1998). This is probably because most text on Web 
pages, and even on pages with well-captioned photographs, was irrelevant 
to the photographs, and the words searched for had many senses. To 
improve this performance several things are needed: 
a theory of where captions are likely to be on pages; 
a theory of which images are likely to have described content; 
language-understanding software to ascertain the correct word senses 
and their interrelationships in the caption candidates; 
image-understanding software to obtain features not likely to be in 
the caption; 
a theory connecting caption concepts to image regions; and 
efficient methods of retrieval of relevant images in response to user 
queries or requests. 
Note that speed js only critical in the last phase; while efficient methods 
are always desirable, accuracy is more a concern because it is so low for 
keyword-based retrieval. The time to do careful language and image pro- 
cessing can be justified during the indexing of a database if it can signifi- 
cantly improve later retrieval accuracy. 
Consider Figure 1,which shows part of a U.S. Army Web page. Much 
text is scattered about, but not all of it refers to the pictures. The two 
formal captions (in italics, but not otherwise identified) are inconsistently 
placed with respect to their photographs. But the title “Gunnery at Udairi” 
is a caption too. Next, note that many of the words and phrases in these 
candidate captions do not describe the pictures. Neither picture shows 
“US.Army Central Command,” “powrr generator equipment,” an “Iraqi,” 
“the Gulf War,” or “Fort Hood”;matching would falsely retrieve this page 
for any of these key phrases. Similarly, the words “commander,” “senior,” 
“signal,” “fire,” “target,” and “live” are all used in special senses, so this 
page would be falsely retrieved for queries intending to refer to their most 
common senses. The only way to eliminate such errors is to parse and 
interpret caption candidates using detailed linguistic knowledge. Finally, 
note that many things seen in both photographs are not mentioned in 
their captions. Only a small part of the left photograph area is devoted to 
the people, and the right photograph displays many features of the tanks 
not mentioned in its caption. Thus there are many challenges in index- 
ing the multimedia data on these pages. 
Noteworthy current systems for image retrieval are QKIC (Flickner et 
al., 1995),Virage (Virage Inc., San Mateo, California, USA), and 
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Figure 1. Example Portion of a World Wide Web Page. 
VisualSEEK (Smith & Chang, 1996), which exploit simple-to-compute 
image properties like average color and texture. The user specifies color 
and texture patches, or perhaps an entire image, which is then compared 
to the images in the database to find the best matches. But these systems 
strongly emphasize visual properties and can confuse very different things 
of accidentally similar appearance, like seeing a face in an aerial photo- 
graph. So these systems would not help for a typical Web page like Figure 
1 since color similarity to the images there would not mean much. An-
other category of current image-retrieval systems like Chabot (Ogle, 1995) 
primarily exploits descriptive information about the image, but all this 
information must be entered manually for each image by someone knowl- 
edgeable about it, which requires a considerable amount of tedious work. 
The most interesting current research has focused on knowledge-based 
multimodal methods for addressing the limitations of current systems. 
Work on indexing ofvideo (Hauptman &Witbrock, 1997; Smoliar & Zhang, 
1994) has achieved success using knowledge-based multimodal analysis of 
images, image-sequence segmentation, speech, on-screen text, and closed- 
caption information. For single-image recognition, Piction (Srihari, 1995) 
does natural-language understanding of the caption of an image, and com- 
bines this information with results of face localization in the image, to 
provide a deeper understanding of an image. But Piction assumed that 
captions were already isolated for each image, and there are many inter- 
esting image features besides faces. 
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This article summarizes a promising approach that the MARIE project 
has explored recently using knowledge-based methods for accurate pho- 
tograph retrieval in response to English queries by a user. The idea is to 
consider image retrieval in a broader perspective than that of Piction. 
The subtasks are finding the image, analyzing all relevant text, analyzing 
the image, mapping the results of the text analysis to the results of the 
image analysis, and efficient subsequent retrieval of this information. By 
considering these subtasks as parts of a larger context, we will see impor- 
tant issues not addressed by piecemeal efforts. 
The methods of MARIE were tested in three partial prototype sys- 
tems of MARIE-1, MARIE-2, and MARIE-3. These systems primarily ad- 
dress photographs since many users consider them the most valuable 
multimedia objects, but most of the methods generalize easily. Both ex- 
plicit photograph libraries (especially the Photo Lab of NAWC-WD, China 
Lake, California, USA, with its images depicting a wide range of activities 
at a naval aircraft test facility) and implicit libraries (especially the World 
Wide Web) were investigated. Most of the code is in Qiiintiis Prolog with 
some key sections in C. The remainder of the article discusses in turn 
each of the main problems that MARIE faced. 
LOCATING IMAGES CAPTIONSINDEXABLE AND THEIR 
Identifying images and their captions is a significant problem with 
book-like multimedia data (as Figure 1). Web images are easy to identifj 
by the HTML page-markup language used. But symbolic graphics, of no 
value to index, are generally stored the same way as photographs, as files 
in GIF orJPEG format, so a useful system must distinguish them. Recent 
work with the MARIE-3 system (Rowe 8c Frew, 1998)has shown that seven 
quickly-found parameters of images are sufficient to distinguish photo- 
graphs with 70 percent recall (a fraction of all photographs found) and 
70 percent precision (a fraction of items found that are photographs) on 
a test set of random Web pages. The parameters are size, squareness, 
number of distinct colors, fraction of pure colors (white, black, pure gray, 
red, green, and blue), color variation between neighbor pixels, variety of 
colors, and use of common rionphotograph words (like “button” or “logo”) 
in the name on the image file. The parameters are converted to prob- 
abilities by applying “sigmoid” (S-shaped) functions of the form yi = tanh 
( ( xi - mu ) / sigma ) where mu and sigma are constants chosen to set the 
center and steepness of the sigmoid curve. The probabilities arc then 
input to a “linear-classifier neuron” calculating w0 + w l  y l  + w2 y2 t ...+w7 
y7 for a set of weight constants wi determined by training. If the calcula- 
tion results in a positive number, the image is considered a photograph. 
For Figure 1,MARIE-3 rated the left image as 0.244 and the right image as 
0.123 after training, so both were correctly classified as photographs. 
MARIE-3 then looks for captions around each possible photograph. 
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Captions are not often easy to identify because they take many forms. It is 
best to work on the HTML source code of the Web page, parsing it to 
group related things. Another seven-input linear-classifier neuron with 
sigmoid functions on its inputs can rate the caption candidates. Its input 
parameters were easy-to-calculate properties of text: distance in lines from 
the candidate caption to the image reference, number of other candi- 
dates at the same distance, strength of emphasis (e.g., italics), appropri- 
ateness of candidate length, use of common (counted positively) or un- 
common (counted negatively) words of captions, number of identical words 
between candidate and either image file name or its nongraphics substi- 
tute, and fraction of the words having at least one physical-object sense. 
Figure 2 shows the caption candidates for Figure 1with their ratings. 
The caption neuron by itself showed 21 percent recall for 21 percent 
precision in matching caption-image pairs. This can be improved by com- 
bining its rating with the photograph rating since photographs are much 
more likely to have captions. Neuron outputs can be converted to prob- 
abilities and multiplied, with three refinements. Since a survey of ran- 
dom Web photographs showed that 7 percent had no visible captions, 57 
percent had one caption, 26 percent had two, 6 percent had three, 2 per-
cent had four, and 2 percent had five, it is reasonable to limit each image 
to its three best captions. If a caption can go with more than one image, 
rule out everything but the strongest match since a useful caption should 
be precise enough to describe only one image. For example, the “MAJ 
General” caption candidate in Figure 1 goes better with the left image 
“image4” (since captions are more often below than above) so the match 
to “imagel” was ruled out; and “Gunnery at Udairi” goes better with the 
right picture from examination of the HTML code even though it is dis-
played similarly to the “MAJ General” candidate. Finally, consider pos- 
sible “invisible” captions-the image file name, the name of any Web page 
pointed to by the image, any text-equivalent string for the image, and the 
Web page title-when their likelihoods exceed a threshold. 
All this gave 41 percent recall with 41 percent precision on a random 
test set, or ’70 percent recall with 30 percent precision, demonstrating the 
value of multimodal evidence fusion. Processing required 0.015 cpu sec- 
onds per byte of HTML source code, mostly in the image analysis, and the 
program consisted of 83kilobytes of source code. Figure 3 shows the final 
captions found by MARIE-3 for Figure 1,one for the first photograph and 
two for the second. 
LINGUISTICPROCESSING 
Lexical Processing 
Once likely captions are found, their words can be indexed as key- 
words for later retrieval (excluding words that are not nouns, verbs, 
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Refmwd Captzon Caption Cnptzon 
I m a p  ?Pe Dzstancr Candzdate 
im age4 plaintext -1 “gunnery at udairi range (3 photos)” 
image4 plain text -1 “red dragon Olympics (2 photos)” 
image4 plaintext - 1  “pillow talk (1photo)” 
image4 plaintext -1 “plotting and planning produces big 
picture (2 photos)” 
image4 plaintext -1 “safety message” 
image4 bold -2 “table of contents” 
image4 emphasis 1 “maj general james b. taylor, com- 
mander of u s .  army central com- 
mand-forward reenlists staff ser- 
geant danny george, senior power 
generator equipment repairman 
of the 385th signal company.” 
image4 heading2 2 “gunnery at udairi” 
image1 heading2 0 “gunnery at udairi” 
imagel emphasis -1 “maj general james b. taylor, com- 
mander of U.S. army central com- 
mand-forward reenlists staff ser- 
geant danny george, senior power 
generator equipment repairman 
of the 385th signal company.” 
imagel emphasis 1 “m a1 tanks from a co, 2nd battalion, 
12th cavalry regiment fire on an 
iraqi tank that was destroyed dur- 
ing the gulf war.” 
image1 emphasis 1 “the inoperable tanks are often used 
as targets on udairi range.” 
image1 emphasis 1 “using iraqi tanks as targets creates a 
realism during live fire training 
exercises that can’t be duplicated 
at fort hood.” 
[mapel plain text 3 “4th public affairs detachment” 
Figure 2. Candidate Captions Inferred by MARIE-3 for the Web Page in Figure 1. 
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Image Caption Final rating 
image4 “MAJ general james b. taylor, commander of U.S. 
army central command-forward reenlists staff 
0.937 
sergeant danny george, senior power genera- 
tor equipment repairman of the 385th signal 
company.” 
imagel “Gunnery at Udairi” 0.954 
imagel “mlal tanks from a co, 2nd battalion, 12th cavalry 
regiment fire on an iraqi tank that was de- 
stroyed during the gulf war.” 
0.929 
Figure 3. Final captions inferred by MARIE-3 for the Web page in Figure 1, with 
their final ratings. 
adjectives, or adverbs). Several information-retrieval systems and Web 
search tools do this. But retrieval precision, as a result, will not be high 
because a word can have many meanings and many relationships to neigh- 
boring words. Nonetheless, most captions are unambiguous in their con- 
text. “View of planes on taxi from tower” is unambiguous in our NAWC- 
WD Navy-base test captions since “planes” are always aircraft and not lev- 
els, “tower” is always a control tower when aircraft are mentioned, “taxi” 
has a special meaning for aircraft, aircraft are always taxiing and not on 
top of a taxicab, and the view (not the aircraft or taxiing) is from the 
tower. Keyword-based retrieval will thus get many incorrect retrievals with 
the words of this caption. They would furthermore usually miss captions 
having synonyms or generalizations of the words, like for the caption “Pho- 
tograph of 747’spreparing to takeoff as seen from control” and the query 
“View of planes on taxi from tower.” 
Fortunately, true caption language understanding is easier than most 
text understanding (like automatic indexing ofjournal articles) since cap- 
tions must describe something visible. Caption language heavily empha- 
sizes physical objects and physical actions; verbs usually appear as parti- 
ciples, with a few gerunds and past tenses; and words for social interac- 
tions, mental states, and quantifications are rare. All this simplifies analy- 
sis. Also, many valuable applications involve technical captions, whose 
accessibility could be valuable to enhance, but whose difficulty primarily 
resides in code words and unusual word senses that are nonetheless un- 
ambiguous, grammatically easy to classifj, and often defined explicitly some- 
where (e.g., “zeppo” of “zeppo radar”). 
Many caption words are familiar words of English, and MARIE’Sparser 
needs only their parts of speech and superconcepts, obtained from the 
Wordnet thesaurus system (Miller et al., 1990). For the remaining words, 
caption writers often try to be clear and follow simple recognizable lexical 
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rules like “F-”followed by a number is a fighter aircraft and any number 
followed by “kg” is a weight in kilograms. In developing MARIE-2, such 
rules covered 17,847 of the 29,082 distinct words occurring in 36,191 
NAN‘C-WD captions (see Figure 4). Person names, place names, and manu- 
facturer names were obtained in part from existing databases for a total of 
3,622 words. Of the remaining words, 1,174were misspellings, of which 
7’73 were correctly deciphered by our misspelling-detection software (in- 
cluding misspellings of unknown words, by examining word frequencies). 
Of the remaining words, 1,093 were abbreviations or acronyms, of which 
898 were correctly deciphered by our abbreviation-hypothesizing and mis- 
spelling-fixing software (Rowe & Laitinen, 1995) using context and anal- 
ogy. Of the remaining equipment names, 1,876 were not important to 
define further. That left 1,763words needing explicit definition; almost 
Number of captions 36,191 
Number of word5 in the captions 610,182 
Number of distinct words in the captions 29,082 
Subset having explicit entries in Wordnet 6,729 
Number of word senses given for these words 14,676 
Subset with definitions reusable from MARIE-I 770 
Subset that are morphological variants 2,335 
of other known words 
Subset that are numbers 3,412 
Subset that are person names 2,791 
Subset that are place names 387 
Subset that are manufacturer names 264 
Subset that have iinambiguous defined-code prefixes 3,256 
Unambiguous defined-code prefixes 947 
Subset that are other identifiable special formats 10,179 
Subset that are identifiable misspellings 1,174 
Misspellings found automatically 713 
Subset that are identifiable abbreviations 1,093 
Abbreviations found automatically 898 
Subset with definitions written explicitly for MARIE-2 1,763 
Remaining words, assumed to be equipment names 1,876 
Explicitly used Wordnet alias facts of above 20,299 
Wordnet words 
Extra alias senses added to lexicon 9,324 
beyond caption vocabulary 
Explicitly created alias facts of above 489 
non-Wordnet words 
Other Wordnet alias facts used in simplifying the lexicon 35,976 
Extra word senses added to lexicon 

beyond caption vocabulary 7,899 

Totdl word senses handled (includes related 69,447 

superconcepts, wholes, and phrases) 

Figure 4. Statistics on the MARIE9 lexicon for the NAWC-WD captions. 
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all of these were nouns. MARIE-2’s 29,082-word lexicon construction re- 
quired only 0.4 of a man-year, and much of the work can be reused un- 
changed for other technical applications. So porting MARIE9 requires 
some work but not much. 
Statistical Parsing 
Although captions are usually unambiguous in their subject areas, 
effort is needed to determine the word senses and word relationships used 
in a subject area because many of these are atypical of natural language. 
This information could be laboriously defined manually for each subject 
area, but a better way is to learn it from context. This can be done with a 
statistical parser that learns word-sense frequencies and sense-association 
frequencies from a corpus of examples. A bottom-up chart parser 
(Charniak, 1993) will suffice. This is natural-language processing soft- 
ware that builds up interpretations of larger and larger substrings of the 
input word list by always trying to combine the strongest substring inter- 
pretations found up to that point. The strength of an interpretation can 
reflect the relative frequencies of the word senses used, the frequencies 
of the word-sense associations made, and the frequencies of the parse 
rules used. 
To simplify matters, restrict the grammar to unary and binary parse 
rules (rules with only one or two symbols as the replacement for some 
grammatical symbol). The degree of association between two word strings 
in a binary parse rule can be taken as the degree of association of the two 
headwords of the strings. Headwords are the subjects of noun phrases, 
the verbs of verb phrases, sentences, and clauses, the prepositions of prepo- 
sitional phrases and so on. So the headword of “F-18aircraft on a runway” 
would be “aircraft,” and the headword of “on a runway” would be “on.” 
Then a particular caption interpretation can be rated by combining the 
degrees of association of the headword pairs at every node of its parse 
tree with a priori frequencies of the word senses for leaves of the tree. 
This is a classic problem in evidence fusion, and the simplest solution is to 
assume independence and multiply the probabilities. It also helps to weight 
the result by an adjustable monotonically-increasing function of the sen- 
tence length to encourage work on longer subphrases. 
However, word-sense association frequencies are often sparse and sta- 
tistically unreliable. So use “statistical inheritance” to estimate frequen- 
cies from more general ones. For instance, to estimate the frequency of 
“on” as a preposition and “runway” as the subject of its prepositional phrase, 
look for statistics of “on” and any surface or, if the sample size is not enough, 
“on” and a physical object. When sufficiently reliable frequency statistics 
for a modified pair are found, divide by the ratio of the number of occur- 
rences of the substitute word to the number of occurrences of “runway,” 
since a more general concept should associate proportionately more with 
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“on.” Similarly, generalize “on” to the class of all physical-relationship 
prepositions, or generalize both “on” and “runway” simultaneously. 
Generalize even to the class of all prepositions and the class of all nouns 
(i.e., the parse-rule frequency) if necessary, but those statistics are less 
reliable; one should prefer the minimum generalization having statisti- 
cally reliable data. Statistical inheritance is self-improving because each 
confirmed interpretation provides more data. 
This statistical approach to parsing addresses the two main linguistic 
challenges of captions-interpretation of nouns modifying other nouns 
(“nominal compounds”) and interpretation of prepositional phrases. Both 
involve inference of case relationships. Figure 5 lists important cases for 
nominal compounds in the captions studied in Rowe and Frew (1998). 
Distinguishing these cases requires a good type hierarchy which Wordnet 
can supply as well as providing synonym and part-whole information for 
word senses. 
Exampk Cuse relationship 
B-747 aircraft sub type-type 
aircraft wing whole-part 
F-18 Harrier obj ec t-alias 
aircraft BU# 194638 type-identifier 
lights type iv object-type 
rock collection object-aggregation 
mercury vapor material-form 
10-ft pole measure-object 
infrared sensor mode-object 
wine glass associate-object 
Delta B-747 owner-objec t 
Captain Jones title-person 
Commander NWC job-organization 
aircraft closeup object-view 
foreground clouds view-object 
Monterey pharmacy location-object 
sea site object-location 
NRL Monterey organization-location 
Benson Arizona sublocation-location 
assembly area ac tion-location 
arena test location-ac tion 
reflectivity lab subj ec t-location 
assembly start action-time 
July visit time-action 
training wheels action-object 
parachute deployment obj e c t-ac ti on 
air quality object-property 
project evaluation concept-concept 
night-vision goggles concept-obj ect 
ECR logo object-symbol 
Figure 5. Imuortant Cases of Nominal ComDounds for Captions. 
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The result of parsing and semantic interpretation of a caption is a 
meaning representation. Since captions so rarely involve quantification, 
tenses, and hypothetical reasoning, their meaning is generally express- 
ible with “conjunctive semantics”-as a list of type and relationship facts. 
Each noun and verb maps to an instance of its word-sense type, and in- 
stances are related with relationship predicates. Figure 6 shows the se- 
mantic interpretations found by MARIE-3for the inferred captions of Fig- 
ure 1. Multiple captions found for the same image were treated as sepa- 
rate sentences. The “v” symbols are existentially quantified variables for 
type instances, and hyphenated numbers are sense numbers. Sense 
Inferred caption on lejl photograph: “maj generaljames b. taylo? commander of u.s. army 
central commandforward, reenlists staff sergeant danny george, senior power generator 
equipment repairman of the 385th signal company.” 




a-kind-of(vl4, StaESergeant-O), a-kind-of(vl4, George -O), identification(vl4,Danny), 

a-kind-of(vl4,serviceman-2), subject (vl4,v558), 

a-kind-of(v558,equipment-l), part-of (v558,v486), 

a-kind-of (v486,generator-2), agent (v464,v486), a-kind-of (v464,power-3), 

property(vl4,senior-51) , owned_by(vl4,~22), 

a-kind-of(v22,Signal Company-0), property(v22,385th-50), 

rank(v22,385),quantification(v22,the), agent(v435,vll) ,  

a-kind-of ( v l l ,Major General-0) , a-kind-of ( v l l  James-0) , 

a-kind-of(vl1 ,Taylor-0) , identification(vl1,B.-0), 

a-kind-of(vll,commander-Z), located-at(vl l,v212), 





a-kind-of(v8,United States Army -0)l) .  

Inferred caption on right photograph: “gunnery at udairi. m l a l  tanks from a co, 2nd 
battalion, 12th cavalry regiment, fire on an iraqi tank that was destroyed during the gulf 
war. ” 
[a-kind-of(v1,gunnery-l),at(vl,vl5), a-kind-of(vl5, Udairi -O), during(vl,vl8), 

a-kind-of(vl8,shoot-109), quantification(vlS,plural), object(vl8,v148), 





a-kind-of(vl56,destroy-101), tense (vl56,past), 

quantification (vl56,singular), during (vl56,v21), 

a-kind-of(v21, Gulf War -O), quantification(vZl,the),agent(vl8,v23), 

a-kind-of(v23, MlAl -O), quantification(v23,plural),from(v23,v49), 

a-kind-of(v49,company-4), quantification (v49,a), ownedPby(v49,v75), 





a-kind-of(v85,cavalry-l),property(v89, 12th -50), rank(v89,12)]). 

Figure 6. Semantic Interpretations Found by MARIE-3 for the Inferred Captions 

of Figure 1. 
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numbers 0-49 are for nouns (with nonzero sense numbers from Wordnet 
version 1.5);30-99are for adjectives (with the number minus 30 being the 
Wordnet sense number); and 100-149 are for verbs (with the number mi- 
nus 100 being the Wordnet sense number). The “a-kind-of‘ expressions 
relate a variable to a type, so for instance “a-kind-of(v435,enlist-103)” 
says the caption refers to some 17435 that is an instance of the verb “enlist” 
in Wordnet sense number 3. Other expressions give properties of vari-
ables, like “quantification (v435,singular) ” meaning that the enlisting event 
was singular as opposed to plural, and two-variable expressions relate the 
variables, like “object (v435,v14)” meaning that the object of the enlisting 
event was some v14, an instance of “Staff Sergeant.” 
In general, MARIE-2 (MARIE-3 is not finished) took a median CPU 
time of 9.7 seconds (and a geometric mean of 10.2 seconds, the antiloga- 
rithm of the mean of’the logarithms) to parse randomly selected NAWC- 
WD caption sentences, sentcnces averaging 7.4 words in length, with more 
difficulty for a few sentences with rare syntactic constructs. This process- 
ing used 226K of source code and 6832K of data (including 189413 of 
word sense statistics and 171 7K of binary statistics). MARIE-2 found the 
correct interpretation on its first try for the majority of the test sentences, 
with a geometric mean of 1.9 tries. Figure 7 shows the value of different 
kinds of linguistic information to the interpretation of some reprcsenta- 
tive sentences. Figure 8 shows statistics on four successive test sets on this 
particular technical dialect; word-frequency statistics for each set were 
calculated before going to the next, so “learning” only took place then. 
Note how the introduction of new syntactic and semantic rules is declin- 
ing, although significant numbers of new words are still being introduced 
in this open-ended real-world dialect. 
The caption’s meaning representation can be indexed in a database 
under the picture name. The same linguistic processing methods can 
interpret natural-language queries, look up word senses in the index, and 
do a subgraph-graph isomorphism match between the query semantic 
network and the caption semantic network (Rowe, 1996; Guglielmo & 
Rowe, 1996) to prove that the query is covered by the caption. 
IMAGEPROCESSING 
While captions are generally simpler to analyze than unrestricted 
natural language, captioned images are not much easier than most im- 
ages; they are the most valuable when they show much variety. Linguistic 
processing also takes much less time than image processing; NAWC-WD 
captions average twenty-two words long while their pictures need 10,000 
pixels for minimal representation. Nonetheless, image processing of cap- 
tioned images can provide valuable information not in captions. Cap-
tions rarely describe the size, orientation, or contrast of important objects 
in the image. They rarely describe easy-to-see features like whether the 
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Number I Sentence 
pacific ranges and facilities department, sled tracks. 
airms, pointer and stabilization subsystem characteristics. 
vacuum chamber in operation in laser damage facility. 
early fleet training aid: sidewinder 1guidance section 
cutaway. 
awaiting restoration: explorer satellite model at artifact 
storage facility. 
fae i (cbu-72), one of china lake's family of fuel-air 
explosive weapons. 
wide-band radar signature testing of a submarine 
communications mast in the bistatic anechoic chamber. 
the illuminating antenna is located low on the vertical 
tower structure and the receiving antenna is located 
near the top. 
Yentence Training Final No binary No unary 
number Time Tries Time Tees Time Tries Time Tries 
27.07 13 17.93 5 8.27 5 60.63 19 
70.27 10 48.77 9 94.62 14 124.9 23 
163.0 19 113.1 19 202.9 23 2569.0 22 
155.2 9 96.07 3 63.95 8 229.3 22 
86.42 8 41.02 3 49.48 6 130.6 30 
299.3 11 65.78 7 68.08 5 300.4 15 
1624.0 24 116.5 5 646.0 12 979.3 25 
7825.0 28 35.02 2 35.60 3 >50000 
Figure 7. Example sentences and their interpretation times in CPU seconds 
during training; after training; after training without binary co-occurence 
frequencies; and after training without unary word-sense frequencies. 











new captions 217 108 172 119 
Number of 
new sentences 444 219 218 128 
Number of total 
words in new captions 4488 1774 1535 1085 
Number of distinct 
words in new captions 939 900 677 656 
Number of new 
lexicon entries required c.150 106 139 53 
Number of new 
word senses used 929 728 480 416 
Number of new 
sense pairs used 1860 1527 1072 795 
Number of lexical-
processing changes 
required c.30 11 8 7 
Number of syntactic-
rule changes or 
additions 35 41 29 10 
Number of case-
definition changes 
or additions 57 30 16 3 
Number of semantic-
rule changes or additions 72 57 26 14 
Figure 8. Overall Statistics on the Training Sets. 
image is a daytime view, an outdoor view, or a historical photograph. Nor 
do they mention things obvious to people familiar with the picture sub- 
ject, a serious problem for specialized technical images. For instance, 
captions rarely mention that sky or ground is shown in a picture, and 
NAWC-WD captions rarely mention that the photographs were taken at 
NAWC-WD. 
MARIE’S basic image processing segments the image into regions, 
computes region properties, and broadly classifies regions. It uses a ro- 
bust “split-and-merge” method on thumbnail reductions (toabout 10,000 
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pixels each) of the images. The image is split into small irregular regions 
based on color similarity, and the regions are merged in a best-first way 
using color and texture similarity until the number and size of the re- 
maining regions simultaneously achieves several criteria. Typically this 
was when 50-100 regions remained. Then some final splitting criteria are 
applied, and seventeen key properties of the regions are calculated. The 
seventeen were developed from an extensive survey of a variety of cap- 
tioned images. They represent key dimensions for distinguishing regions, 
including color, texture, density, horizontality and verticality, boundary 
shape, and boundary strength. Figure 9 shows the region segmentations 
found for the Figure 1photographs, and Figure 10 lists properties com- 
puted for regions in general. 
Reliable identification of objects in unrestricted photographs is very 
difficult because of the wide range of subjects and photographic condi- 
tions. Nonetheless, some experiments on the easier task of trying to clas- 
sify the regions into one of twenty-five general categories (Rowe 8c Frew, 
Figure 9. Segmentation and focus assignment for the photographs on the Figure 
1Web page. The shaded areas represent the computed best visual focus. 
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Name Definition 
circularity area/ (circumference*circumference) 
narrowness height/width of bounding rectangle 
marginality 1/ (l+(circumf’erence/number border cells)) 
redness average red brightness 
greenness average green brightness 
blueness average blue brightness 
pixel tcxture average brightness variation of adjacent cells 
brightness trend brightness correlation with x or y 
symmctry skew of center of mass from bounding-rectangle center 
contrast average strength of the region edge 
diagoiiali ty smoothed-boundary diagonality 
currincss smoothed-boundary curviness 
segments smoothed-boundary number of inflection points 
rectangularity smoothed-boundary number of right angles 
size area in pixels 
density density of pixels in bounding rectangle 
height y-skew (unsigned) of center of’mass within image 
Figure 10. Properties Computed for Image Regions. 
1997) provide hope of‘helping in matching to the caption (though the 
next section reports a better approach). These experimenh used a ran- 
dom sample of 128 photographs from the NAWC-MB library covering a 
wide variety of subjects and activities and taken under a variety of lighting 
conditions. A neural network was trained to classify each region of the 
picture as one of twenty-five-airplane, airplane part, animal, bomb, bomb 
part, building, building part, equipment, fire, flower, helicopter, helicop- 
ter part, missile, missile part, mountain, pavement, person, person body 
part, rock, ship part, sky, tank, terrain, wall, and water (some of these are 
domain-dependent but easily generalizable). Twenty-five classes appear 
sufficient for many applications because captions usually refine the classi- 
fications; if the caption mentions a B-747 and no other airplanes, that is 
likely to be the airplane shape in the image. The neural network takes 
the seventeen region properties as inputs and computes the likelihood 
the region is of a particular class for each of the twenty-five classes. Weights 
connecting inputs and outputs are learned. So the output for “equip- 
ment” exploits a high weight on the number of right angles of the region 
border, and the output for “sky” exploits a low weight on the brightness 
variation of adjacent cells. 
With just this simple approach without relationship constraints, 33 
percent precision was obtained in classifying the regions in a random 
sample. Precision was improved to 50 percent with addition of another 
level of neural reasoning that used the linguistic-focus ideas explained in 
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the next section, showing that caption information helps in image analy- 
sis. Still better performance could be achieved with appropriate domain- 
dependent region-relationship constraints (like that the sky is always above 
terrain), but domain independence is desirable for portability to other 
image libraries. (The classic alternative of case-based reasoning for re- 
gion classification only obtained 30 percent precision for twenty-five re- 
gions; apparently some classes show too much variation in appearance.) 
Image processing averaged an hour per image. But again, this time is 
expended only during database setup when time is not critical. 
CAPTION-IMAGE SEMANTICSR FERENCE 
LinguisticFocus 
So far caption and image analysis have been considered separately, 
but their results must eventually be integrated. This requires finding the 
“linguistic focus” of the caption and “visual focus” of the image because 
these are implicitly cross-referenced. Rowe’s (1994) study showed that 
captions are a dialect restricted in semantics as well as syntax. The head- 
words (usually syntactic subjects) of caption sentences usually correspond 
to the most important fully-visible object(s) in the image (not necessarily 
the largest). In conjunctions and multi-sentence captions, each head- 
word corresponds to an important visible object. So a pod, pylon, and 
bracket should be clearly visible in the image for “Radar pod and pylon; 
front mounting bracket.” Physical-action verbs are also depicted in im- 
ages when appearing as gerunds, as “loading” in “Aircraft loading by crane,” 
as participles, as past tense, or as present tense. Verbs generally corre- 
spond to relationships in the image rather than regions. 
Other nouns or verbs in a caption are generally visible in part if they 
are related syntactically to a headword. So “Containers on truck” implies 
that all the containers are depicted and part but not necessarily all of the 
truck, while “Truck with containers” implies the opposite. Similarly, “Air- 
craft cockpit” guarantees only part of the aircraft is visible since “aircraft” 
is an adjective here. The same is true for direct objects of physical-action 
verbs like “resistor” in “Technician soldering resistor.” 
Captions also have several additional conventional forms that signal 
depiction, like “The picture shows X,” ‘You can see X,” and “X with I”‘ 
where “with” acts like a conjunction. Also, word forms such as “closeup of 
X make X the true headword. This latter is a case of a general principle, 
that an undepictable headword refers its headword designation to its syn- 
tactic object. Depictability means whether a word sense is a physical ob- 
ject in the Wordnet concept hierarchy. 
Figure 11shows the concepts inferred by these and similar rules for 
the photographs of Figure 1. In tests with random photograph captions, 
80 percent precision was obtained with 62 percent recall in identifying 
concepts shown in the photographs from the captions alone. 
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Another phenomenon is that some captions are “supercaptions” that 
refer to more than one picture, using typically-parallel syntactic constructs. 
For example, in “Sled test: Pretest assembly, close-up of building, para- 
chute deployment, and post-test damage,” “sled test” maps to a set of four 
pictures, but the four contradictory conjuncts map to each of the succes- 
sive pictures. Negative depictability is also inferable when a caption does 
not mention something expected for its domain. For instance, NAWC- 
WD tests equipment for aircraft, so a test not mentioned in a caption is 
guaranteed not to be shown in its photograph. 
VisualFocus 
The linguistic focus of a caption corresponds to a subject or “visual 
focus” of its corresponding image. Captioned photographs alone have 
special visual semantics, since they are usually selected because they de- 
pict their subjects well. From a study of sample photographs, it w d S  ob-
served that the visual foci of captioned images were region sets with gen- 
erally five characteristics: 
1. they are large; 
2. their center of gravity is near the picture center; 
3. they do not touch the edges of the photograph; 
4. their boundary has good contrast; and 
5. they are maximally different from non-focus regions of the picture. 
A trainable neuron was used to summarize the five factors. The best can- 
didate region set can be found by a best-first search over region sets. This 
set is then matched to the linguistic focus, excluding redundant terms 
and those for objects too small compared to the others, like “pilot” when 
“aircraft” is also in linguistic focus. This requires inheritable average sizes 
of objects with standard deviations of their logarithms. 
Performance of this approach on a random set of images (different 
from those tested for image processing) was 64 percent precision for 40 
percent recall. These figures were computed as ratios of numbers of pix- 
els. So, in other words, 64 percent of the pixels selected as belonging to 
subjects of the picture were actually part of the subjects. Precision is the 
challenge since 100 percent recall is easy by just designating the entire 
picture as the subject. Segmentation was critical for these results since 
only 1percent precision was obtained by selecting all pixels whose color 
was significantly different from the color of any picture-boundary pixel. 
Altogether, caption-image reference analysis required 29K of source code 
and less than a second of CPU time per test caption. The shaded areas in 
Figure 9 represent the best hypotheses found for the subjects of the Fig- 
ure 1 photographs. The program mistakenly selected a sign in the first 
picture that was close to the center of the image, but the other regions 
selected are correct as are their labels (see Figure 11). Region classifica- 
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image4: [enlist-103], [singular] 
image4: [George -0, Staff Sergeant -0,serviceman-2], [] 
image4: Uames -0, Major General -0, Taylor -0,commander-21, 
[singular] 
imagel: [gunnery-11, [I  
imagel: [shoot-109], [plural] 
imagel: [MlAl -01, [plural] 
Figure 11. Results of linguistic focus and depiction analysis showing the terms 
(with any quantifications) inferred to apply to the subjects of the example 
photographs (the shaded areas in Figure 9). 
tion in the manner of the last section helps avoid such mistakes, but it 
helps less than the five principles above. 
EFFICIENTIMAGE TIMERETRIEVAL AT QUERY 
Let us now consider what happens once a set of images has been 
indexed by their caption and image concepts. Such stored information 
can be queried by parsed English queries, or also by key phrases, in the 
MARIE systems. Execution of such queries on a single computer proces- 
sor can be thought of as sequential “information filtering” that succes- 
sively rules out images on various criteria. Terms in a parse interpreta- 
tion, or key phrases extracted from them, can each correspond to a sepa- 
rate filter, but there can be many other kinds of useful filters. Efficient 
query execution strategies are important in implementing these filters 
because speed at query time is critical to user satisfaction. 
In a sequence of information filters, it often helps to put the toughest 
filters first to reduce workload fastest (though filter sequences are con- 
junctive and give the same results in any order). This is desirable when 
filters need a constant amount of time per data item, as in hash lookups 
from a sparse hash table, but not always otherwise. Rowe (1996) showed 
the criterion for local optimality with respect to interchange of filters i 
and i+l  in a filter sequence: 
c(i) / ( 1- p( f(i) I g(i-I) ) ) <= c(i+l)/ ( 1- p ( f(i+l) I g(i-1) ) ) 
Here f(i) is the event of a data item passing filter i, g(i-1) is the event 
of a data item passing filters 1 through i-1, c(i) is the average execution 
cost per data item of filter i, and p means “probability.” This is only a local 
optimality condition since g(i-1) represents context but can be used heu- 
ristically to sort the filter sequence, and experiments showed that such 
sorting nearly always gave the globally optimal sequence. The criterion is 
especially valuable for placing information filters that do complex pro- 
cessing. An example is the subgraph-isomorphism check mentioned at 
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the end of the earlier section on “Linguistic Processing.” Such matching 
is valuable but time-consuming, and Rowe (1996)proved it should be done 
last among MARIE filters. 
Another way to improve the efficiency of a filter sequence is to intro- 
duce appropriate redundant information filters. Redundant filters can 
actually help when they are faster than the filters which make them re- 
dundant. For instance, the subgraph-isomorphism filter makes redun- 
dant the filters that only match noun senses between query and caption, 
but the latter can quickly cut the former’s workload considerably. An- 
other redundant filter used by MARIE-2 broadly classifies the query (for 
instance, into “test photo,” “public relation3 photo,” and “portrait” classes) 
and rules out matches with incompatible caption classes; this is also much 
faster but redundant with respect to the subgraph-isomorphism filter. A 
proven sufficient criterion for local optimality with respect to nondeletion 
for a redundant filter i in a filter sequence is: 
c(i) / ( 1 - p  ( f (i) I g(i-1) ) ) <= c ( i t1 )  
with the same notation as above. Again, experiments showed this led 
almost always to the globally optimal sequence. Other useful analytic cri- 
teria for optimality of information filtering were shown, including those 
for optimality of disjunctive sequences, negations, and Boolean combina- 
tions of filters. Using such optimizations, MARIE-1 took about two sec- 
onds per query (the geometric mean of CPU time) for a sample of queries 
generated by actual NAWC-WD users (which were shorter and simpler 
than captions). MARIE-2 took about three seconds per query but gave 
better answers. Optimization took just a few seconds of CPU time and 
23K of source code (Rowe, 1996). 
Another way to speed up information filtering is by data parallelism- 
different processors trying different image sets to match to the query. 
(Other forms of parallelism do not help information filters much.) Load 
imbalances can occur when some processors finish early on their alloca- 
tion of work because of random fluctuations in either processing time or 
the success rate of a filter. But data can be assigned randomly to proces- 
sors, and the load imbalance estimated quite accurately at each step, which 
permits judging when the cost of rebalancing the processors is justified. 
Such parallelism would help applications requiring high-speed retrieval 
like real-time robots. 
CONCLUSION 
The success of text information retrieval for the Internet has obscured 
the considerably greater difficulty of multimedia information retrieval. 
Naive methods, such as searching for keywords likely to be associated with 
a particular kind of image, encounter low success rates. The MARIE project 
has explored an integrated solution to multimedia retrieval using knowl- 
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edge-based methods and clues from linguistics, image analysis, presenta- 
tion layout, and mathematical analysis. While perfection is not possible 
for information retrieval tasks, major improvements over the 1 percent 
success rate of na'ive keyword lookup are definitely possible with the ideas 
presented here. Clear synergism was obtained by using multimodal clues 
and confirming advantages of multimodal processing (Maybury, 1997). 
At the same time, MARIE uses mostly domain-independent methods that 
are relatively easy to extend to new image libraries. The insights from 
MARIE may prove important in tapping the wealth of multimedia data 
available on the information superhighway. 
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Exploiting Multimodal Context in Image Retrieval 
ROHINIK. SRIHARIAND ZHONGFEIZHANG 
ABSTRACT 
THISRESEARCH EXPLORES THE INTERACTION of textual and photographic 
information in multimodal documents. The World Wide Web (WWW) 
may be viewed as the ultimate, large-scale, dynamically changing, multi- 
media database. Finding useful information from the WWW without en- 
countering numerous false positives (the current case) poses a challenge 
to multimedia information retrieval systems (MMIR). The fact that im- 
ages do not appear in isolation, but rather with accompanying collateral 
text, is exploited. Taken independently, existing techniques for picture 
retrieval using collateral text-based methods and image-based methods 
have several limitations. Text-based methods, while very powerful in match- 
ing context, do not have access to image content. Image-based methods 
compute general similarity between images and provide limited seman- 
tics. This research focuses on improving precision and recall in an MMIR 
system by interactively combining text processing with image processing 
(IP) in both the indexing and retrieval phases. A picture search engine is 
demonstrated as an application. 
INTRODUCTION 
This research explores the interaction of textual and photographic 
information in multimodal documents. The World Wide Web (WWW) 
may be viewed as the ultimate, large-scale, dynamically changing, multi- 
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media database. Finding useful information from the WWW poses a chal- 
lenge in the area of multimodal information indexing and retrieval. The 
word “indexing” is used here to denote the extraction and representation 
of semantic content. This research focuses on improving precision and 
recall in a multimodal information retrieval system by interactively com- 
bining text processing with image processing. 
The fact that images do not appear in isolation but rather with ac- 
companying text, which is referred to as collateral text, is exploited. Fig- 
ure 1 illustrates such a case. The interaction of text and image content 
takes place in both the indexing and retrieval phases. An application of 
this research-namely, a picture search engine that permits a user to re- 
trieve pictures of people in various contexts-is presented. 
Figure 1.Staff Sgt. Andrew Ramirez digs into a plate of chicken, his first hot meal 
since release from captivity, at the Landstuhl Regional Medical Center, Landstuhl, 
Germany (U. S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Elizabeth Weinberg). Released 
photo by: SRA Brian M. Boisvert, 786th Communications Squadron 
Record ID No. (VIRIN): 990502-F07285W-001). The picture was obtained from 
the U. S.Department of DefenseLink Web page located at http://defenselink.mil/ 
multimedia/. 
Taken independently, existing techniques for text and image retrieval 
have several limitations. Text-based methods, while very powerful in match- 
ing context (Salton, 1989), do not have access to image content. There 
has been a flurry of interest in using textual captions to retrieve images 
(Rowe & Guglielmo, 1993). Searching captions for keywords and names 
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will not necessarily yield the correct information, as objects mentioned in 
the caption are not always in the picture. This results in a large number 
of false positives that need to be eliminated or reduced. In a recent test, 
a query was posed to a search engine to find pictures of Clinton and Gore 
and resulted in 941 images. After applying our own filters to eliminate 
graphics and spurious images (e.g., white space), 547 potential pictures 
that satisfied the query remained. A manual inspection revealed that only 
76 of the 547 pictures contained pictures of Clinton or Gore. This illus- 
trates the tremendous need to employ image-level verification and to use 
text more intelligently. 
Typical image-based methods compute general similarity between im- 
ages based on statistical image properties (Flickner et al., 1995). Examples 
of such properties are texture and color (Swain & Ballard, 1991). While 
these methods are robust and efficient, they provide very limited seman- 
tic indexing capabilities. There are some techniques that perform object 
identification; however, these techniques are computationally expensive 
and not sufficiently robust for use in a content-based retrieval system. This 
is due to a need to balance processing efficiency with iridexing capabili- 
ties. If object recognition is performed in isolation, this is probably true. 
More recently, other attempts to extract semantic properties of images 
based on spatial distribution of color and texture properties have also 
been attempted (Smith & Chang, 1996). Such techniques have draw- 
backs, primarily due to their weak disambiguation. These are discussed 
later. Webseer (http://webseer.cs.uchicago.edu) describes an attempt to 
utilize both image and text content in a picture search engine. However, 
text understanding is limited to processing of HTML tags; no attempt to 
extract descriptions of the picture is made. More important, it does not 
address the interaction of text and image processing in deriving semantic 
descriptions of a picture. 
In this article, a system for finding pictures in context is described. A 
sample query would be Find pictures of victims of natural disasters. Specifi-
cally, experiments have been conducted to effectively combine text con- 
tent with image content in the retrieval stage. Text indexing is accom- 
plished through standard statistical text indexing techniques and is used 
to satisfy the general context that the user specifies. Image processing 
consists of face detection and recognition. This is used to present the 
resulting set of pictures based on various visual criteria (e.g., the promi- 
nence of faces). Experiments have been conducted on two different sce- 
narios for this task; results from both are presented. Preliminary work in 
the intelligent use of collateral text in determining pictorial attributes is 
also presented. Such techniques can be used independently or combined 
with image processing techniques to provide visual verification. Thus this 
represents the integration of text and image processing techniques in the 
indexing stage. 
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IMPORTANTATTRIBUTESFOR PICTURESEARCHES 
Before techniques for extracting picture properties from text and 
images are described, it is useful to examine typical queries used in re- 
trieving pictures. Jorgensen (1996) describes experimental work in the 
relative importance of picture attributes to users. Twelve high-level at- 
tributes-literal object, people, human attributes, art historical informa- 
tion, visual elements, color, location, description, abstract, content/story, 
viewer response, and external relationship-were measured. It is inter- 
esting to note that literal object accounted for up to thirty-one of the re- 
sponses. Human form and other human characteristics accounted for 
approximately fifteen responses. Color, texture, and so on ranked much 
lower compared to the first two categories. The role of content/story 
varied widely from insignificant to highly important. In other words, us- 
ers dynamically combine image content and context in their queries. 
Romer (1993) describes a wish list for image archive managers, spe- 
cifically the types of data descriptions necessary for practical retrieval. The 
heavy reliance on text-based descriptions is questioned. Furthermore, 
the adaptation of such techniques to multimodal content is required. The 
need for visual thesauri (Srihari & Burhans, 1994; Chang & Lee, 1991 ) is 
also stressed, since these provide a natural way of cataloging pictures, an 
important task. An ontology of picture types would be desirable. Finally, 
Romer (1995) describes the need for “a precise definition of image ele- 
ments and their proximal relationship to one another.” This would per- 
mit queries such as Find a man sitting in a carriage infront of Niagara Falls. 
Based on the above analysis, it is clear that object recognition is a 
highly desirable component of picture description. Although object rec- 
ognition in general is not possible, for specific classes of objects, and 
with feedback from text processing, object recognition may be attempted. 
It is also necessary to extract further semantic attributes of a picture by 
mapping low-level image features such as color and texture into seman- 
tic primitives. Efforts in this area (see Smith & Chang, 1996) are a start 
but suffer from weak disambiguation and hence can be applied in select 
databases; our work aims to improve this. Improved text-based tech- 
niques for predicting image elements and their structural relationships 
are presented. 
WEBPIC:A MULTIMODAL RETRIEVAL SYSTEMPICTURE 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of combining text and image con- 
tent, a robust, efficient, and sophisticated picture search engine has been 
developed; specifically, Webpic will selectively retrieve pictures of people 
in various contexts. A sample query could be Find outdoor pictures of Bill 
Clinton with Hillary talking to reporters on Martha’s Vineyard. This should 
generate pictures where (1) Bill and Hillary Clinton actually appear in 
the picture (verified by face detection/recognition) ,and (2) the collateral 
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text supports the additional contextual requirements. The word “robust” 
means the ability to perform under various data conditions; potential prob- 
lems could be lack of, or limited, accompanying text/HTML, complex 
document layout, and s o  on. The system should degrade gracefully under 
such conditions. Efficiency refers primarily to the time required for re- 
trievals which are performed online. Since image indexing operations 
are time-consuming, they are performed offline. Finally, sophistication 
refers to the specificity of the query/response. In order to provide ad- 
equate responses to specific queries, it is necessary to perform more com- 
plex indexing of these data. 
Fignre 2 depicts the overall structure of the system. It consists of 
three phases. Phase 1 is the data acquisition phase-multimodal docu-
ments from WWW news sites (e.g., MSNBC, CNN, USA Today) are down- 
loaded. In order to control the quality of data that are initially down- 
loaded, a Web crawler in Java has been implemented to do more exten- 
sive filtering of both text and images. 
The inputs to the system are a set of name keys (names of people) 
and an initial set of URLs to initiate the search. Some preprocessing tools 
are employed during this phase. One such tool is an image-based photo-
graph umsus <graphicfilter. This filter is designed and implemented based 
on histogram analysis. Presumably, a photograph histogram has a much 
wider spectrum than that of a graphic image. 
A collateral text extructor, whose task is to determine the scope of text 
relevant to a given picture, is also employed. Caption text appears in a 
wide variety of styles. News sites such as CNN and MSNBC use explicit 
captions for pictures. These are indicated through the use of special fonts 
and careful placement using HTML commands as illustrated in Figure 1. 
In other Web pages, captions are not set off explicitly but, rather, are 
implicit by virtue of their proximity to the picture. 
Explicit captions are detected based on the presence of strong HTML 
clues as well as the usage of key phrases such as “left, foreground, rear” and 
so on. These can be used to predict picture contents. General collateral 
text is detected based on the presence ofwords from the “ALT tag, caption 
words, spatial proximity to picture, and so on. Such text, while not a power- 
ful predictor of the contents of a picture, establishes the context of a pic- 
ture. An image-based caption extractor that extracts ASCII text that has 
been embedded in images (a common practice among news oriented sites) 
has been developed in our laboratory and is available for use. 
Phase 2 is the content analysis or indexing phase (performed off- 
line). Phase 2 illustrates that both natural language processing (NLP) 
and image processing result in factual assertions to the database. This 
represents a more semantic analysis of the data than general text and 
image indexing based on statistical features. This is discussed in later 
sections. 
Date Cofleotbn Data Analysb Data Retrieval 
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Phase 3,  retrieval, demonstrates the need to decompose the query 
into its constituent parts. A U'eb-based graphical user interface (GUI) 
has been developed for this. As Figure 3 illustrates, the system permits 
users to view the results of a match based on different visual criteria. This 
is especially useful in cases where the user knows the general context of 
the picture but would like to interactively browse and select pictures con- 
taining his or her desired visual attributes. The interface also illustrates 
that further query refinement using techniques such as image similarity 
are possible. Finally, although the example illustrates a primary context 
query, it is possible for the original query to be based on pure image match- 
ing techniques. The basic database infrastucture for a multimodal data- 
base has been built using Illustra (Illustra is a relational database manage- 
ment system from Informix Inc.). 
This is used for data storage as well as representing factual (exact) 
information. Illustra's ability to define new data types and associated in- 
dexing and matching functions is useful for this project. 
METADATA 
For each picture and its accompanying text, the following metadata 
are extracted and stored. The metadata model described here is cur- 
rently applicable only to text and image sources. However, it can be easily 
extended to accommodate audio and video sources as well: 
Text-Indx: text index, using statistical vector-space indexing tech- 
niques. This is useful in judging similarity of two contexts. 
Img-Indxl Jmg-IndxP,. ..Img-Indxk: indexes for various image fea- 
tures based on statistical techniques. This includes color, texture, 
shape, as well as other properties useful in judging the similarity of 
two images. 
P D T  this is a template containing information about people, objects, 
events, locations, and dates mentioned in the text accompanying a 
picture. Such in€ormation is extracted through NLP techniques and 
will be discussed in the text processing section. Similarity of these 
templates involves a sophisticated unzfcation algorithm. 
Objects: this is a template containing information about objects de- 
tected in the image (image coordinates) and their spatial relation- 
ships. It also includes information pertaining to general scene classifi- 
cation (e.g., indoor/outdoor, man-made/natural, and so on). 
TEXTINDEXING 
TextProcessing 
The goal of natural language processing research in this project is to 
examine the use of language patterns in collateral text to indicate scene 
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Figure 3. The Multimodal GUI Used in Retrieval. 
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contents in an accompanying picture. In this section, NLP techniques to 
achieve this goal are described. The objective is to extract properties of 
the accompanying picture as well as cataloging the context in which the 
picture appeared. Specifically, the interest is in deriving the following 
information that photo archivists have deemed to be important in picture 
retrieval: 
Determining which objects and people are present in the scene; the 
location and time are also of importance, as is the focus of the picture. 
Preserving event (or activity) as well as spatial relationships that are 
mentioned in the text. Spatial information, when present, can be 
used for automatically identifying people in pictures. 
Consider the caption President Clinton and his family visited Nzagara 
Falls ysterday. ThpFirst Lady and Chelsea went for  n ride on the Maid of the 
Mist. This should not match the query f i nd  pictures of Clinton on the 
Maid of the Mist. However, the caption Clinton rode the Maid of the Mist 
Sunday should be returned. Current IR systems that rely on statistical 
processing would return both captions. NLP techniques are required 
for correct processing in this case. 
Determining further attributes of the picture such as indoor versus 
outdoor, mood, and so on. 
Representing and classi9ing the general context indicated by the text- 
e.g., political, entertainment, and so on. 
Some organizations, such as Kodak, are manually annotating picture and 
video clip databases to permit flexible retrieval. Annotation consists of 
adding logical assertions regarding important entities and relationships 
in a picture. These are then used in an expert system for retrieval. 
Aslandogan et al. (1997) describe a system for image retrieval based on 
matching manually entered entities and attributes of pictures, whereas 
our objective is to automaticallj extract as much information as possible 
from natural language captions. 
Specifically, the goal is to complete picture description templates (PDT) 
which represent image characteristics. Templates of this type are used by 
photo repository systems, such as the Kodak Picture Exchange (Romer, 
1993). The templates carry information about people, objects, relation- 
ships, location, as well as other image properties. These properties in- 
clude: (1)indoor versus outdoor setting, (2) active versus passive scme- 
i.e., an action shot versus a posed photo, (3) individual versus crowd scene, 
(4) daytime versus night-time, and (5) mood. 
As an example, consider Figure 4 which shows the output template 
from processing the caption A woman adds to the,floral tribute to Princess 
Diana outside the gates of Kensington Palace of Figure 1. Information extrac- 
tion (IE) techniques (Sundheim, 1995),particularly shallow techniques, 
can be used effectively for this purpose. Unlike text understanding sys- 
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Activity: pay-tribute (PERl, Princess Diana) 

Location: Kensington Palace, “outdoor” 





Figure 4. Picture Description Template (PDT). 
tems, IE is concerned only with extracting relevant data that have been 
specified a priori using fixed templates. Such is the situation here. 
Specific techniques for deriving the above information are now pre- 
sented. The techniques fall into three general categories: statistical text 
indexing, light parsing, and extracting picture attributes. 
Statistical Text Indexing 
The goal here is to capture the general context represented by collat- 
eral text. Though not useful in deriving exact picture descriptions, statis- 
tical text indexing plays a key role in a robust multimodal information 
retrieval system. There has been considerable research in the area of 
document indexing and retrieval, particularly the vector space indexing 
techniques (Salton, 1989). The problem being faced here differs from 
traditional document matching since the text being indexed-viz, collat-
eral text-is frequently very sparse. Minor adjustments are made to exist- 
ing techniques in order to overcome the sparseness problem. This in- 
cludes: (1) the use of word triggers (computed from a large corpus) to 
expand each content word into a set of semantically similar words, and 
(2) the use of natural language pre-processing in conjunction with statis- 
tical indexing. Word triggers refer to the frequent co-occurrence of cer- 
tain word pairs in a given window size of text (e.g., fifty words). Natural 
language pre-processing refers to methods, such as Named Entity Tag- 
ging (described below), which classify groups of words as person name, 
location, and so on. While the use of NLP in document indexing and 
retrieval has met with limited success, the brevity of collateral text calls for 
more advanced processing. 
Light Parsing: Extracting Patterns of Interest 
The previous section described general content indexing; these tech- 
niques are based on statistics of word, word-pair frequencies, and so on. 
In this subtask, the focus is on more in-depth syntactic processing of the 
relevant text; this is treated as an information extraction task. Such sys- 
tems consist of several hierarchical layers, each of which attempts to ex-
tract more specific information from unformatted text. 
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In the case of photographs, lemplate entities are the objects and 
people appearing in the photograph, template relationships include spa- 
tial relationships between objects/people, as well as event/activity infor- 
mation. The first laver consists of named entity tuggng this is an extremely 
useful pre-processing technique and has been the subject of consider-
able research. 
Named entity (NE) tagging refers to the process of-grouping words 
and classifying these groups as person name, organization name, place, 
date, and so on. For example, in the phrase, Tiger Woods at the Riuer Oaks 
Club, River Oaks Club would be classified as a location. Applying NE tag- 
ging to collateral text reduces errors typically associated with words hav- 
ing multiple uses. For example, a query to “Find pictures of oaks along a 
river” should not retrieve the above caption since River Oaks Club is tagged 
as a location. Bike1 et al. (1997) describe a statistical method for NE tag-
ging; given a manually truthed corpus of captions and collateral text, it is 
straightforward to develop an NE tagger. At this point, a rule-based sys-
tem for NE tagging has been implemented which is giving better than 90 
percent accuracy performance. 
The next layers of the hierarchical grammar are used for recognizing 
domain-independent syntactic structures such as noun and verb group- 
ings (assuming that named entity tagging has already taken place); this 
leads to identification of template entities and basic relationships (i.e., 
SVO structure). The processing in these layers is confined to the bounds 
of single sentences. The final layer is where intersentential information is 
correlated, thus leading to merging of templates. It is here that the final 
decision on entries in the picture description template are made. For 
example, one sentence in a caption may refer to Princess Diana seen at 
her country estate, while a later sentence may refer to the fact that the 
estate is located outside the village of Althorp, England. In such a situa- 
tion, template merging would result in the information that, in the speci- 
fied picture, the location is Althorp, England. This is a form of co-refer- 
ence that is being exploited. The template also includes general charac- 
teristics of the picture which may be detected from either the caption or 
collateral text. This is discussed in the next section. 
The demands for efficient and robust natural language processing 
systems have caused researchers to investigate alternate formalisms for 
language modeling. Current information extraction requirements call 
for the processing of up to 80 MB of text per hour. Researchers have 
increasingly turned to finite-state processing techniques (Roche & 
Schabes, 1997). Roche (1997) says that “for the problem of parsing 
natural language sentences, finite-state models are both efficient and 
very accurate even in complex linguistic situations” (p. 241). A finite 
state transducer (FST) is a special case of a finite state automaton (FSA) 
in which each arc is labeled by a pair of symbols (input and output) 
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rather than a single symbol. A rule compiler (Kartutnen & Beesley,1992) 
takes regular relations as input and constructs the corresponding FST. Op- 
erations supported by FST that are useful in grammar construction are 
union, intersection and, particularly, composition. Domain-specific pat- 
tern rules (to extract special attributes for a select domain) can be writ- 
ten as a new FST; this new FST can easily be composed with the base 
system. Hobbs et al. (1997) employs a cascaded set of FSTs to implement 
a hierarchical grammar for IE. The picture description grammar is cur- 
rently being implemented as a cascaded FST. 
Extracting Picture Attributes 
Once the parsing process has been completed, it is possible to attach 
further attributes to the picture. This includes attributes such as indoor 
versus outdoor, mood, and so on. By employing the roles that entities 
take on in the picture description templates, as well as referring to ontolo- 
gies and gazetteers, it is possible, in some cases, to extract further attributes. 
For example, if a caption refers to Clinton on the white House lawn, it is 
characterized as an outdoor picture. This is essentially a unification pro-
cess between location types. Chakravarthy (1994) discusses the use of 
WordNet in performing such characterization. 
IMAGEINDEXING 
Imagery is probably the most frequently encountered modality, next 
to text, in multimedia information retrieval. Most of the existing tech- 
niques in the literature of content-based retrieval or image indexing and re- 
trievaluse low-level or intermediate-level image features such as color, tex- 
ture, shape, and/or motion for indexing and retrieval. Although these 
methods may be efficient in retrieval, the retrieval precision may not be 
good enough, as typically it may not be true that image features always 
reflect their semantic contents. 
In this article, the focus is mainly on image retrieval of people or 
scenes in a general context. This requires capabilities of face detection 
and/or recognition in the general image domain. By a general image 
domain, it is meant that the appearances of the objects in question (e.g., 
faces) in different images may vary in size, pose, orientation, expres- 
sion, background, as well as contrast. Since color images are very popu- 
lar in use and very easy to obtain, these have been chosen for experi- 
mentation. 
The potential applications of the capability of face detection and/or 
face recognition include: (1)filtering-i.e., determining whether or not 
a particular image contains a human being, (2) identifymg individuals- 
i.e., handling queries for certain well-known people using face recogni- 
tion, and (3) improving the accuracy of similarity matching. For images 
involving human faces, it is very difficult to check similarity based on 
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histograms of the entire images. Color histogram techniques do not work 
well for images containing faces. However, after applying face detection 
to the original images, the face areas may be automatically “cropped” out, 
and the rest of the image may still be used for histogram-based similarity 
matching. 
Face detection and/or recognition has received focused attention in 
the literature of computer vision and pattern recognition for years. A 
good survey on this topic may be found in Chellappa et al. (1995). Typi-
cally, face detection and recognition are treated separately in the litera- 
ture, and the solutions proposed are normally independent of each other. 
In this task, a streamlined solution to both face detection and face recogni- 
tion is pursued. By a streamlined solution, it is meant that both detection 
and recognition are conducted in the same color feature space, and the 
output of the detection stage is directly fed into the input of the recogni- 
tion stage. Another major difference between the present research and 
work described earlier in the literature is that the proposed system is a 
self-learning system, meaning that the face library used in face recogni- 
tion is obtained through face detection and text understanding using the 
earlier research system PICTION (Srihari, 1995b). This allows the stage 
of face data collection for construction of the face library as an automatic 
part of data mining, as opposed to interactive manual data collection usu- 
ally conducted for face recognition. Note that in many situations it is 
impossible to do manual data collection for certain individuals, such as 
Bill Clinton. For those people, their face samples can only be obtained 
through the WMW, newspapers, and s o  on. Thus, automatic data collec- 
tion is not only efficient but is also necessary. 
Face detection is approached as pattern classification in a color fea- 
ture space. The detection process is accomplished in two major steps: 
feature classification and candidate generation. In the feature classifi- 
cation stage, each pixel is classified as face or nonface based on a stan- 
dard Bayesian rule (Fukunaga, 1990). The classification is conducted 
based on pre-tuned regions for the human face in a color feature space. 
The color features used in this approach are hue and chrominance. The 
pre-tuning of the classification region in the color feature space is con- 
ducted by sampling over 100 faces of different races from different Mieb 
sites. In the candidate generation stage, first a morphological opera- 
tion is applied to remove the noise, and then a connected component 
search is used to collect all the “clusters” that indicate the existence of 
human faces. Since the pre-tuned color feature region may also classify 
other parts of the human body as candidates, let alone certain other 
objects that may happen to be within the region in the color feature 
space, heuristic checking is used to verify the shape of the returned 
bounding box to see if it conforms to the “golden ratio” law.’ Figure 5 
shows the whole process of face detection and recognition for a Web 
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Figure 5. An Example of the Result of Automatic Face Detection and Face 
Recognition. (a) An original image from internet web. (b) The binary image 
after classification. (c) Result after morphological operations and connected 
component search. (d) Final detection result after applying heuristic checking 
to reject false positives. (e) The first face candidate returned for face recognition. 
(f) The second face candidate returned for face recognition. (g) Another face 
image of the same individual as in (e) . 
image. Note that each detected face is automatically saved into the face 
library if it has a strong textual indication of who this person is (self-
learning to build up the face library), or the face image is searched in 
the face library to find who the person is, if the query asks to retrieve 
images of this individual (query stage). 
In the face recognition stage, there are two modes of operation. In 
the mode of face library construction, it is assumed that each face image 
has its collateral textual information to indicate identities of the people in 
the image. Face detection is first applied to detect all the faces. Based on 
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the collateral information (Srihari, 1995b), the identities for each face 
may be found and thus saved into the library automatically. In the mode 
of query, on the other hand, the detected face needs to be searched in the 
library to find out the identity of this individual. 
Figure 5(e) and (g) are two face images of the same individual. This 
is a problem of finding semantic similarity between two face images in the 
general image domain to identify whether or not two face images contain 
the same individuals. This is one of the current research directions un- 
derway. Promising experimental results based on preliminary tests show 
that it is possible to include the capability of querying individuals in image 
retrieval by conducting semantic similarity matching. 
To summarize, image processing capability currently consists of: (1)a 
face detection modulc based on color feature classification to determine 
whether or not an image contains human faces, and (2) a histogram-based 
similarity matching module to determine whether or not two images “look 
similar. 
MULTIMODAL PROCESSINGQUERY 
Even though there has been much success recently in text-based in- 
formation retrieval systems, there is still a feeling that the needs of users 
are not being adequately met. Multimodal IR presents an even greater 
challenge since it adds more data types/modalities, each having its own 
retrieval models. The body of literature in multimodal IR is vast, ranging 
from logic formalisms for expressing the syntax and semantics of 
multimodal queries (Meghini, 1995) to MPEG4 standards for video cod- 
ing which call for explicit encoding of semantic scene contents. A popu-
lar approach has been to add a layer representing meta queryingon top of 
the individual retrieval models. An agent-based architecture for decom- 
posing and processing multimodal queries is discussed in Merialdo and 
Dubois (1997). In focusing so much on formalisms, especially in the logic- 
based approaches, researchers sometimes make unreal assumptions about 
the quality of information that can be automatically extracted (e.g., the 
detection of complex temporal events in video). 
The present research focuses not on the formalism used to represent 
the queries, rather, the focus is on the effect of utilizing automatically ex- 
tracted information from multimodal data in improved retrieval. Process- 
ing queries requires the use of: (1) information generated from statistical 
text indexing, (2) information generated from natural language process- 
ing of text, and (3) information generated from image indexing-in this 
case, face detection and recognition-as well as color, shape, and texture 
indexing. 
Thus, matching a query to a captioned image in the database could 
involve four types of similarity computation: 
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1. (Text-Indxq, Text-Indx,apImg): text-based similarity, statistical approach; 
2. SIM(Im~IndxCi) , , Im~Indx ,~~~~R):..,k: image similarity, for each j=l,. 
image feature statistical approach; 
3. SIM(PDTq,PDTcap,mg):text-based concept similarity, symbolic approach; 
and 
4. SIM(Objectsq, Objectscaplmg): image-based content similarity, symbolic ap- 
proach. 
Syntax and Semantics of Multimodal Quem.6~ 
Similarity matching techniques for each information source are dis- 
cussed in the next section. Here the discussion centers on the interpreta- 
tion of the query, as handled by the procedure Interpret-Query which at- 
tempts to understand the user’s request and decompose it accordingly. 
User input includes one or more of the following: (1) text-query, a 
text string; (2) image-query, an image; (3) topic-query, one or more con- 
cepts selected from a pre-defined set of topics, such as sportJ, politics, enter- 
tainment, and so on; and (4) user-preferences, a set of choices made by the 
user indicating preferred display choices and so on. These are used by 
the Interpret-Query module in determining ranking schemes. 
The specific objective of the Interpret-Query procedure is: (1) to deter- 
mine the arguments to each of the SIM(x,y)components mentioned above, 
and (2) to determine the set of ranking schemes that will be used in pre- 
senting the information to the user. Determining arguments to the text 
and image similarity functions are straightforward. The text string com- 
prising the query is processed, resulting in content terms to be used in a 
vector-space matching algorithm. In the case of a query image, the image 
features are available already, or are computed if necessary. Determining 
the arguments to the picture description template similarity and object 
similarity are more involved. Some natural language processing analysis 
of the Text-String is required to determine which people, objects, events, 
and spatial relationships are implied by the query. 
Another important issue is to decide on how information should be 
combined. For example, for an unambiguous query such as Find pictures 
of Bill Clinton, the face detection and recognition results will be autoniati- 
cally applied to produce a single ranking of images satisfying the query. 
However, for a more subjective query, such as Findpictures of victims of natu-
ral disastmr, the general context is first applied. The results are then sorted 
based on various visual criteria, thus allowing the user to browse and make 
a selection. 
Each ranking scheme (RSk)  defines a ranking (CapImg(k,l) ,CapImg 
(k,2),...,CapImg(k,nk)) of the images in the database. Currently, a simple 
technique to generate ranking schemes is employed. For each informa- 
tion source that is involved in a query, several sort criteria are applied in 
varying order. These sort criteria reflect the relative importance of each 
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information source. For example, for queries involving finding people in 
various contexts, two sorted lists will be presented to the user. The first 
weights the context more and the second weights the face detection re- 
sults more-i.e., presence of face, relative size of face. 
Matching Qum'es to Dala 
Text-based similarity is based on statistical indexing techniques; while 
not as precise as natural language processing techniques, it is very robust. 
Image-based similarity techniques using color, shape, texture, and so on 
have been discussed extensively in the content-based image retrieval lit- 
erature. Image-based content similarity includes any visual information 
that has been verified by using object recognition techniques (e.g., num- 
ber of faces, gender) or semantic classification (e.g., indoor versus out- 
door). 
When matching based on the similarity of picture description tem- 
plates, it is necessary to employ unification techniques. For example, a 
search for Dnlmation should match a picture whose PDT contains dog. That 
is, Unzjj(L>almation,dog~should return a non-zero value. An approach similar 
to that of Aslandogari et al. (1997) to perform inexact matching is being 
adopted. The use of ontologies is required for several purposes in this 
phase. First, they are required to map entities into their basic categorips 
(Rosch et al., 1976); research has shown that people most often query by 
basic categories (e.g., dograther than Doberman). If the caption refers to 
the location as an nuditom'um, for example, it is necessary to map this into 
budding for the purpose of retrieval. Similar mapping needs to take place 
on query terms. Srihari (19954 and Aslandogan et al. (1997) discuss the 
use of WordNet in matching picture entities with queries. WordNet pro- 
vides critical information in determining hierarchical relationships be- 
tween entity classes and event classes. 
Query Re5nement and Relevance Feedback 
Since users are not always sure of what they are looking for, an adap- 
tive system is required. After specifying an initial query, the results are 
sorted into various classes based on the ranking schemes suggested by 
Interprrt-Query. Users may choose to refine the query by either modifying 
the text query, concept query, or select images that best match their needs. 
The latter are used in a relevance feedback process, where users can inter- 
actively select pictures that satisfy their needs. Although the technique is 
well-understood in the text domain (Chang, 1998; Robertson, 1986; 
Rocchio, 1971; Ide, 1971; Croft & Harper, 1979; Fuhr & Buckley, 1991), it 
is still in the experimental stage in the image domain (Smith, 1997). Popu- 
lar techniques include Rocchio's (1971) relevance feedback formula for 
the vector model and its variations (Ide, 1971), and the Croft-Harper for- 
mula (1979) for the probabilistic retrieval model and its modifications 
(Fuhr & Buckley, 1991; Robertson, 1986). Query refinement consists of 
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adjusting the weights assigned to each feature; this is the technique adopted 
in the text domain. Of course, the difficult aspect is determining which 
features are important. The multiple ranking scheme described in the 
previous section is of use here since each ranking corresponds to the im- 
portance of certain features (or metadata) . By selecting images in certain 
ranking schemes, the system is able to learn which features are useful. 
This process can continue iteratively until the user finds the required pic- 
ture. The user interface supports the visual browsing that is an integral 
part of image retrieval. 
RETRIEVAL EXPERIMENTS 
There were two experiments conducted in picture retrieval from 
multimodal documents. Each reflected a different strategy of combining 
information obtained by text indexing and image indexing. Both of these 
are now described. 
Single Ranking Method 
In this experiment, the queries are first processed using text indexing 
methods. This produces a ranking Pxl, . . . ,Pxn as indicated in Figure 6. 
stat. Statistical 
Picturn + Matching Agent 






Figure 6. Single-Ranking Strategy for Combining Text and Image Information in 
Retrieval. 
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Those pictures pxiwhich do not contain faces are subsequently eliminated; 
this information is obtained by running the automatic face detection 
module. 
Figure 7 presents the results of an experiment conducted on 198 im- 
ages that were downloaded from various news Web sites. The original 
data set consisted of941 images. Of these, 117were empty (white space) 
and 277 were discarded as being graphics. From these, a subset of 198 
images was chosen for this experiment. 
~~~ 
Text Only Text + Manual Insp Text t Face Det 
At 5 docs 1 .o 1.o 1.0(3) 
At 10 docs 







At 30 docs 0 . i i  0.67 NA 
Figure 7 .  Results of Single Ranking Stratecgy of' Combining Text and Image 
Content. The last column indicates the result of text indexing combined with 
face detection. The number in parentheses indicates the number of images in 
the given quantile that were discarded due to hilure to detect faces. 
There were ten queries, each involving the search for pictures of 
named individual(s); some specified contexts also, such as find pictures of 
Hillary Clinton at theDemocratic Convmtion. Due to the demands of truthing, 
the results for one query are reported; more comprehensive evaluation is 
currently underway. Figure 7 indicates precision rates using various crite- 
ria for content verification: (1) using text indexing (SMART) alone, 
(2) using text indexing and manual visual inspection, and ( 3 ) using text 
indexing and automatic face identification. As the table indicates, using 
text alone can be misleading-when inspected, many of the pictures do 
not contain the specified face. By applying face detection to the result of 
text indexing, photographs that do not have a high likelihood of contain-
ing faces are discarded. The last column indicates that this strategy is 
effective in increasing precision rates. The number in parentheses indi- 
cates the number of images in the qiven quantile that were discarded due 
to failure to detect faces. 
Sample output is shown in Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8 illustrates the 
output based on text indexing alone. The last picture illustrates that text 
alone can be misleading. Figure 9 illustrates the re-ranked output based 
on results from face detection. This has the desired result that the top 
images are all relevant. However, a careful examination reveals that, due 
to the face detector's occasional failure to detect faces in images, relevant 
images are inadvertently being discarded. Thus this technique increases 
precision but lowers recall. However, if the source of images is the WWMi, 
this may not be of concern. The face detector is continually being im- 
proved to make it more robust to varied lighting conditions. 
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Retrieval Results: Using Text Only 

Figure 8. TODSix Images Based on Text Indexinp: Only. 
Retrieval Results: Using Face Detection 
Figure 9. Top Six Images Based on Combining Text Indexing and Face Detection. 
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;zlultipleRanking Method 
In this experiment, a multiple ranking method for presenting candi- 
date images to the user is employed. This strategy is depicted in Figure 
10. The context is first verified using statistical text indexing. These can- 
didate images are then sorted based on various visual properties. The 
first property is the presence of faces, the second represents the absence 
of faces (reflecting an emphasis on general scene context rather than 
individuals). This reflects the assumption that users do not know a priori 
exactly what kind of pictorial attributes they are looking for-i.e., that 
they would like to browse. Figure 11 depicts the top ranked images for 
the query victims qfdisasters. 
Many of these refer to the recent air crash in Indonesia, partially 
blamed on heavy smoke from forest fires. Some images depict victims, 
some depict politicians discussing the situation. Based on an imposed 
threshold, only the top ten images returned by text retrieval were consid- 
ered. As the results show, this produces a different ranking of images, 
where the lower row clearly emphasizes people. Had a lower threshold 
for text retrieval been used, the difference would have been more dra- 
matic. 
Figure 10. Multiple Ranking Strategy for Combining Text and Image lnformatiori 
in Retrieval. 
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Top Five Sorted on Text Confidence 
Top Five Sorted on Face Detection Confidence 
Figure 11. Top Five Images Based on Combining Text Indexing and Face Detection. 
Evaluating precision and recall for such a technique is challenging. 
The precision rate for a given sorting criterion is based on both the text 
relevance and the presence of the required pictorial attributes (e.g., pres- 
ence of faces). The text retrieval precision for the top ten images is 90 
percent. However, when “presence of faces” is used as a sorting criterion, 
the precision in the top ten images drops to 40 percent. This is primarily 
due to the presence of very small faces in the image which are found by 
the face detector. Since the manual annotators were instructed to disre- 
gard faces below a certain size, these are judged to be erroneous (e.g., the 
last picture in the second row of Figure 11). Thus, assigning relevance 
judgments based on pictorial attributes must be reinvestigated. 
FUTUREDIRECTIONS 
Future directions include improvements on several fronts. First, it is 
necessary to incorporate information derived from natural language pro- 
cessing as well as statistical image indexing into the retrieval model. Sec- 
ond, the experiments conducted so far have involved only a single query 
modality, namely text. The next step is to permit multimodal queries, 
whereby the user can specify an information request using a combination 
of text (representing contextual constraints) and images (representing 
exemplars). A relevance feedback mechanism whereby the system can 
“learn” from user feedback is called for. 
Finally, there is a need for more comprehensive testing and evalua- 
tion of the techniques developed thus far. The development of evalua- 
tion frameworks suitable for multimedia information retrieval systems is 
still an emerging research area. It is the focus of the MIRA (1999) project, 
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a consortium of IR researchers in Europe. They make a strong case for 
dynamic evaluation techniques for such applications as opposed to the static 
evaluation techniques used in text retrieval systems. Rather than evaluat- 
ing the initial results of a single query, researchers are proposing that the 
evaluation should be associated with an entire session consisting of con-
tinuously refined queries. For example, a monotonically increasing per- 
formance curve indicates a good session. They also suggest that new in- 
teraction-oriented tasks (apart from search and retrieval) must be sup- 
ported and evaluated. An example of the latter would be the ability to 
clarify and formulate information needs. 
In this research effort, the following measures of performance are of 
interest: (1)effectiveness of the ranking scheme generated based on the 
user's query input and preferences, (2) performance of each individual 
ranking scheme, and ( 3 )performance of the face detection and recogni- 
tion modules. 
CONCLUSION 
This article has presented a system for searching multimodal docu- 
ments for pictures in context. Several techniques for extracting metadata 
from both images and text have been introduced. Two different tech- 
niques for combining information from text processing and image pro- 
cessing in the retrieval stage have been presented. This work represents 
efforts toward satisfying users' needs to browse efficientlv for pictures. It 
is also one of the first efforts to automatically derive semantic attributes of 
a picture, and to subsequently use this in content-based retrieval. Re-
trieval experiments discussed in this article have utilized only two of the 
four indexing schemes that have been developed. These show the prom- 
ise of integrating several modalities in both the indexing and retrieval 
stages. 
NOTES' It is believed that for a typical human face, the ratio of the width to the height of the 
face is always around the magic value of2/(1+05), which is called the goldrn rutio (Farkas 
& Munro, 1987). 
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